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PREFACE 

The work of preparing these materials was supported by indispens~· 
able grants from the Council for Law-'Related Studies, led by David F. 
Cavers; from West Publishing Company; and from the National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the Law Enforcement Assist
ance Administration, U. S. Department of Justice. 

Effective action, which the Conference'hopes to stimulate, will 
require consensus. This is so because the political base for judicial 
law reform is always so slender that even a little opposition is almost 
always effective. Hence, the hope for reform is dependent on the flexi
bility of proponents and the modesty of opponents. 

A real difficulty lies in the fact that most of the issues to be 
debated,at the Conference are jurisprudential, involving what are, or 
may be, the basic characteristics of our legal process. Jurisprudential 
debates, like religious ones, must take place on a vast plain which 
provides few shelters of certainty for any adversary. He who yields 
an article' of faith does not know where" if at all, he will be able to 
re-group and defend himself. Accordingly, e~ch of us tends to defend 
each bit of terrain far more passionately than its worth would justify. 
So? the common tendency to reassure one 'I s self-doubts by emphatic as
sertions will be manifest in many of th(: writings contained in these 
volumes, including several of my own. :Because this tendency is so 
destructive of the chances for political accommodation so essential 
to reform, it seems wise to place the familiar risk in view at the 
outset. 

Readers are therefore cautioned not to become so enamored of 
their 0W11 opinions as seem to be the persons who are responsible for 
the assembly of these materials. As the principal editor, I blush at 
the frequency with which the ideas of members of the Advisory Council 
for Appellate Justic~and especially my own, are advanced here. In 
defense of this immodesty of opinion, it can only be said that, at 
the moment, these were the best ideas we knew. I wish the conferees 
more luck than I have enjoyed in controlling pride of opinion. 

Paul D. Carrington 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
November 1, 1974 

------------------------.............. ----
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INTRODUCTION: A PRE VIEW OF THE CONFERENCE 

The reading material provided for those attending the Nationa~ 
Conference on Appellate Justice bulks large. Each conferee will re
ceive copies of Meador, Appellate Courts: Staff and Process in t?e 
Crisis of Volume (1,974) and Leflar, Appellate Judicial Opinions (1974), 
as well as these four volumes of materials. Together, these 
materials comprise a small library on the subject of the conference, 
which may prove useful for purposes other .than preparation for the 
conference itself. They should suffice to equip a conferee who is 
not informed on anyone of the questions to be disr.:ussed with the 
means of becoming fully informed\ Thus, while it is expected that 
each conferee will have his own distinct need for material, it is 
hoped that all needs will be met. 

This introduction will provide a very brief summary of the 
literature so abundantly supplied and a list of questions raised. 
It is ~ntended to help each conferee choose topics for further study 
and to provide a flexible agenda for tt.e group discussions on Friday 
and Saturday, January 24 and 25. 

The first volume of the reproduced materials contains, in 
addition to this introduction, a first chapter which seeks to place 
the subject of the conference in perspective. The second volume is 
keyed to the Friday discussion and illuminates the stress between 

.the demands for quality aTld quantity of appellate justice. The third 
volume is keyed to the Saturday discussion and presents the contempo
rary issues of criminal justice on appeal. The fourth volume is keyed 
to the presentations of Saturday evening and Sunday morning and ex
plores the possible revision of the federal court appellate system. 

A. PREVIEW OF CHAPTER 1: A PERSPECTIVE ON APPELLATE JUSTICE 

The Data of Congestion. The situation which calls for a National 
Conference on Appellate .Justice is the staggering inflation in c.:aseload 
which be;sets the appeIlate courts in the United States. PartA of Chapter 
portrays the present exigency. The Ameri.can Judicature Society rev5.ews 
the situation in the state appellate courts, many of which are E'lxperi
encing very substantial pressures. The Study Group of the Federal 
Judicial Center describes a serious situation in the Supreme Court of 
the United States. A review of the Annual Reports of the Administra
tive Office of the United States Courts reveals an extremely grave 
situation in the United States Courts of Appeals, whose workload has 
quadrupled in the last dozen years. 
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The problem of appellate congestion is not novel. It is endemic 
a s well as ubiqui to'lS. Growing caseloads have been overcome by many 
appellate courts in the 'past. The novel characteristic of the present 
situation is the rapidity of its develppment. The data set forth 
reveal some very steep curves of growth. 

Interpreting the data is more difficult than might be supposed. 
Gerhard Casper and Richard Posner examine the data on the do:ket of 
the Supreme Court and present a strikingly different,percep~Lon ?f the 
situation of that Court. Especially elusive are solLd confLrmatLons 
of hypotheses bearing on causes of caseload increases. Thus, ~he , 
severity of caseload increases tends to disprove a close relat~onshLp 
between caseload and population or between caseload and economLC 
activity. Paul Carrington's analysis of the Administrative Office 
data tends to disprove a relationship between appeal rates and 
reversal rates. Jerry Goldman's analysis of similar federal data 
tends to confirm the obvious relationship between litigation levels 
in appellate courts with activity in tria~ :our~s; ~ut it does not 
explain why an increasing percentage of lLtLgatLon Ln federa: ~our~s 
ends in the entry of appealable judgments and in appellate lLtLgatLon. 

The data do seem to lend considerable strength to the assumption 
that the recognition of the right to counsel in criminal litigation has 
made a substantial contribution to the growth of appellate dockets. But~ 
on the civil side, explanations are limited to a few u~con~irmed hypo
theses. One is a shift in social attitudes toward litLgatLon as a ~ool 
for social change and for righting wrongs and indignities of many kLnds. 
A second ~s the reduction in the relative cost of taking an appeal. A 
third is a possible increase in the availability of legal services. 

Whatever the mix of causes, future predictions of caseloads are 
risky. It is unlikely that the present rate of increase will continue 
indefinitely. Indeed, it is imaginable that the long-term incr~asing 
curve could be reversed if legislators took pains to pursue theLr 
political goals by means of programs which are designed to g~nerate 
less dispute or, at least, less litigation. In the alternatLve, more 
controversies might be diverted to administrative agencies or compet-

ing systems yet unknown. 

The Limited Options: A Distasteful Choice. Whatever th~ future 
may hold the present levels of appellate litigation pose serLOUS 
issues f~r many appellate court systems. There is no doubt that rising 
workloads have forced significant changes and will force more. The 
subject of the National Confr~rence is: what form shall these changes 

take? 

The ine'litability of change, if not reform, is decreed by the 
mathematically inexorable relationship that judicial decisio~s ~l're 
the result of the individual efforts of a limited number of Judges 
working on a finite number of decisions. It seems reasonable to 
assume that our appellate judges have not been under-employed. 
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Hence, if the number of decisions to.be made is increased, the number 
of judges must increase, or the portion of their efforts devoted to 
some or all cases must decrease. There are only these three dimensions 
of the problem: the number of appeals, the number of judges deciding 
them, and the proportion of their efforts devoted ~o each decision. 

Thus, none of the options for dealing with increased caseload is 
likely to be attractive. Increasing, the number of judgeships will 
threaten the quality of the process by diminishing the status of the 
judges and by increasing th~ difficulties of harmonious and uniform 
administration of the law. Spreading the efforts of a limited number 
of judges over a growing numbor pf cases will threaten the quality of 
the process by making the work of the judges less open and visible, 
and hence less subject to account, or by increasing a tendency toward 
delegation of more aspects of judicial work and toward an appellate 
process tha t is less humane and more bureaucratic in character. 
Limiting the flow of appeals would protect the appellate process at 
the expense of the rights of litigants: if the limitation is applied 
at th~ appellate level, the rights affected would be procedural, as 
the power and discretion of trial judges would be enhanced; and if 
the limitation is applied to prevent cases f~om entering the system 
altogether, substantive rights must be abrogated or left to non
judicial means of protection. Yet if none of these alternatives is 
embraced, a backlog of untended business must accumulate; and hack10g 
at the appellate level is especially distasteful because it stimulates 
dilatory litigation and impairs the effectiveness of the legal system 

'at all levels. An important point of beginning, therefore, is that 
there is no wholly benign solution. The price can be paid in one or 
more of several currencies, but pay we must. 

Several of the alternative general strategies are on the agenda 
of the Conference for discussion on Friday, January 24; these involve, 
for the most part, the ~roblems of increasing the number of appellate 
judges or of decreasing the amount of judicial energy expended in 
making appellate decisions. Chapters 2, 3, and 4, ~hich constitute 
Volume II of these materials are devoted to the Lension between 
quality and quantity in the appellate process. The possible strategy 
o~ accumulating bac~1~g.i8 thought to require no discussion. The pos
SLble strategy of lUlUtLng the intake of cases at the trial court level 
is presented only in ChaptP~ a in connection with the situation of the 
federal courts. Whilp ~his general strategy may be wisely deemed Ly 
many conferees to b~ very important, it is not on the Conference agenda 
because it would present too diffuse an array of issues, many of which 
would be la~;~ly substantive in nature; it seems prudent to limit the 
workload of the Conference by omitting consideration of this dimension 
of the problem. The readings present the argument or John Frank that 
congestion is an occasion for change of jurisprudential proportions. 
The entire body of the law, he contends, should be revis'.:!d to reduce 
the occasions for disputes that can require legal decisions. 

3 
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For similar.reasons, the strategy of controlling the intake of 
cases at the appellate level is not on the agenda. But the issues 
raised by this approach are largely procedural and may be touched 
on in the course of discussion. Hence, Part B of Chapter 1 is de
voted to a brief presentation of those issues. Few readers will 
disagree with Geoffrey HazG;"(d's assertion, made a decade ago, that 
there are too many appe?ls. But acceptable remedies for that situa
tion are very difficult to identify. rt1e American Bar Association 
Standards on Criminal Justice are largely supportive of the rights of 
the accused to pursue unpromising criminal appeals. Robert Hermann 
surveys the problem from the perspective of a defense lawyer and con
cludes that very little can be done to stem the tide. On the civil 
side, Paul Carrington is not sanguine about the prospect$ for control
ling frivolous appeals. But Richard Posner argues strongly that a 
market mechanism should be established to assure that a suitable price 
is charged for consumption of a scarce public resource, judicial energy. 

Purposes of Appellate Litigation. The choice among the various 
alternatives to be considered will depend in some measure on the 
di:!-cision-maker's basic assumptions about the. appellate process. Why 
should any appeal be allowed? The questiop is nowhere on our agenda, 
but differences with regard to its answer will sometimes surface and 
.~ill often underlie more specific differences. It may therefore 
ennance understanding to consider a range of disagreement on basic 
values, which is presented in Part C of Chapter 1. 

Thus, Roscoe Pound asserts that the primary function is to 
,.assure objective and impartial determinations of the facts in con-
~~ troversy, and applications of law to fact. He describes law-making 

as a secondary function of appellate courts. The intricacy of the 
task of assuring correct results in individual cases is illuminated 
by Roger Traynor. Irving Wilner argues that appellate courts cannot 
fairly and efficiently perform the function identified by Pound as 
primary; indeed he argues for the abolition of most civil appeals. 
Maurice Rosenberg raises the question debated by Wilner, and concludes 
that an effort must be made to control the discretion of t·rial judges, 
but balanced by a concern for the diseconomies of appellate litigation. 
Charles Wright considers the issue and concludes that appellat~ 
courts have tended to lose the appropriate balance; he asserts that 
appellate courts are too often usurping the fact-finding and indi
vidualizing tasks of trial courts, and should restrict the scope of 
appellate revi~w to the consideration of general legal questions of 
general interest. Paul Carrington, responding to Wright, expresses 
the conflicting view that increased concern by appellate judges for 
the justice of individual results is appropriate, desirable, and 

'consistent with cQntemporary expectations of justice. These 
"questions are further explored in Chapter 1 of Robert Leflar' s 
book. 
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B. PREVIEW OF CHAPTER ,2: VISIBILI'rY OF DECISIONS 

, Appellate litigants have, at best, little contact with the 
~ud~es ,who,decide their rights. If the appearance of appellate 
Justl?e,lS, lndeed, as important as the just result itself, there is 
~ut llmlted opportunity to create that appearance. ~oreover, there 
lS s~bstantial human experience which links the appearance with the 
r~a~l~y: many adhere to the traditional belief that openness and 
vlslblllty of process are important safeguards against carelessness 
and other human frailties which beset J'udges. For these re , " h " asons, 
some lnSlSC t at the prlmary strength of the judicial system the 
very basis for its claim to accepcance by those who are sub'~ ted to 
its de ., 'h J c ClSlons, lS t at it is characteristically open to the view of 
all. At the s~m: ~i~e, the features of the process which assure its 
openness and vlslblllty are costly in judicial time and effort. As 
these resources become more scarce, the quality of the process is 
threatened by marked reductions in openness and hence it may be 
contended, in quality. ' 

Limiting Oral Argument. Typically, the only person-to-person 
contact in the appellate process Occurs at oral argument. This is 
the only opportunity for intercourse between the parties and the 
judg~s: ,Over. the years, the orality of American procedure has tended 
to dlml~lsh, In contrast to the highly oral procedures characteristic 
of Engllsh courts. Delmar Karlen contrasted the two systems a decade 
ago. Frederick Wiener j a student and practitioner of American appel
late advocacy, contemp~ated the more oral English system and found it 
too wasteful. But,Da~lel Meador, in a very recent survey, concludes 
that ~here ~aY,be lndlrect efficiencies in a more oral proceeding, 
especla:ly ,If It features relatively little written communication. 
A ques~lOn not explored in the material is the extent to which further 
economles may be secured by technological means such as the conference 
telephone call or cldsed-circuit television. 

The consensus view of appellate judges, as manifested in their 
rules.of court, seems to be that oral arguments are not very useful in 
reachlng co:-rect results: It is common to decry the quality of argu
ments heard, some eve~ flnd the poor quality so severe that higher 
standa:ds for professlonal certification are in order. On the other 
~and, It maY.be contended that the quality of oral argument on appeal 
lS a reflectlon of the low expectations of judges, their disinterest 
and/or unpreparedness, or perhaps the shortness of time allowed for 
argum:nt. The latter contentions have been overridden and there is 
a,manlfest.tendency, especially in federal appellate c0urts, to 
dlspense wl~h oral argument, or to severely abbreviate it. Charles 
Haworth reVlews the various rules of court designed to limit oral 
argument and considers possible objections to such rules. At its 
mo~t recent annual meeting, the American Bar Association protested 
thls tendency and proclaimed the right of counsel to be heard. 

5 



Decisions Without Reasons and Oral Opinions. A second device for 
exhibiting the integrity of the appellate r;'ocess is the opinion. 
Robert Leflar considers the functioas of opinions in his Chapter 4 and 
offers much valuable advice on writing opinions that serve their pur
poses in his Chapter 7. In these materials, Delmar Karlen, contrasts 
the formality of America~ opinions with the informality and orality 
of English opinions. Charles Haworth describes the extent to which 
hard-pressed federal appellate courts have dispensed with opinions in 
many cases. As the Third Circuit Time Study of the Federal Judicial 
Center clearly reveals, this is potentially a very effective means of 
reducing the amount of judicial energy invested in each disposition. 
But it also cuts deeply against the grain of tradition. As Kenneth 
Davis describes the state of federal administrative law, it seems 
arguable that the federal appellate courts are engaged in a practice 
which they would be obliged to condemn if indulged by a federal 
administrative agency. Daniel Meador strongly commends the English 
method of oral disposition as economic of time and effective in 
serving the purpose of exhibiting the integrity of the decision. 
Moreover, he reports on an experiment conducted with state court 
judges which tends to demonstrate that oral dispositions may be 
much more feasible than most Americans are prone to believe. 

Publication of Opinions. Quite a different matter from the 
giving of reasons fou decisions is the question uf their publication. 
Few would challenge the observation that the availability of published 
opinions has passed the point of diminishing returns; there are so 
many judicial utterances that their value is depreciated. The Advisory 
Council for Appellate Justice has concluded that selectivity is in 
order and has advanced standards for publication. These standards are 
comparable to the pioneering California Rules of Court on the same 
subject. A serious problem which non-publication pO$es is the pre
cedential value of the unpublished opinion: a decision of the Second 
Circuit holds that such an opinion may not be cited. Gideon Kanner 
reviews the California experience and expresses the opinion that 
this is undesirable, if not unworkable; he would favor publication 
of all appellate opinions. 

Questions. In regard to this general topic, the following 
questions may be regarded as worthy of discussion: 

(1) Are appellate courts obliged to provide opportunity for 
oral argument on all appeals? 

(2) If so, what kind of preparation by the court or its staff 
is necessary or desirable in order to assure that the oral 
argument serve its intended purpose? 

(3) Thus, if pre-argument memoranda are to be prepared by 
members of the court or staff of the court, would it 
be desirable to make such papers available to counsel 
for comment and critique? 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(ll) 

What kind of 
de sirable in 
its purpose? 

preparation by counsel is necessary or 
order to assure that oral argument serves 
Are written briefs necessary in all cases? 

Can an adequate argument be conducted by 
or closed-circuit television? ' conference call 

How c~n the courts best assure adequate effbrt by counsel? 

Is an appellate court 'obliged to 
f state its reasons for 

every inal action, or only when ' 
below? Lt reverses a decision 

Can such reasons as may be required be 
orall t h adequately staterl 

y ate time of argument in many cases? 

If so, is this a means to efficiency? 

Must all reasoned decisions be reported ;n 
.L. published form? 

If not, what is the effect or value of 
unpublished decisions? 

C . PRE VIEW OF CHAPTE R 3: RESPONSIBILITY FOR DECISIONS 

Appellate judges can and do dele a _ 
It is tempting to ease the pains f g te many tasks to subordinates. 
Judges can then concentrate on th~ m~onge~ti?n by delegating more. 
to them, take greater care with th ' re dLffL~ultproblems presented 
the contentions of the ad ,eLr work, gLve closer attention to 

versarLes coord' t 
one another and make wiser ' Lna e more effectively with 

pronouncements of th 1 All 
purposes are served by delegat' th e aw. of these 
difficulty may lie in ioent'f ~ng e non-essential tasks. But a 
to the judicial function th~ty~~g the tasks which are not so integral 
eXpression of concern is that eytmay be wisely delegated. A common 
tra tive agencies" The f ' hcour s may become "more like adminis-

. ear t us expressed' th ' 
become so Dureaucrat:ic that the tr " LS at decLsions may 
responsibility of the judges is los~d~tl?nal,element of personal 
mora 1 authority of de ' , , r LmpaLred, threatening the 
attributed the prest{~~s~~n~he ~ustLce Brandeis is said to have 
do our own work\!. upreme Court to the fac t tha t 1~l!e 

How much delegation is too much ' , 
reasonable minds may differ 'd 1 LS a questLon about which 

. . Wl e y. It would seem t d d' on tne considerations identified 'n h ,. 0 epen Ln part 
open and visible the proc~ss of d~cit,e precedLng chapter: the more 
cern about delegatio. n It- d dSL,on, the less acute is the con-

f . may epen 1.n part also on t1 'd 
o . the staff members to whom the dele ' .' ., 1e 1. entity and roles 
qualifications and to whom are th gatl0n LS made: what are their 
in large part on the precise natu;~ ~~c~~~t~blke? An~ it may depend 

as s assLgned to staff. 
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Dramatis Personnae. The reading material of Chapter 3 is 
supplementary to Daniel Meador's book, APPELLATE COURTS (1974), which 
is the definitive work on the subject. The first chapter of h,is book 
concludes with a brief identification of the forms of assi'st,ancc which 
have been used by. appellate judges. The first part of Chapter 3 is 
supplementary to that first Chapter of Professor Meador. 

Thus, the most common form of assistance is provided by law clerks, 
chosen by and serving individual judges rather than the court as a 
whole. Most frequently, these are recent law school graduates of high 
academic standing who are employed for only a year or two. Their 
functions vary widely according to the tastes of the individual judges 
for whom they work. The institution is described more fully by one 
judge, Eugene Wright. 

A different form of staff assistance is the theme of the Meador 
book. This is the staff attorney chosen by and serving the cour~ as 
a whole. Frequently he is a more mature lawyer serving an indefinite 
tenure. His tasks are determined by the court and are frequently 
shared by peers acting under a supervisor. Pioneering in the use of 
this kind of staff was the Michigan Court of Appeals; its experience 
and practice is fully reported by T. John Lesinski and N.O. Stockmeyer. 
Daniel Meador reports on somewhat different uses of such staff in 
Illinois, Nebraska y New Jersey, and Virginia in the setting of ex
periments supervised by him. His conclusions are reported in Chapter 11 
and hfs recommendations in Chapter 12; thus, a hasty view of the book 
can be obtained by perusal of pages 163-186. 

Central staff should be contrasted with commissioners of the type 
widely used at the turn of the century. These officials were, in 
substance, second-class judges. The rise and fall of this concept is 
chronicled by E.M. Curran and Edson Sunderland. 

Staff Functions. The functions which might be assigned to a 
central staff are reviewed by Professor Meador in Chapters 3 and 4 of 
his book, pages 31-76. The readings suggest two additional uses of 
central staff presently being tried by the Second Cir~uit. Marianne 
Stecich describes the use of staff to expedite criminal appeals, a 
topic which will be dealt with more fully as an aspect of criminal 
justice on appeal, in Chapter 5 of these materials. Irving Kaufman 
describes the use of staff to conduct pre-hearing conferences in
tended to serve purposes similar to those of pre-trial conferences. 

Limits of Delegability. The third part of Chapt8r 3 briefly 
e~plores the question of whether there are legal limits to the 
delegability of appellate tasks. What li~tle law there is on 
delegation of judicial function has been made in the setting of 
delegations by trial judges. Thus, although the use ot' special 
masters is well established in the equity practice, most appellate 
courts, including the Supreme Court of the United States, have 
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found occasion to reprimand e . 
federal legislation ,xcesS1Va use of such f . 
further considera tio~r~~ t~~g ~he office of magistr~ t!l~:~S: ~ecent 
the limits 0 th e lSsue. The con t., lnvlted 

sidered by t~e S:V~~~h o~i;~~~:t~at; in ciVi: ~:~~~~~a~a~o~~:~n, and 
post-conviction liti at. , In 0, Inc. v . .McMilla ' con-
Johnson which' 19 10n lS questioned in the Id n. Thelr role 
C .' lnvo ved the p doer case H I'd 

oMmissioner, and in th re ecessor office of Unit d ,_0 1 aY v. 
These decisions 'are e ver~ re~ent deCision in Win e State~ 
of appellate del ~ot partlcularly helpful i ~~f' ? v. Weddlng. 
h egatl0n and n ~e lnlng the I' , 

owever, to confir h' are ab&tracted briefl lmlts 
gations m . m t at there may be a. y. They do serve 
those whoa~x:~o~ate Con~titutional or le~~~~:t~t which,j~dicial del~-

Clse the Judicial pow~r. lve provlSlons governing 

~estions. The to)ic 
following tasks 1 may be explored by 
judge IS law 1 may properly and efficientl b~onsi~ering which of the 
officers su ~ erk, to, the staff at~orneys y ass1gned, either to a 

c as comm1ssioners or ' ,or to more independent 

(1) 

(2) 

mag1strates: 

preparing a summary of the 
facts; 

preparing a summary of the 
adversaries; legal arguments of the 

(3) 
preparing an independent legal 

analYSis; 
(4) 

dOing ad hoc limited research' , 
(5) 

e~aluating the importance of h ' 
wlth a view to decid' h t e lSSues presented 
should be granted; lng wether permission to appeal 

(6) screening cases for 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

oral argument,. no oral argument or f b or a brevia ted 

screening cases for dis " 
dispOSition by br' f POsltlon 
b le per curia 

y oral or unpublished oPinion~ , 
wi thout opinion, for 
opinion 0 f r 'or dispOsition 

suggesting questions to b 
e explored at oral argument; 

conducting pre-hear' 
parties t lng conferences des' d 

o se.ttle or to abandon ,lgne to encourage 
margLnal issues' , 

preparing opinions for judiCial 
approval; 

criti ' , 
, ,C1Z1ng and suggesting 

°Plnl.ons made by judges; reVisions in drafts of 

making dispOSitions with 
regard to the calendar. 

, , 
part1cipat' , 

Lng 1n post-argument confe 
rences of J' d u ges; 

enforCing t' 1 1me y and adequate f 
per ormance by lawyers. 
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D. pREVIEW OF CHAPTER 4: 
UNIFORMITY OF DECISIONS 

f L There is perhaps 
and The Rule 0 aw. e to treat like 

The Appellate Process al systems should_asp~r 1 idio-
. 1 agreement that leg , fluence of persona , 

un~versa d to constrain the ~n "al tool for pursu~ng 
cases the same.a~ on decisions. The pr~nc~p, which appellate 
syncracies 0: JU ~:sappellate review. The ~ays o~~ions of Robert 
these objec t~ve:se objectives are explor:d ~~ p 8 and 9. More 
courts serve th , 11 Chapters 1, 2; 4, l), '., es the features 
Leflar's book, espec~~. y s Karl Llewellyn ident~f~ llate decisions 
briefly, in these ~:~e~~~i~h serve to assure ;~~~c~~i~ns of the kind 
of appella:e IP:~~e institutional, not "or:e-~a~ick describes how the 
are colleg~a V derbilt. And Marv~n c , a1 harmony in its 
decried by Arthur

t 
a~tempted to assure in~titut~onthe goa~ such as 

d Hand cour a , ed to pursue , , Learne f the techn~ques us , ' e time-consum~ng, 
decisions. Some 0 , d multiple op~n~ons, ar ed by con-

, 1 deliberatLon an , e pressures caus 
colleg~a h re threatened by t~m , dges in the system, 
accordingly, t ~y a ore numerous the appellat~ ~u their efforts. 
gestion. And t,e ~ to have means of harmon~z~ng 
the more vital Lt ~s f th one may 

blems 0 grow , 
hing for solutions to the

A
Pro , can Bar Association 

In searc Tentative Draft of the ~er~ That draft takes a ~ 
begin with the, to Court Administr~t~on. intermediate courts ot 
Standards Rel~t~~g favoring the creat~on of h and opposing the 
position gener~ y of panels as small as t re~, in support of 
appeals au~ t'~e~s~ourts. Although the reas~~~n;raft may serve ~s 
use of specl.f\l~ , h t sparsely stated, , 'the Draft 

. ~ us ~s somew a f th' s top~c: ~s these pos~t, ... o discussion 0 ~ 
a focuS 0 f the conference 

sound? problems of HiereEchical bly 
, 's presuma level of reVLew ~ , _ , Level of Review: 

business so that ~t :an con 
" its attent~on. In 

~:~u~:~~~taken to demor:strate 
, ";ng th~s Carolina LS ser" ... 

The Intermed~ate , ediate 
ose of an ~nterm 

Growth. The purp rt from routine 
h h'ghest cOU to shield teL those cases most 

centrate its efforts,Or: 'sm Roger Groot 
'Pie of emo~r~c~ , h 

a rare ~am. • d' te court in Nort 
that the new interme ~a 
intended purpose. 

d of this device 
ff ' cy and wis om 

doubt about the e l,ca f the inter-
Nevertheless, d land was a lifelong opponentl'~'gants of double 
't Edson Sun er , d the cost to L L 

pers~s s. 1 t'on' he emphasLze'b'lity of making an 
mediate cour~h:o d~f~ic~lty, if not thl:! impo~s~h~ highest and inter
appeals ,and . tinction between the rol~S 0 lia, in planning an 
approp=~ate dLS Graham Lillj and AntonLn Sca t this challenge by 
mediate courts. for Virginia, sought t~ mee minal for most 
intermediate :ourt diate court that would,be t~r bts about this 
designing an ~nter~e Florida experience raLseds ou of the highest 
l'tigation. But t e T exhibits a ten ency 

L 1ution of the i?rob1em. ~t 'th only limited regard for 
reso tits prerogatLVes WL 
court to asser , 
the jurisdictional desLgn. 

\0 

:.'1 
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--------------------------------------------------------.-----

Roscoe Pound was among the first to favor the establishment of 
appellate terms in trial courts, in lieu of new intermediate institu
tions. In form, his approach is exemplified by the Appellate Division 
of the New York Supreme Court. But the substance of his idea may be 
r8flected more by the proposal advanced for discussion by a committee 
of State Bar of California for a lICourt of Review'l. Essentially, the 
idea is to make most of the appellate work an integral part of the 
trial process, resembling a motion for new trial, but presented to 
different judges. All ttreview for correctness", involving the suf
ficiency of the evidence, the admissibility of the evidence, or other 
issues involving only the particular dispute between the present 
parties, would be conducted at that level. This would leave only 
the lIinstitutional review" for uniformity to be conducted at the 
higher levels of the structure. A crucial question is whether these 
functions can be sharply distinguished in the manner proposed. Mary 
Schroeder reports on an experiment with this approach now being con
ducted in the courts of Arizona. 

Whatever form such changes might take, all such systems seem to 
tontemplate that the judges at the apex of the system should devote 
their energies to issues of general concern, leaving to the lower 
courts the responsibility for individual justice. One question this 
raises, as illustrated by the practice of the Traynor court in 
California in taking cases for review sua sponte, is the fate of the 
adversary tradition in an institution which is removed from concern 
for individual justice. More broadly, one may question whether this 
transformation of the highest court does not have even more substantial 
jurisprudential implications in blurring the distinction between 
judicial and legislative functions: when the court is selecting its 
cases for the purpose of making law, judicial law-making is no longer 
incidental, but becomes the central function of the institution. The 
significance of thi.s change is not easily demonstrated, and may be 
regarded as benign, but ~t should not be unnoticed. 

Panels and Divisions: Problems of Lateral Growth. Sunderland 
favored the enlargement of a single court sitting in diviRions, in 
preference to the creation of intermediate courts. Pou~d agreed that 
three or five judges sufficed for the conduct of appellate business 
and that cases requiring the attention of all members of a court are 
rare. Llewellyn points up the need for appropriate teamwork by judges 
serving in a divided court. Conflict between panels and, more 
importantly, the threat or 'possibility of conflict, can undermine 
the harmonizing function of the appellate system and dramatize the 
"luck of the draw" as a determinant of outcome. Graham Lilly and 
Antonin Scalia, planning for Virginia, and Charles Wolfram, planning 
for Minnesota, hoth urge the use of panels or divisions as a means 
to efficiency, but both are mindful of the threat to uniformity and 
cautious about the size of panels or divisions in relation to the 
size of the court. Presumably, there is a minimum frac,::tion of the 
personnel of a court which can presume to speak with the authority 
of the court; and, the smaller the segment of the court, the greater 
the risk of "minority decisions" and disharmony. 
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A conventional wisdom holds that the risks of disharmony can be 
reduced and controlled by means of en banc proceedings. The English 
experience casts doubt on the efficacy of thi' device. And the 
federal experience, reported by Lamar Alexander, Suggests that en banc 
procedure is also inordinately consumptive of jndicial energy, for 
several reasons. One is the violence done to the routine of the 
divided court. Another is the fact that caseS selected for such 
treatment tend to reach the Supreme Court, which renders the efforts 
of the Court of Appeals moot. The en banc procedure may tend to 
become yet another level of review. And it is not certain to what 
extent en banc decisions are effective to prevent the differences 
which they reflect from recurring in subsequent panel decisions. 

Stabili!ed Assignmonts and specialization: Problems of Cellular 
Growth. Rarely utilized in the United StateS is a third approach to 
growth which divides the judicial busineSS on substantive lineS and 
minimizes the overlap between the responsibilities of different groupS 
of judges. The familiar objection to thiS approach is that it leads 
to narrow specialization of the judges, but it is not clear that a 
few modest steps in this direction would be harmful to the appellate 
process. pound waS opposed to specialized courts, but not to speci

al

-
i zed judge s . Llew

e 
llyn sugge st s, i ndee d, tha t a moderate use 0 f 

expertise in an appellate court is desirable. And the fact is that 
some use of expertise has been made by the best American courts for 
years; the Hand court experience with assigning cases cy subject
matter, is reported by Schick. Moreover, there is much experience 
in other legal systems which may support such solutions. Indeed, 
the French institution of a separate system of administrative courts 
has, in recent years, been adopted in Florida and ~ennsylvania with 

no seriously adverse consequences yet reported. 

In approaching the problem of overloaded federal circuits, the 
American Bar Foundation Study Suggested the possibility of organizing 
larger circuits with substantive divisions. As reported by ~aul 
carrington, the proposal bears some resemblance to the highest German 
court, which is divided into a number of senates, each dealing with 
a different substantive class of cases. The A.B.F. proposal suggest
ed the rotation of judges over a period of years to prevent excessive 
routinization; but the identity of the appellate panel for any case 
would be predictable. Henry Friendly found this Suggestion to be 
threatening to the judicial office and unworkable. 

~uestions. From the materials in Chapter 3, the following 

questions may be drawn~ 
(1) Should an intermediate court be the teL'minal court for 

some classes of appeal s7 

(2) If so, how can a terminal jurisdiction be successfully 

defined 7 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

If "revie f b w or correctne II' e perfDrmed com 1 ss ~~ a separable f 
court; should thP etely below the level f unction to 

, h at funct' b 0 the h;gh w~t the trial? ~on e integrated ~ est more closely 

Does the minimum s' vary 'th ~ze of an appell w~ the appellate function ate panel or division to be performed? 

Does the mirt;mum L size of' > 

vary with the an appellate a 1 sitt' overall size of th p ne or division 
~ng unit is a part? e court of which the 

U~der what, if s~t en banc? any, circumstances, h S ould a divided court 

Should tbe assi court b gnment of judges d 
who wou~ds~:bi1ized so that the ~~en~~~es in a divided 
or class of called upon to decide a • l ~f the j~ges 
of lit' ,appeals can be fairl part~cular .• Ap,.,eal ~gat~on? y predicted in" d' .. .. a vance 

PRE VIEW OF CHAPTE R 5: EXPEDITING REVIEW OF FE \ 
Dispatch as a G 1 LONY CONVICTIONS 

to a speedy trial oa of the Criminal A aod is the ob' of a criminal case is ppellate Process. The r' h 
q . J ec t of a var' , consti tution 11 . Lg t 
uuement of Federal R 1 L,e'y of remedial me a y guaranteed 

fede;al district courtUe: of Criminal procedu;:u~~s(b)SUCh as the re-
crLmLnal cases I .tablLsh a plan f that each 
even more appr~pri:tfact, the case can beo:a~peedy disposition of 
and supervision of ae to :he appellate proces: that speediness is 
~~~n more risky than ~~nv~cted offender by admitt

TO 
delay punishment 

L erty. Thus aVLng those who ar Lng hLm to bail is 

!~~ ~o less gr~v:a~rs~f~~:~e~s are.not re~e:~~~~edB~! c~ime at their 
as been unl~full etent.on may be . ' t.s leaves 

surely denied than' y convicted. Nowhere .unJustly imposed on one 
Fleming urges a Ln the criminal appellat .s JustLce delayed more 
lawyers and' system which awaits th e process. As Mackl' 
h ' court re e cooveo' .n 

t e professionals wh.p~r:ers may secure a qual·~ence of judges, 
to the public and .c .s optimal, but at L y of service from 
benefit of the add:~.offenders which can fa~he expense of injustice ~ ~onal quality so secured. outweigh the incremental 

It is such th'nk' decry the " 1 ., ~ ~ng which leads Ch' f in th . g ac~al pace" of " H~ Justice Warren B e wnting of oth . cnno.nal appeals It' urger to 
Albert Bryan Ed d er em~nent jurists ; l' d' ~s echoed as well ~. ,war T~mm d • Lnc u ~ng J L~ons of a var' ~, an Griffin Bell ames Hopkins 
.. .ety of gr . And' h ' :Lss.~n on Criminal just?UPSS including the Nation:~ 1de.recommenda-
ssoc.ation, and the ~ce tandards and Goals' v.sory Com-Adv~sory Council for A ,the American Bar ppellate Justice. 
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, d? Judge Bryan sug
riminal appeals be,p.eC:L~e J~dge Tamm, 60 days 

Row quickly ca~ac s from joinder of :ssue'AdviSOry commiSsion, 
gests a goal ofB2il ~iX months; the N~t~O~a~ppellate Justice, 90 
overall; Judge e d ~he Advisory counci d~r time lapse for a 
60 to 90 days; and repo-rts that the me :Lao. h' h is ('onsiderably 
days. Daniel Me~ or land is now 77 days, w :LC es an~array of 
criminal appeal-:Ln ~~!ary a decade ago. He ~~: rocess of criminal 
longer than was euS, 1 t serve to accelerate ,P 1 the English. 
Suggestions which m:Lg

t
1

y ~o a rate which might rl:Llv~y. the Advisory 
1 ' thiS coun r 'ced as we d e appea S:Ln - estions are VO:L " osals, an som 

A number of thes~ls~:gJustice. The,spec:Lf:Lc t~~~~lS which follow 
council for Appe a 11 attentiOn:Ln the ma 
others, are given fu er 
in thiS chapter. , ortant cautionary word. 

'd Bazelon offers an ~mp tly inefficient. 
Meanwhile, Dav:L, to some extent, inhe:entant justice may be 

The judicial process :L~' is not so very just, :Lrl~mp~ssible. 
If justice long de~aye d it is not altogether 
even less so, if, :Lndee , fellate delay has been 

1 A major cause 0 app e court, at least, 
The Rec~rd on ~~:e~e~ord on appeal: ~or ~ his empirical study. 

the preparat::Lon of d by Winslow Chnst:Lan his data fairly 
this is fully documentebt as others assert, that 

b little dou ) -
There can e, . 'on elsewhere. 

fl t the S:Ltuat:L the appellate re ec h ' dan is that , ' g 
, ' ed by Judge C r:LS orters, superv:Ls:Ln 

One Suggest:Lon VO:LC ~trol over court rep ble experience 
'se more co.. 'tS Favora 

courts should exerC:L t production of. tra.nsc~:LP Re~bert Schwab and Robert 
them to assure pr~mp technique is reported Y eals for the Fifth 
'0. Oregon with th:LS , d States court of App 

:L A d in the Un:Lte 
Geddes. n 11 
Circuit by Judge Be . council for Appellate 

advanced by the Advisor~ promptly in almost 
Another Suggestion 't should be ordere A ex-

h t the transcr:LP f defense counsel. 0. 
Justice is t,a awaiting the order ,0 ucted in the federal 
every case w:Ltho~t roach is now be:Lng cond ts his estimates of 
periment with th:LS a~p Wilfred Feinberg re?o: 'ngly low. 

'0. New York C:Lty., hich is surpr:Ls:L 
courts :L f this techn:Lque, w and 
the real cost 0 h b and Mr. Geddes, 

dvanced by Judge Sc ~a 1 commission on 
A third approach, ~endation of the Nat:Lona

l 
ration of newer, 

d' d in a reco 1 's the exp 0 ts also embo :Le dards and Goa s, :L, D lmar Karlen repor 
criminal Justice Stan h ds of recordat:LOn' e f recording trials; 

d heaper met 0 , methodS 0 s faster, an c , with electrOn:LC ltiple advantage 
1 ka exper:Lence h thods have mu d on the A as ts that suc me h' increased spee . 

that experience sugges t'ng only one of whic :LS 'tion from court 
ver manual court re~or :L h'ds receive stiff oppOS:L 
~o be sure, electron:LC met 0 

reporters. 
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A fourth approach is to reduce the compass of the transcript. 
Judge Hopkins expresses a widely shared vi.ew that much of what is 
transcribed for appellate records is useless. For this reason, of 
course, the new Federal Rules of Appellate rrocedure promote the use 
of abridged transcripts; and the American Bar Association, by its 
Standards, u.rges more general use of abridgements. Indeed, Judge 
Bryan goes so far as to suggest elimii.1ation of the transcript in 
most cases, But again it is Judge Ba;~elon who offers the cautionary 
word about excessive editing of the f.~ctual information. , . 

Delay of Counsel. As Judge Christian observes, the possibilities 
for rapid preparation of the record are substantially dependent on 
the effective performance of appellate counsel. And, as he further 
observes, the process of appointment of counsel can itself be a major 
cause of delay. 

The American Bar Association Standards favors continuity of 
counsel, and this is echoed in the publication of the Advisory 
Council for Appellate Justice, and by the remarks of Chief Justice 
Burger. As the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals recognizes, a policy of continuity has important 
implications for the manner and method of delivery of legal services. 
And, as Judge Bazelon again warns, a change in counsel can be an 
assurance of quality and an important control on misfeasance by trial 
attorneys. 

Whether counsel is newly appointed to present the appeal only 
or not, there is a question as to the proper time within which to 
expect a submission of a brief. Sch~'lab and Geddes suggest that the 
time limits may be too long and may be enforced with too little rigor. 
Judges Bryan and Fleming agree. The problem of dilatory extensions 
is also emphasized in the study of Judge Christian. 

A Role for Appellate Court Staff. Chief Justice Burger, among 
others, urges that the appellate courts should be l~ss passive, and 
should assume responsibility for supervising the speedy presentation 
of criminal appeals. Judge Hopkins observes that appellate courts 
are largely uninformed as to the progress of pending appeals. The 
American Bar Association Standards urge that expedition is an 
appropriate function for judicial administrators. A similar view 
is expressed by the Advisory Council for Appellate Justice and by 
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals, both of the latter groups being substanti.ally inf1'.l~!1Ced by 
the report of Professor Meador on the successful role of appellate 
court staff in England. Consideration of this topic should draw on 
the materials of Chapter 3 as well. 
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, ls 
f the se ma te r~a 

Chapter 2 0 , 'l'ty A Reprise. .. and ViSlb~ ~ 
Accel era ted Decisions:-'f ~eserving the openness 1 e dilemma there 

h Problem 0 P hasis that t 1 1. 
was d;voted to tess It deserves emp, t tion of crimina" 
of the appellat~ proce oi'nant in the admi~~~ r~ disPositions tO,the 
raised is espec:Lal~~ ~heg importance of ~r~~~~:nt ~h~t t.he decis~o~~r 
'ustice. Because 'is especially ~mp e heightened need. 
i~dividuals affec~~!bl~~ On the other ha~!~e~h signed or publ~shed d 
be open and accoun oral argument and 'n Bar Associat:LOn an 
dispatch Suggest~ l~~: Standards of the,Am~r:L~~mmissi6n on criminal 
opinions. Inde~, of the National Adv:LSO ~ frequent resort to 
the Recommendat:LOns d Goals contemplate mO:t'on in criminal cases. 
ustice Standards an ea modes of dispoS~,:L one important source 
~bbreviated or accele~at ublished data conf~rm) ss of scheduling oral 

to be sure, as t e p ess can be the pr~ce While these aspects 
~~ddelay in the crim~~~l d~~~~ions for pub1.~C~~~~~~hin thiS cnaptElr, 
arguments and prepar~t raised by the ~a:er:L~ dimension of delay. 

f the problem are n. 'd as an add~t~Ona 
o b kept:Ln m~n any 
they should e may thuS focuS on 

, f these materials 
. DisCUSS:LOn 0 

~uest~ons. 'ons' 
of the following quest:L . 'sing control over 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Should appellate c~u~~: 
court reporters an l? 
exercise such contro . 

t now exerc~ , 
nO , f transcr:Lpts 
preparatl.on 0 

, h's a function 
If so, :LS t 1. ff? 

be delegated to 
that can 

l late court sta . 
appe " , be commenced 

record preparat~on 
Should the process of f the trial? 

or immediately a ter 
during d'ng be utilized? 

d f recor l. 
"1 tronic metho s 0 

Should e ec . thod or some 
'ng the append~x me (4) 

ot noW uS:L 
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F. PREVIEW OF CHAPTER 6: TERMINATING CRIMINAL LITIGATION 

Tllis chapter deals primarily with the availability of federal 
h~beas corpus for state prisoners and the bearing that that remedy 
should have upon the appellate process. To a large extent, similar 
considerations are presented by the availability of 28 U.S.C. §2255, 
permitting collateral attack upon federal convictions, and the 
materials at points deal with §2255 as the federal habeas remedy. 

Jhe Governing LJ!li. The firs't part of the' chapter eeeks to set 
forth major elements in thp. current scope of the habeas corpus remedy. 
The excerpts from Fay v, Noia, present the Supreme Court's reasons 
for holding that all constitutional objections are cognizable in a 
habeas corpus appli(.'ation, Justice Powell's opinion in Schneckloth v. 
Bustamonte challenges that position, and suggests that the court should 
at least e:ll;clude Fourth Amendment claims. Justice Powell's opinion 
particularly emphasizes the "costs" of expanding the habeas corpus 
remedy, and the notes following Schneckloth contain conflicting views 
and statistics on these costs. 

Another major element in the scope of the habeas remedy is the 
treatment of the petitioner's failure to present properly his con
stitutional claim at the state level. Tlle excerpLs from Fay v. 
Noia set forth the current standard in this area. The excerpts 
from Henry v. l1ississippi offer further explanation of the "deliber
ate bypass" standard of Noia,as does a series of notes follOWing 
llenry. These notes suggest various points of difficulty in applyi.ng 
the deliberate bypass standard--i.e., the relation of a "deliberate 
bypass" to a waiver, the degree of knowledge required for a ''knowing 
relinquishment", those circumstances that might render the bypass 
decision '~nvoluntary'~ the requisite degree of personal participation 
by the defendant in the bypass decision. Exhaustion of state remedies, 
another important element in the scope of the current law, is explored 
in an excerpt from Professor Shapiro's study of federal habeas corpus 
in Massachusetts. Still other e1ements--the limited significance of 
a prior state adjudication on the merits and the expanding scope oL> 
"custody" prerequisite--are discussed in other notes. 

ProEosed Solutions Not Directly Related to The Appellate Process. 
The first section of this part B discusses proposals that are not 
directly related to the appellate process. Proponents of the current 
law urge that states take on a bigger share of the burden by expanding 
state collateral remedies. They also urge certain procedural reforms 
in habeas corpus procedures to assist in more efficient consideration 
of cases. Those less convinced of the soundness of the current law 
urge changes that will either restrict the scope of the issues that 
may be considered or place time limitations on claims that may be 
presented . 
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l;olutions Relating to The Appellate Process. Excerpts from 
Modern Criminal Procedure and an article by Judge Lay discuss the 
possibility of appellate court consideration of constitutional issues 
not raised below (including remand for trial court determination 
where the defendant may have deliberately bypassed state procedure). 
The National Advisory Commission suggests adoption of a unified re
view procedure, with an expanded court staff directed to develop all 
possible issues in the case, and collateral remedies accordingly 
limited to exceptional circumstances (e.g., newly discovered evidence, 
claims that undermine the integrity of the entire trial). A dissent
ing position by Stanley Van Ness questions whether a unified review 
process is an adequate substitute for collateral review, Clement 
Haynswol,th questions the scope of the limitation that the Commission 
proposal would place on "federal review of federal claims" by re
strictiJ:1~g habeas corpus. Paul Robinson suggests that a unitary system 
should 8l11ocate primary responsibility for developmp.nt of issues to 
counsel, and the use of a post-judgment hearing at the trial level. 

Another sugr;estion advanced is that state criminal cases be 
appealed to some court in the federal system that can provide more 
readily available review than the Supreme Court. Judge Haynsworth 
suggests a National Court of Appeals. Justice Holman suggests an 
appeal to the current Courts of Appeals. Judge Friendly suggests 
that direct limitation in the scope of habeas corpus would be pre
ferable. 

Questions. While the possible availability of other approaches 
to the problem must be kept in mind, conference discussion should 
give primary attention to the solutions which relate to the appellate 
process. In doing so, it is necessary to keep in mind issues raised 
and discussed in other chapters. The questions which s~em most 
appropriate to discussion at the conference are: 

(1) Should post-conviction litigation be regarded as 
particularly burdensome or non-economic, so that 
special handling of such cases is justified on 
grounds of judicial administration? [~ee also 
the materials for Chapter 1 bearing on the. re
lative number of post-conviction cases and on 
frivolous litigation] 

(2) Is post-conviction litigation presently given too 
much or too little attention by appellate courts? 
In other words, should the features of the appel
late process which make it open and visible, viz. 
oral arguments and opinions, be preserved at their 
present levels in post-conviction cases? [See also 
the materials of Chapter 2 bearing on the roles of 
arguments and opinions] 
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PREVIEW OF CHAPTER 7: 
EQUALIZING PUNISHMENT 
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a "regime of arbitrary fiat" which yeilds results which are irrational, 
unjust, and sometimes self-defeating. Judge Frankel's conclusions 
follow, in general, those of the American Bar Association, adopted in 
196B. The A.B.A. Standards Relating to Appellate Review of Sentences 
state the purposes of sentencing review to be to secure more effective 
punishment. and rehabilitation, to promote respect for the law, and 
to promote the development of rational and just criteria. These 
reasons bear a close relation to the issues considered in Chapter 4 

of these materials. 
Anthony Partridge and William Eldridge have recently undertaken 

to provide data for the evaluation of the need for sentencing review. 
Their study of the Second Circuit tends to demonstrate that there is 
substantial disparity in the sentences imposed by federal judges in 
New york on identical records. While the d~ta Suggests that there 
may be some difference between federal districts, the disparities are 
largely personal to the judges. There was little consistency in 
leniency or severity among the judges; all were to some degree severe 
or lenient in some cases and moderate in others. "In only four of the 
twenty cases studied was there agreement among the judges as to 

whether imprisonment was appropriate. 

Alternative Forums for E ualizin. Punishment. Those resisting 
sentencing review have often favored deflection of the pressure to 
non-appellate forums for equalizing punishment. The Commentary to 
the A.B.A. Standards, prepared by peter Low, reviews some of the 
alternatives tried in several states. Two alternatives presently 
being advanced for use within the federal system are considered here. 
One proposed approach is to improve the capacity of the Board Parole 
to equalize punishment. The second is to provide for a panel of trial 
judges to consider motions for the correction or reduction of sentences 

in trial court proceedings. 
None of the alternatives seem likely to serve all the purposes 

of sentencing review as stated by the American Bar Association and 
Judge Frankel. One reason advanced for the effort to explore them 
has been the fear of appellate congestion resulting from sentencing 
appeals. In a recent article, Rob3r t Kutak and Michael Gottschalk re
spond to these fears, sUBgesting that they may be exaggerated and con
tending that they do not, in any case, justify a refusal to pursue 

the goal of equal treatment of offenders. 

Procedure in Sentencing Appeals. The A.B.A. Standards undertake 
to resolve a number of troubling issues which must be resolved if 

sentencing review is to be undertaken. 

Thus, the Standards conclude that the sentence appeal should be 
of right, and not by discretion. They propose that review should be 
available for sentences imposed after guilty pleas on the same basiS 
as after conviction. With regard to guilty plea appeals, they con
clude that the sentencing appeal should normally be handled by the 
attorney who represented the defendant at sentencing; and that the 
defendant should normally commence service of a prison term upon 
imposition of the sentence. They conclude that sentencing appeals 
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(5) If sentences in contested cases are to be subject to 
appellate review, must or should review also be ex
tended to sentences after guilty pleas? 

(6) Can a simpler appellate procedure be devised for use. 
in cases in which the propriety of t~e sentence is 

the only is,sue? 

(7) What kind of record must be made in the trial court 
in order to sustain appellate review of the sentence? 

(8) Should the appellate court have the power to revise 
the appellant's sentence upward for the purpose of 

assuring equality? 

(9) ~nould the state be permitted to appeal from an in

sufficient sentence? 

H. 
PREVIEW OF CHAPTER 8: REVISION OF THE FEDERAL COURT STRUCT.lJRE 

The final chapter is not intended for group discussion at the 
Conference. It serves as background for presentations concerning 
the work of the Commission on the Revision of the Federal Appellate 
Court System which will be made during the final evening and morning 
of the conference. It may also serve to bring together all of the 
preceding materials, because almost every issue considered by the 
Conference will bear in some respect on the problem faced by the 

Commission. 

Possible Limitations on Federal Jurisdiction. Because the 
federal courts are limited in jurisdiction, it is more feasible to 
consider possible revisions of the jurisdictional limits of the 
trial courts as a means of reducing appellate congestion. Henry 
Friendly is the staunchest advocate of this approach. He suggests 
drastic reduction in the diversity jurisdiction and substantial 
reduction in the federal criminal jurisdiction, as well as a 
number of other lesser revisions. Presumably, most of the business 
thus diverted from the federal system would find its way into state 
courts. John Frank contends that transferring business from one 
system to another that is equally congested is not a satisfactory 
response to the problem of congestion, Paul Carrington expresses 
doubt that proposed reductions would be sufficiently great to 
materially alter the situation and raises questions about the 
political feasibility and desirability of the approach. 

In any event, this approach may be outside the contemplation 
of the Commission on the Revision of the Federal Appellate Court 
System. The other ideas advanced in this chapter are plainly 
within the ambit of the Commission's concern. 

'l 
\ 
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The limits of the Supreme Court have recently been the subject 

of much discussion centered on the proposals of the Freund Committee. 
That committee expressed its dismay at the effects of a perceived 
case overload on the process of the Supreme Court; they suggested a 
new national court primarily for the purpose of shielding che Supreme 
Court from a madding crowd of litigants. "Professor Freund has very 
recently restated the committeels position and joined issue with 
some of its many critics. The views of the critics have been ably 
summarized and analyzed by William Alsup. 

Multi-Purpose Revision. "Proposals to correct for the instabil
ity of regionally administered national law and for the overburden 
on the process of the Supreme Court share a common ground with the 
proposal advanced by Clement Haynsworth and considered in Chapter 6. 
It is at least possible that some observers who are not persuaded by 
anyone of the three proposals for a new national court would be 
satisfied if a plan met more than one perceived need. 

Thus, the rasolution of the American Bar Association favoring 
a new court rests on the purposes of providing some relief for the 
Supreme Court docket and some increased stability for the natioml 
law. The resolution of the AdVisory Council for Appellate Justice 
emphasizes the purposes of providing a terminus for state criminal 
litigation and of increasing the stability of the national law. 
Maurice Rosenberg has advocated appropria te rules-ena bi ing legis
lation as a means of permitting the Supt'eme Court to perform a role 
in shaping a new institution to its perception of the needs. This 
flexible approach is favored by both the American'Bar Association 
and the Advisory Council for Appellate Justice. 

Paul Carrington has reviewed the data on filings and caseloads 
to provide a basis for estimating manpower needs for a new forum 
performing any or all of the suggested functions. In a jOint 
statement to the Commission, Maurice Rosenberg and "Paul Carrington 
submitted an intricate and fully fleshed plan which would attempt 
to serve all suggested functions. More modest contrasts are pre
sented by Harold Leventhal and by a committee of the Advisory 
Council for Appellate Justice chaired by Albert Tate. 
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I A. THE DATA OF CONGESTION 

(1) State Appellate Cour~ 

CONGESTION AND DELAY IN STATE APPELLATE COURTS 

American Judicature Society 

time of assembly of this volume. 
This report was not complete at the 
It will be separately distributed. 
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(2) The Supreme Court of the United States 

THE CASE LOAD OF THE SUPREME COURT* 

The bart' figUl'C's of the ('omt's workload pres0.l1t the 
problem mo~t yj\'idly. App1'0ximately three times as 
many eases \\'('1'(' filed in the' ] 071 TE'l'lll as in the 1951 
Term. The growth between 19:35 and 1051 ~ras gradual 
and spol'!CIclic. from 0S:3 II(,\\' filings to 1.2~)4. But by 1961 
the numbt'l' was 2.1S;3. Ull increase of 9M. and by 1971, 
3.043 1 110\\' c(t;:;es were filed. all increase of 1.458 in ten 
years. Set' Table II. Aplll'l1clix. Since the ('omt e11-
dcn,yors to hpJ) abl'('ust of its docket. the number of cases 
disposed of at ("arh Term COli formed clo~cly to the nUIll-

1)('r filed. llOt dropping lJ('lo\\' D5~~ of that number in any 
(if .hE' last H'lI T('rms. J ndl'C'cl. in the 1Dil Term. the 
CoUet dispo::ecl of :3.G51 ('a~(,:3. \rhich was eight more than 
the number of 11C'W filillg~. Xcverthclt·s::. the carryover 
or backlog has b(,(,11 growlnp: gradually frum 14t) in 1951 
to 428 in 19tH and 8(j4 in ] 071. See Tal,I(' 1. Appendix. 

The most dramatic growth has been ill the number of 
cases fllf>d ill forma T'a111)('ris (ifp) by pCl'50nS unaLle to 
pay the cost of litigation. mostly defE'nclants ill criminal 
cases. The following tahle shows what has happened 
(~ec Table II. ~-\ppcnclix): 

Term Up Cases Filed 
1941 ................................ 178 
1046. .... .... ... ... . .. . .. ........... 528 
1931 ........... , .................... 517 
1956................................. 825 
1961. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~295 

1966. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.545 
1971. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,930 

This tr('lnclJdous il~('rl'ns(' r('sults both from a substan
th'e enlnl'!!r.-l11cllt of Cit:fPl:dul!H' rights in the- field of 
criminal j ll:'it icC' und fr')1l1 the greater n·,ailubility sillce 
Gideon Y. Trail1l"ri{lht, ~7:2 r. S. 335 (lO(j:~}. of cOllnsel 
to illdig011t (,l'imiIJ~tl dcfclH.!unts. In the 1011 Term. pro
vision of ('flU nsd \';[lS extC'llded to misdemeanor cases in 

*Reproduced from the Report of the Study 
Group on the Case load of the Supreme Court 
(Paul A. Freuad, Chairman), published by the 
Federal Judicial Center in 1972. 

1 These fip:nr('-o do not inl'lud·~ tIl\.' few but illl:,(,;\~illg !lumber of 
ol'igilUll docket N\.e,;. 
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which the -defendant could be imprisoned. A.rgersing
er 

Y. Hamlin, 407 U. S. 25 (1972). There is no reason to 
belicYe that this number will decline; since it has re
mained about the same since the 1969 Term. we cannot 
be sure as to the future trend. The ill forma pauperis 
caSCS now constitute oyer half of the cases filed. 

The regular appellate filings (the non-ifp cases) have 
also steadily increased. only a little less explosively. The 
Humber was almost 2~1~ tinlcs as many in the 1971 Term 

as in 1951. (See Table n. Appendix.) 
Term ~on-ifp Filings 

1051. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 713 
1956....... ......................... 977 
19()1 ....... , . ' ... ' . ' , .. , . , .. , .. , , , , , 890 
1966 ... " ... ," ., .. , , .. ".,"'. " .. ' 1,207 
1971. , , ' , , . , .. , . , , , , . , , ....... ' .. , , . 1,713 

A number of factors have contributed to this trend, 
The population of the natlon will havc grown from 132 
million in 1940 to 210.2 million at the end of 1972, 
l\.lore and more subjects are committed to the courts as 
the fields co\'ered by legislation expand, Civil rights. 
enYironmental. safety, consumer, and other social and 
economic legislation ~re recent iUllst!·atio

ns
. And law

yers are noW provided to a markedly increasing extent for 
persons who cannot afford litigation. Changes in con
stitutional doctrines have also contributed, as the reap
portiQrunent and school desegregation cases, as well as 

the cdminal cases, attest. 
Of course, no one call foresee how future events, 1I;Lws 

or cases will affect the Supreme Court's docket. The 
les(}~n of history teaches that. independent of other 
facto\,o, the number of cases will continue to increase as 

population groWS and the economy expands. 
,\Yith no substantial difference in the number of cases 

argued. the percentage of petitiollS far certiorari granted 
has sharply dropped as the filings haYc increase(l. as ap· 
l}ears from Table III. Appendix. In 1\)71, 5,87, were 
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grant d 2 • . e , 111 contrast to 17 - "'" 1 19
w
1 ... ,i)~', 1 1 cl 

i) ,and 1961 respectivel " . Ie and 7.4~ in 1941 

1:111S di mi Il u tio n is ill ,:;t . ' 
a l~uch larger proportio~l 0' ~:tl'l~utable to the fact that 
Whl~ were granted in 197t) ;e Ifp cases Cqnly 3.37c of 
declme also in tIl acks any merit But tl 

(
194 e percenta"e f.· .. ,e . % ~ 15.4%. 13.4~1c. and 0

8 
(OC' 1)~ld petItions granted 

al~d 19~1) would seem to l'efi~.l Ie ,fot· 1941, 1951. 19(31 
pIoportlOll of ca;::es worthy of r(~\:: Lot a lessening of the 
to ~cep the number of ca>: Ie,\'. but rather the Heed 
merIts within manage-abl ~tS ?.I'gIH'd and decided on the 
~~Je result is that a ~Ol~fii~tn~s us tIl<' do,·ket increases. 
I ely to be re80l vcd, at lea.::t ' ., ~t \\ ('01,1 circuits is not as 

Court as whc11 tho ! J ,.1;:, • ])('l'clJh'. hv the qUI r 

T 

" ( oc ~et was 1 ,) •• .) ClUe 
he number f ,nue 1 smallel'. 

t' 0 appeals to tl (' s antlally increased, Th. . 1(;' .ourt has also sub-
from three-jucigr f('clcml ~i~p!)eals. most of whieh come 
~ourts, comprise Ie," thlln lO:.,ct fe~urts or stat. appellate 

o?ket (see Table YII-a) b l
( oJ t le ('ases on thc Court's 

third f tl ' . ut t ley conc:t' o 1e cases d('cided with "~ Itute about one 
The appeals from distl'ict opl.nlOll after argument 
a substantially heayier bur~ollrts. 111 particular. jmpos~ 
~roportion of its case 10 d .en on the Court than their 
mira a "ould 8u cwest bC P I • • on' e art II, 

The Significance af these fi .. . J~'h?es appears ".en maregu~e, ior the workload of the 
s ?wmg the Court's weekly c ear y from a breakdown 
filmgs during the 1971 rr - bur_den. The number of 
almo t erm, on a;)') . k b . s exactly 70 per week --\\ ee aSls. averaged 
March 17, 19i2. after tJ ' The conferellce list fo 
the C a me-wrek· r f ourt planned to conoidc I I ecess. shawed that 
~on on 17 jurisdictional S;'lt r nne presumably took ac

tIOns for certiorari and 5-' el,l1(,l1ts on appeal. In3 peti 
total of 265 diff < i) nU5c('llaneous motiol -t ercn t mattero in ' )S, or a 
wo documents were filed "!' .nost of which at least 

, all( m <:0111 2 ~ e as man\' . 
, Tho figur'" ror 1971 or, . - as SIX. 

0, 133 ca"€'5 in h' udJu:;tprl to (>xl'lude a 
following "he C:;I;;!' p,litio", we" ~r'm;'~ ";<1 ~h:,::pdon'l group 

:- controllIng lkl'bioll III til' I.' • ,.l'" rcm:1nded ( (e.t t h-jJl'lI,dt,\' c:t::e. 
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And this does not include the consider.
tion 

given to de

ciding a.rgued cases on the merits, 
M.ny of the,e m.tters are necessarily disPOsed of with-

out or.
1 

discussion at the COUI·t's conferences. If.1I 
Justioes agree that • petition for certiorari is without 
lnerit, it is not placed on the "discms lis'''; it is denied 
without Illore. Otherwise the conferences would become 
hopelessly boggcd dO"~l. 'But all matters must be con
sidered by each Justicc in prepar.tion for the eonferel

lee
. 

The .ctual time spent in hearing c;,ses in which review 
has been granted h.s declined since the Court red~ced 
the standard time for oral arguments from one .houl to 

30 minutes per side, The number of enses argued and decided by opin',on 
has IIOt changed significantly despite the rising fleGd of 
petitions and a1lJl",ls. Since 1948 the number of arg

u
-

mellts has rang
l
•d between 105 ill 1954 alld 180 in 1967. 

In recent years the number of al'gUlnents rase from 144 
in the 1969 Term to 177 in 1971. but in some still earlier 
years, wbe

n 
the total eoEO load was less than one-third 

of what it is noW. there were more oral arguments. The 
number of cases decided by full opinion has ranged fron' 
84 in 1953 to 199 in 1944, At the 1971 Term 143 C!).ses 
were so disposed of. with 129 opinions of the Court; dur
ing the preceding 15 years the aver.ge was 120 cases, 

with 100 opinions, (See Table IV,) 
The statistics of the Couet's current worklo.

d
, botb 

in absolute terms and in the mounting trend, f,l.,re impres
sive evidence that the conditions essential for the per
formance of the Court's l11i,ssion do not exist, .For an 
ordinary appellate court the burgeoning volume of cases 
would pe a staggering burden; for the Supreme Court 
tbe pressures of the docket are incompatible with the 
appeopri.te fulfillment of its historic and esse

nti
•
1 

Over the past thirty-five years, as has been seen, the functions. 
number of cases filed has geown about fourfold. while 
the numbee of cases in which the Court has heard oral 
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argument before d " t t eCISlOl1 has' -~\':~Id h T\~'o bconsequeneos c;l:e~:a~::~~ ~u:tantiallY con
ar a;e een decided aI' th . no. Issues that 

e ~asscd oyer bv tIl" Co e mCl'lts a generatioll ng" 
.con SId ' • '- u"t to 1 ' u v . ,eratlOl1 given to tl ' ( ay; and sp.cond tl ;~:erJ.ts is compromised ~; :res ~e.tllallY decided 0;' t1:~ 

e mflatcd docket f " le plc::;::;ures of "pro ' " 
Statistics. to h 0 petItIOns and appeals ... SlIIg 

th d' e sure, do not ' ' e Ifficulty of th reveal III a q uali t t' 
charaet . e eaees on the doek' . a we way 

cr of the casE'S filed . et, and 111 fact the 
granted rE'\-iew, has ell d' ~nd particularly of tl . 
But tl I ange WIthin I . lOse 
J usti c;~ et:~~~ge a~~s il~ ~r~\ Iy mitiga te~ I ~, ~a(;!n~: ::~:a tiol1. 
pauperis cat '. e eetual ener.v Th . - on a of coory docs yield a rei . 0.' e III forma 

c~s:s apliiopriate for r)" ,atl\"(~IY small percentagE' 
c~se, Ulv?ldng patents. ut~;t"·. And th.ere are fower 
o;gamzatlOns. which tYpi,all ~y Jatos, and corporate re-
p ex records, But tl . Y presented large I v I .' ,,,., arc . aliI '01\1-

a
o
' ~lI1g the most I:en<:l'tl'\'e :ery lllany more cnl:"s I'll 

nS1l1 ~ I"c:ue f I\'-freed!l~~r~i~~lel)lrneS ~f l('q 1l:11 pr~.tec~i~l. 1~l~I~~11,aCn ~Oll nid, 

I 

' , ~~. e'llrdt 1 I as~ellluh' 
ac mllllstration fl· ,all( state I'clnt' .- . , 
less delllancling 0 of t ~e .er~"lInal law, "'hich :~;~I/"d the 
than tbe 1119"' . JU( ge alld of the col!' are 110 
prolifer t' "tel y of tech nical data 'rh eglal process 
, a 1011 of federal' 1 ' , ere has b 
:;: recent years: legi;la::gn

u ~:~ry alld "'elfnre legis~e:i'o~ 
at produces confiictin ' d' :1t re~llllres illterpretat' ;:;efn~lY raises constituti~I~~~ 11)crloabl1rlcCiSi0l1S. and thaLt ~~~~ 

01 esee anytl ' em:" Th' , 
the period ahe~~,ga~~t an intensification ot~~;: :~~ b:~\S 
?reasing legal assi~ta\ WIt I • larger and active n. 11\ 
III the number of fe~ce,a 11~d the possibility of an ,bar, lll
of a still f .. cra J udidal cil" ,llIerease 

cases reae~~,~~e:I::\C~::s:t in the II um b:~I~;. r !~~C\~~~s~:~t: 
cannot be gainsaid. 1 ly 
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TABLE 1 

Overall Case Load 

(n) 
(hI _~= 

(e) :- (ll) 
(e) 

I. F. I'. 
Ca~t'~ 

ell"· ... 

\·a~·':-. 
("."tlp1,,,ri <.'a~(·'" 

ll\ .. ,II I:O-I'11 
(. ':11 rit'll 

'r.-rill 
\III Do~k~t 

on DlWk,'t 
or U,'H 

1935 
1,092 

990 
102 

L"\ 

193G 
1,052 

942 110 

1937 
1,091 

1,013 
78 

1938 
1,0'20 

923 
9i 

1939 
1,078 

940 132 

1940 
1,109 

120 
985 

124. 

1941 
1,302 

1i8 
1,168 

134 

1942 
1,118 

147 
997 

121 

1943 
1,118 

214 
962 

15G 

1944 
1,393 

339 
1,249 

144 

1945 
1,460 

393 
1,292 

16S 

1946 
1,678 

528 
1,520 

15S 

1947 
1,453 

426 
1,322 

131 

1948 
1,596 

456 
1,425 171 

·.194.9 
1,441 

454 1,301 
140 

1950 
1,321 

533 
1,202 

119 

1951 
1,353 

529 
1,207 

146 

195'2 
1,429 

559 .. 1,278 
151 

1953 
1,453 

632 
1,293 

IGO 

1954 
1,557 

709 
1,352 

205 

1955 
1,5'19 

811 
1,630 

219 

1956 
2,021 

875 
1,670 

351 

1957 
1,990 

878 l,i65 
<).)--_OJ 

1958 
2,OH 

995 
1,763 

281 

1959 
2,143 

1,102 
1,787 356 

1960 
2,296 

1,085 
1,911 

385 

1961 
2,570 

1,330 
2,142 4.2S 

1962 
2,SOl 

1.412 
2,327 

-i7-\' 

1963 
2,768 

1,307 
2,401 367 

19M 
2,655 

1,170 
2,173 

432 

1965 
3,256 

1,610 2,665 591 

1966 
3,343 

1,61b 
2,S90 453 

1967 
3,559 

1,798 
2,946 613 

1968· 
3,884 

2,121 3,117 7·67 

1969 
4,172 

2,228 
3,379 793 

1970 
4,192 

2,289 
3,315 877 

1971 
4.515 

2,445 3,651 8M 

Sources: 
1935-1939 term~: Annual Rep., Director of the 

:\dminis-

tratiye Office of "C. S. Courts (Table A) 

1970-1971 term5: Supreme 
Court of the "Cnited State5, 

Ofiice of the Clerk Al 
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i. 
i if 

if 
\ .. 1 t ''f 

wJ 

Ill) 

11l;{G 
1037 
1038 
lHau 
lU40 
1!l41 
lH4~ 
1!J.l:; 
l\IH 
194;; 
1941i 
]!l47 
l\HS 
1!l40 
1UaO 
10:;1 
1952 
10a3 
1054 
Ill;;;; 
10M 
1057 
105S 
19aO 
1%0 
191)1 
lUH2 
l!lt3:~ 
111t34 
lUGii 
1060 
l!Hli 
lUllS 
lUOO 
l!)iO 
10il 

A2 

TABLE IP 
New Cases Filed 
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(b) (c) (d) - (ll ) 

,-

1'1 

~ .. -
;,. 

TABLE III 
Certiorari Cases 

(e) (0 

Paid Paid 
l)('tit ions l>clitions 

MtNi On Grantrd 
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A3 

A STUDY OF TIm SUPREME COURT'S CASELOAD 

Gerhard Casper* and Richard A. Posner** 

A direct at'tempt to measure the Supreme Court's workload was made in 
1959 by Professor Hart. The results of his analysis are summarized in 
Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

HART'S TIME CHART 

Work Category 

Initial review of 1400 petitions 
and appealsa 

Oral argument (125 cases) 

24 conferences 

Study of briefs and records in 
125 argued cases 

Opinion-writing (22 for each 
Justice) 

Studying opinions of colleagues 
(176 opinionE;) 

Miscellaneous judicial work 

Number 
of hours 

242 

132 

250 

528 

1% 

l728b 

Percentage 

14 

14 

8 

14 

31 

8 

11 

100% 

. aThis number was arrived at after adjusting for an arithmetical error 
made by Hart and after deducting cases that Hart allotted to the summer 
recess (see note b, infra). 

bThe total of 1728 available hours assumes a term of 36 weeks, each 
comprising six eight-hour days. Hart treated the 16 weeks of summer re
cess separately. Assumptions about c~seload are based on averages derived 
from the 1953-1957 terms. 

* 

Source: Henry M. Hart, Jr., The Time Chart of the Justices, 
73 Harv. L. Rev. 84 (1959). 

Professor of Law and Political Science, University of Chicago. 

**Professor of Law, University of Chicago; Research Associate, National 
Bureau of Economic Research. 
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, assumptions about the 
The study ra1.ses many q , l' stic? Is such an allocat1.on ' uestions. Were Hart s , of 

11 tion of t1.me rea 1. initial review? Or to 
availability and a o~~ re time be allocated to oninion writing, would 
time realistic? Shou mOt' e were available for L 1 e 

' ? If more l.m found the overal cas-opinion writ1.ng. f that purpose? While Hart . 1 b
ed or the inflow of cases, it actual y e us . edy was not to reduce "Regretfully 

load formidable, h,s ow~ ~e~o accept, and decide, fewer ~as~S~rt's opinions 
rather, he urged the.~o~:s to be said that too ma~y of \e_f~ur hours." He 

d 'th deference, 1. ld be written 1.n twen y 
an W1. would expect wou . , litative failure are about what one. 'ty" that the Court s qua ''w' hall possI.ble grav1. 
warned l.t . rofessional respect. 
threatened to underm1.ne p . t' s These 

'th his own stat1.S 1.C . . ered Professor Hart W1. , .. forma pauperis Justice Douglas answ . etitions for cert,oran :ill 1 d did 
d th steep increase 1.n p h'l' creasing the case oa 

emphasize e ) hich he asserted, w 1. e 1.n the indigent claims (i e. by indigents w 'h Curt's workload because not' s~bstantialLY increase teo 
t frivolous. were for the most par 

TABLE 2 

(INDIGENT) PETITIONS AS 
INCREASE IN IN FORMA PA~~~CKET) PETITIONS: 1938-1958 COMPARED WITH PAID (APPEL 

Term 

1938 
1948 
1958 

IFP Petitions 

85 
447 
772 

Appe 11a te
Docke t Filings 

857 
773 
886 

Court and Its Case Load, William O. Douglas, The Supreme 
Source: 45 Cornell L.Q. 401 (1960). 

f the things Hart had asked for, 
The Justice contended,~~hahtamv~s~e~er oral arguments than we oncle

l 

~~yd, 
b' done' we k I do not reca were alrea~y .,ng ·te· and shorter weeks to wor C t when we had more 

fewer opin1.ons to wr1., are of service on the our" ' 
time in my twenty years or m. debate and meditation. 

research, deliberat1.on, 
time for hen 

. almost twice what it was w 
The Supreme Court's caseload 1.S nO;art The fact that the nu~ber 0lf 

ded to Professor. . ed approx1.mate y Justice Douglas respo~ ·des with full opinion has rema,n tage of certio-
cases that the Court :cd1. 'th the result that the percen d Hart's 

r this per1.o --WI. b t half--has turne 
constant o~e ted has declined by a ou a into the question rari petit1.ons gran deciding too many cases h ther the Court was 
question we, deciding too few. whether the Court 1.S 
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With this difference, the Freund Study Group reached conclusions Similar to those of Hart. . . . 

In analyzing' the deb<...te that has followed the release of the Freund 
Study Group's report, one is not always certain whether critics of the 
report disagree With its diagnosis, or With its pr0posed cure (a National 
Court of Appeals, mainly to screen out meritless certiorari petitions), or 
with both. Justice Brennan, who among the Justices responded in greatest 
detail, criticized ~he diagnOSis in ~ revealing paper not very dif~rent 
from Justice Douglas' response to Hart. l He also disagreed with the Freund 
Group's suggested remedy. Some Sitting and former Justices are on record 
as agreeing with Justice Brennan, While others are known to share Chief 
Justice Burger's deSire for measures to redUce the Court's workload. 

What has become a perennial debate over the implications o~ a riSing 
Supreme Court caseload is, we believe, unlike to be resolved until the 
case load problem is subjected to a more searching theoretical and empirical scrutiny than heretofore attempted. 

Why do judicial caseloads change over time? Many lawyers and students 
of judiCial administration apparently regard such change as a process of 
mysterious but inexorable growth akin to and perhaps caused by the growth 
of population. The process is more complex. A number of factors can be 
expected to influence the demand for a court's serVices and they do not all 
work in the same direction. We seek here to identify those factors and to 
discuss in a preliminary way their interaction. 2 

First, it seems reisonable to expect a POSitive relationship between 
the Volume of an activity--crime, or highway accidents, or retail sales, 
or marriages, or whatever--and the number of cases ariSing out of that 
activity. Other things being equal--a very important qualification-_an 
increase OVer time in the volume of ,n activity should give rise to an 
increase in the number of legal disputes, including the number of those 
disputes that are litigated~ ariSing from the activity. 

Second, the number of litigated disputes aan be eXpected to vary 
inversely with the Certainty (predictability) of the law. The more certain 
the law, the fewer will be the number of legal disputes and the smaller will 
be the fraction of those disputes that are litigated, especially at the 
appellate level where legal rather than factual issues predOminate. And, 
other things being equal, legal certainty Within a given subject area 
should increase over time, at least up to a point, as precedents accumulate. 

lWilliam J. Brennan, Jr., The National Court of Appeals: Another 
Dissent, 40 U. Chi. L. Rev. 473 (1973). 

2
The 

analysis that follows draws in part on the economic analysis 
of the legal dispute resolution·process. See, ~ Richard A. Posner, 
An Economic Approach to Legal Procedure and Judicial Administration, '2 J. Leg. StUdies 399, 422-26 (1973). 
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Thus our first and second factors will often work in opposite directions. 
The volume of an activity will often be growing over time but the effect 
on the number of cases may be offset by an increase over time in the number 
of precedents, which, by increasing the certainty of the law, reduces the 
amount of litigation. 

One might therefore expect the time pattern of cases in a particular 
area of law to be roughly as shown in Figure 2. The initial level of 
litigation is high due to the uncer'tainty likely to be found in a new area 
of law and rises rapidly due to the increase in the level of the underlying 
activity. But by increasing the number of precedents produced the increase 
in litigation eventually reinforces the effect of time on the accumulation 
of precedents and the consequent reduction of uncertainty, leading to a 
decline in the volume of litigation. 

Third, the creation of new or the expansion of existing substantive 
legal rights should produce an increase in the number of cases. The effect 
is analogous to that of the growth of an activity. 'The creation of a new 
legal right--the right to privacy, or the right to exclude illegally obtained 
evidence from a criminal trial, or the right to be free from pollution--is 
tantamount to bringing a new activity within the reach of the law and 
thereby creating a new class of legal disputes. The extinction of a right 
would have the opposite effect. 

Changes in legal procedure can have similar consequences. A relaxa
tion of the standing requirement, or a change in the law of damages that 
makes it easier for a claimant to obtain a substantial recovery, increases 
the value of the underlying substantive legal right and thereby makes it 
more- likely that the right will be asserted. This means an increase in 
the number of legal disputes, some fraction of which are litigated. 

Fourth, the availability or cost of legal services may change over 
time and these changes may affect the number of cases brought. For example, 
a decision to subsidize legal services for a particular class of claimants 
will, by reducing the costs of litigation to those claimants, increase 
their demand for litigation. 

Fifth, we may expect secular case load changes to be self-limiting to 
some extent. Changes in caseload affect the value of a court to the 
litigants and hence their demand for its services. If the caseload of a 
court increases faster than its ability to process its cases, the court 
will respond either by increasing the waiting period for litigants or by 
reducing the fraction of cases that it accepts for review. The former 
has been the usual response of courts--most courts are not empowered to 
refuse to review cases within their jurisdiction. The Supreme Court has 
the power to refuse review and has used it, rather than delay, to prevent 
an imbalance between the demand for and the supply of its services. 
Whether delay or refusal to review is used as the method of rationing 
access to the court, the value of the court's services to the 'applicant 
for review is reduced. Other things being equal, this should reduce the 
number of applications filed. Conversely, if over time a court shortens 
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the qu~ue or accepts an 
of reVLew will rise and 
cases filed. 

increaSing fraction of 
this should induce .cases for reView, the 

an Lncrease in the number 

Let us now examine casel 

value 
of 

categories. Table a l' oad changes in finer 
J l.sts the m . subject-matter . was no substantial . aJor~categories of or LSsue 

over the period l.ncrease, or an actual decline ~ases in which there 
, covered by th ' Ln the numbe f tl.on for the lack of e study. In several c ' r 0 cases 

the underlying act' .~rowth appear.s to lie in the d:t~~orl.es the explana
clining during 0 LVL~. The railroad and mariti ? ~ne o~ stagnation of 
FELA, Jones Act ur perl.od so it is not surprisin me Ln.ustrl.es were de-
Act cases decli~i ICC and other Interstate Cornni"-~e to hnd the number of 
the absence of ot~!r (~r not increaSing signifi~~ntl~)t, eand ~ilway Labor 
procedural rights i t:ctors, such as major changes i' s~ec1al~y given 

:~~c~e~~!n~u!~e:h~f:nde:~;i:~e:~~i~~~~ ~g~~eh:~:b~;f:~:ut~:a:i~:~tO~f 
cases brought by th c;ses brought by the FTC and the of ~ases. Similarly, 
during our period ~ ~partment of Justice did not ' num er of antitrust 

, Lt LS not s " 1ncrease sign' f' 1 areas on the Su urpr1sLng that the b 1 Lcant y 
preme Court's docket did no' num er of cases in these 

I t Lncrease sub5tantially either 
n several of the areas, . 

ment personnel and ubI' analyzed 1n Table 3, such 
growing--the feder i LC (federal) contracts the u d a~ ~ederal govern
covered by the st ~ g~vernment expanded very'rapidl

n 
er Y1ng activity was 

beSides the growt~ ~-- ut there were no significant ie over the period 
cases. In these c,Ln the activity, operating to inc gal or other changes, 
is quite Possible 1r~umstances, a decline over time :eas~ the number of 
in increaSing the' SLnce the effect of the growth Of1~ t e number of cases 
in reduCing legal number ?f cases could be dominated bhe ~nderlYing activity 
tion of precedentsunc~rt~1nty (and hence litigation) t~rt eheffect of time 
major revision of fede~~m~~rt~nt ex~mple is federal tax~~~o the~ccumula_ 
effects of h' h ax aw pr10~ to the T n. e last 

~~~zrnal Re~e~~e ~~~e t~~ ~~~:nt ~ influence oura:t:::~~~c!)tw~! ~~~9 (the 
Code, coupled 'th h . e accumulation of d 

and regulati d ~1 t e activity of the T~e p~ec~ ents under the 
the Code wo ons eS1gned to clarify and parti~u~su~y 1n LSsuing rulings 

the peri~d e:~:a~~:r:~et~~ ::d~ce unc~rtainty ab~~~z;e~~:a~P~;!C~tiodn o~ 
on the number of u y. ThLS effect mi ht aw Ur1ng 
and the amount Ofc~ses of the increase over time ~n t~ell offset the effect 

axes (corrected for inflat') e number of taxpayers 
Lon collected. 

/ 
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TABLE 3 

LATE-DOCKET CASELOAD EITHER DID NOT INCREASE SUBSTANTIALLY 
AREAS WHERE APPEL OR DECLINED 

Area 

Civil 

Civil action from lower federal court 

Taxation 

FPC 

FTC 

ICC 
& Nationalization Service Immigration 

Antitrust (Department of Justice) 

Eminent domain 

Federal tort claims 

Priority of government liens 

Federal government personnel 

Public (federal) contracts 

FELA 

t Commerce Act (private) Intersta e 

Jones Act 
Patents, copyrights & trademarks 

Railway Labor Act 

Diversity cases 

Civil action from state courts 

Taxation of interstate commerce 

FELA 

Labor relations 

Federal criminal cases 

Contempt 
Total 

40 

Terms of Court and Numbers of Cases 

1957&58 Terms 1971&72 Terms 

735 617 

674 577 

147 99 

21 17 

18 9 

34 25 

21 8 

13 19 

17 8 

11 12 

13 8 

16 21 

24 10 

15 12 

18 8 

29 23 

68 72 

14 15 

195 211 

61 40 

23 21 

16 8 

22 11 

11 13 

11 13 

746 629 
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The major areas of growth in the appellate docket are presented in 
Tables 4 (civil) 'and 5 (criminal). Tabl~ 4 accounts for most of the 
growth in the civil cases on the appellate docket between 1957-1958 and 
1971-1972. The aggregate growth shown in Table 4--682 cases--is 79 per 
cent of the total (although not of the net) increase in civil cases on 
the appellate docket. This suggests that docket growth, at least on the 
civil side, is highly concentrated in particular subject-matter areas. 

Some of the increase,s shown in Table 4 seem explicable in terms of 
the creation of new substantive rights--in particular the enactment of 
civil rights statutes and the expansive interpretation of the equal pro
tection clause adopted by the Court during this period with respect to 
legislative apportionment and other matters. The increases in the number 
of private antitrust and private securities cases reflect the removal of 
various procedural obstacles to the maintenance of such actions. Consistent
ly with our theoretical analysis of caseload change, the most dramatic 
growth is found in areas, notably military activities (including induction) 
and civil rights, where rapid increases during the period in the underlying 
activities (due to the Vietnam War and the civil rights movement, respective
ly), themselves rather novel, coincided with an expansion in the relevant 
legal rights. 

Table 5 presents the major growth areas on the criminal side of the 
appellate docket. This table contains double counting because the major 
categories in the table are issue categories and criminal defendants 
typically raise more than one issue in their applications for review. The 
statistics provide reliable indications of the trends within categories 
but do not enable an estimate of how much of the growth in the number of 
cases can be ascribed to the increases shown in Table 5. 

The major areas of growth in Table 5 are ones where an expansion in 
substantive rights occurred during the relevant period. Good examples are 
the speedy-trial and right-to-confrontation categories in the federal cases 
and the right-to-counsel, search-and-seizure, and obscenity categories in 
the state cases. However, it is unlikely that expansion in substantive 
rights can explain the whole or even a large part of the growth in the 
number of criminal cases. For example, the rule excluding illegally seized 
evidence from admission in a federal criminal proceeding long predates our 
period yet the number of cases raising that issue rose fourfold during it. 
This increase is much larger than could be predicted on the basis of the 
increase in the number of federal criminal convictions during the period. 3 

It is consistent with our analysis that state criminal cases involving 
illegally seized evidence rose at,a much faster rate since it was during 
this period that a federal right to exclude such evidence was first 
recognized. But we have not yet explained the growth in the federal 
cases. 

-----------------------
3The number of federal criminal convictions increased from 28,000 in 

1957 to about 40,000 in 1972. Computed from Federal Offenders in United 
States District Courts 146-47 (Adm. Off. U.S. Cts., Oct. 5, 1973). 
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TABLE 4 

MAJOR GROWTH AREAS, CIVIL CASES ON APPELLATE DOCKET 

Terms of Court, and Number of Cases 

Area 1957&58 Terms 1971&72 Terms 

Military 
NLRB 

68 
89 

Civil rights acts (not elsewhere classified) 
Racial discrimination 

14 
30 

8 
27 

1 
o 
2 

111 
67 
40 
29 
63 
49 
72 
33 
90 
32 
16 
34 
22 
26 
39 

Education 
Reapportionment 
Elections 
HealthhlClfare 
Private antitrust 
Private SEC 
Government personnel (state) 
Regulation of attorneys 
state liquor control 
Domestic relations 
Zoning 
Property 
'forts 
Total 

TABLE 5 

10 
19 

3 
26 
12 

4 
16 
10 

7 
11 

198 880 

MAJOR GROWTH AREAS, CRIMINAL CASES ON APPELLATE DOCKET 

~erms of Court and 
Number of Times Issue ~'las Raised 

a 

Issue 1957&58 Terms 1971&72 Terms 

Fede~a1 cases 
Due process 
Evidence 
Judicial administration 
PrOCedUl"e 
Right to counsel 
Search and seizure 
Self-incrimination and inununity 
Speedy trial 
Right to confrontation 

State cases 
Evidence 
Jury 
Procedure 
Right to counsel 
Search and seizure 
Obscenity 

Total 

~umbers in parenthesis are 
(from Table 6). 

total 

42 

186 (221) 
27 
53 

8 
38 

6 
38 
12 

4 
0 

63 (117) 
II 
10 
22 

8 
10 

2 
249 (338) 

number of cases 

825 (705) 
135 
193 

46 
'141 

42 
143 

54 
32 
39 

432 (496) 
59 
49 
99 
47 

115 
63 

1257(1201) 

in category 

j I 

f I 

I 
i 
II" 

I 
I 
J 

I 

I 
\ 

~ 
! ! 

U III 

To summarize, it would appear that the increase in the Court's case
load since 1957 has been a consequence in'major part of the Court's sub
stantive and procedural ruling ,'S , and to a lesser extent of new legislation. 
In addition, the proviSion of legal services to indigent defendants has 
probably played a maj or role in the growth of the casElload, but this 
factor is not compl~tely independent of the first--it is partly a con
sequence of the Supreme Court's expansive interpretation of the constitu
tional right to counsel. There is no .evidence a't all that the caseload 
increase is the inexorable result of increases in popUlation, national 
income, or other indices of social activity. Had there been no expansion 
of the rights and court access of litigants, the Court's caseload might 
not have increased. 

The Freund Study Group stated: "The lesson of history teaches that, 
independent of other factors, the number of cases will continue to in
crease as popUlation grows and the ~conomy expands." It should be clear 
from the previous part of this article that we disagree with this assess
ment (we put to one side the question whether the population will in fact 
continue to grow significantly). If other factors affecting the demand 
for Supreme Court review were not present, the Court's caseload might 
remain constant or decline over ti~e despite increases in population and 
in economic (and other forms of) activity. 
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(3) The United States Courts of Appeals 

A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE WORKLOAD OF THE 

UNITED STATES COURTS OF APPEALS 

.,( 
Paul D. Carrington' 

The tables which follow are compiled from the data published in the 
Annual Reports of the Director of the Administrative Office of the United 
States Courts. They present efforts to illuminate in different ways the 
growth in the caseload of the United States Courts of Appeals which has 
been experienced in the last decade and a half. 

Table 1 reveals precipitate growth, and also demonstrates that the 
growth is shared, albeit in varying measures, by all the federal appellate 
courts. Table 2 is a detailed breakdown of appellate filings in 1973 by 
subject matter. Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate that th~ growth in caselo~d 
has been general with regard to both jurisdictional basis and subject 
matter. Every large category of cases shows substantial growth except 
the category of tax litigation. Table 5 reveals that the growth pattern 
has produced a significant change in the composition of the dockets of the 
courts of appeals; in numbers of filings, the criminal justice portion of 
the docket has increased from 33% to 46% in eight years. 

The remaining tables seek to illuminate possible causes of the growth 
in caseload. Table 6 reveals that the growth in activity in civil cases 
in the district courts is a substantial contributing cause. Even more 
substantial is the growth in district court dispositions in criminal matters, 
as revealed in Table 7. But Table 8 tends to demonstrate that the growth 
in the district court dispositions is not the whole story for the courts 
of appeals. Particularly on the criminal side (where appellate counsel 
has been more frequently available to indigents), the ratio of appellate 
filings to district court dispositions has also increased. Federal liti
gation seems to be more durable than it was eight years ago. 

Tables 9-11 are efforts to study the reversal rates. Table 9 reveals 
a surprising difference in the appeal rate between the different circuits, 
ranging from 12'70 in the Fifth Circuit to 19% in the Fourth, the "appeal 
rate'l being the ratio of appellate filings to district court dispositions. 
There is a similar disparity in reversal rates. 1.4% of the district court 
dispositions in the First Circuit r~sult in re~ersals, compared to 2:9% in 
the Second Circuit. Or, to make a slightly different comparison, reversals 
are 21% of civil appellate filings in the Second Circuit, and only 9% of 
civil appellate filings in the Fourth Circuit. There seems to be no re
lationship between reversal rates and the propensity of litigants to appeal. 

* Professor of Law, University of Michigan. Memorandum not previously 
published. 
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This null hypothesis tends to be f h . 
compares appeal rates subm;ss; t urt er conf~rmed by Table 10 which 

. . ,... ...on ra es 'and revers 1 f 
tnenn~a, 1962-64 and 1970-72. The m' . . a rates or two 
table is that the percentage of a e1~st su:p:~s~ng datum revealed in that 
sions for decision hRs dropped fr~: 63~t~of~1~ngs which. result in submis-
rate has maintained a fair1. st d 53%. Meanwh~le, the reversal 
appellate filings and appe1fatee:ubm~:::a1l re1ati6n~hip to dispositions, 
conceals a significant drop in revers l~o~s. ~ut th~s overall steadiness 
United States is a party mat h d '~s ~n pr~vate cases in which the 
reversals in private cas~s' acseb atga~~slt a.substantial increase in 

, u s ant~a d~fference bet U . 
cases and private cases has leveled off. - ween n~ted States 

Table 11 compares appellate fi1in .. 
circuits. Again, there is substantialg, s~bm~ss~on.a~d reversal rates by 
of contested convictions in the Fo th ~~r~e~~. Cr~ml.nal appeals are 45% 
victions in the District of Col b~r C. ~r~u~t, and 111% of contested can-
.. . urn ~a ~rcu~t Reversals 4% f 

v~ct~ons ~n the Second Circuit a d 9% f . . are 0 0 con-
It is a paradox that the Second ~irc~io hconv~cti~ns in the Seventh Circuit. 
civil cases and the lowest 1 t as the h~ghest reversal rates in 

reversa rates in criminal cases. 

The conclusion to 
causation is elusive. 
ing appellate remedies 
prospects for success. 

be drawn fr~m an examination of Tables 6-11 
The aggress~veness of litigants and lawyers 
does not seem to be very closely related to 

is that' 
in seek
their 

I . 

i 
I, 

I 
t. 
I, 
I 

I 
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Table 2 Appellate Filings in Fiscal 1973: 

Criminal 
Narcotics 
Bank Robbery 
Firearms 
Selective Service 
Auto theft 
Other robbery 
Racketeering 
Gambling 
Counterfeiting 
Tax Fraud 
Interstate Shipment 
Postal Fraud 
Forgery 

Prisoners 
State Post-CoDv~ction 
US PU'!,,-Conviction 
Prison Civil Rights 

Individual Rights 
Ci vil Righ ts 
Social Security 
Immigration and Naturalization 
Selective Service Preinduction 

46 

1273 
307 
215 
214 
178 
172 
165 
146 
110 
107 
106 
106 
100 

1350 
953 
531 

975 
193 
228 

14 

A Detailed Breakdown 

Total Pct. 

4453 28.4 

2834 18.1 

1410 9.0 

Private Commercial 
Diversity Contract 
Diversity Insurance 
Bankruptcy . 
Marine Contract 
Other Contract (Fed. & Local) 

Business Regulation 
Securities and Exchanges 
Power 
Antitrust 
Patent 
Communications 
Aviation 

Personal Injury 
Diversity Non-Motor Vehicle 
Diversity Motor Vehi.c1e 
Tort Claims Act 
Marine Injury 
FEU 

Government Operations 
Government Contracts 
Eminent Domain 
Land Disputes 
Government Subcontracts 

Labor Relations 
Labor Relations Board 
Labor Management Relations 
Fair Labor Standards 

Taxation 
Tax Court Review 
Tax Refunds 

Original Proceedings 

Unclassified 

Total 

47 

• 586 
193 
338 

71 
119 

272 
128 
190 
1L~4 

75 
58 

375 
198 
165 
241 
43 

163 
54 
63 
42 

612 
272 

63 

241 
269 

1307 8.3 

1121 7.2 

1193 7.5 

975 6.2 

947 6.1 

510 3.3 

346 2.1 

200 

15,629 100.0 
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A ellate Docket 
Appellate Filings by Jurisdictions " ~ Table 5 Com osition: Sub'ect Matter Percenta es j 

Table 3 
, ! 

1973 
., 

1965 
1970 1971 1972 , 

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 

1966 1967 1968 1969 
1 

1963 1964 1965 
, '}i 

~ 

; i , 
2508 2660 3197 3980 4453 i Criminal 18 20 21 23 24 23 23 27 28 

1665 2098 
I 

Criminal 965 1043 1223 1458 
2367 2604 2704 "1 Prisoners 15 15 17 19 20 22 20 18 18 

1309 1387 1388 1372 1500 1823 2167 
, 

US Civil ] 1054 
2284 2750 3379 3697 4053 4483 Individual Rights 6 6 8 7 7 10 10 10 9 

1560 1666 1843 

.. 
Federal Question 

1065 1085 1215 1233 1286 1499 1468 Private Commercial 12 10 11 10 10 8 8 8 8 :' ~:' 

Diversity 2030 2306' 948 939 
222 251 243 221 Business Regulation 9 10 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 

169 204 193 200 232 Local 
199 229 200 205 259 299 338 Personal Injury 10 10 8 9 8 8 7 7 7 

144 229 217 174 
1383 1509 1616 Government Operations 7 6 7 6 6 6 9 6 6 

Bankruptcy 
983 1106 1254 1385 1545 134:' 1522 Administrative 1141 

241 330 348 346 Labor Relations 9 11 10 10 8 7 7 7 6 

151 148 137 158 162 153 Original 99 

Taxation 8 7 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 
7903 9116 10248 11662 12788 14535 15629 Original 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 

Total 5437 6023 6766 7183 

Unclassified 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 
,,\ 
1 
Ii 
~ 

~ 
Table 6 DisEositions by District Courts: Civil Matters;'( r 

Pct.Change 

f> 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1965-73 

[ 

US Civil 5586 5711 6052 6321 7757 9706 10323 10812 10655 +91% 

I 
Neg. Inst. 270 324 363 342 439 419 345 459 474 

i, 

Other Contract 490 526 497 528 598 611 987 869 904 

r 
Filings bv General Subject Matter 

Real Property 233 457 678 747 595 473 598 518 620 

I 
Table 4 AEpellate 

Pct. Change 
Personal Injury 880 956 937 1067 1078 1068 1002 1105 962 

I 

I 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1965-73 
Civil Rights 85 73 112 88 101 192 239 352 445 

1965 1966 1967 

Labor Standards 256 204 245 294 351 359 384 440 407 
2098 2508 2660 3197 3980 4453 +264 

Social Security 1123 1021 1037 845 998 1186 1227 1652 2235 

1458 1665 Criminal 1223 
2461 2535 2621 2834 +176 

Taxation 986 934 940 904 893 874 878 . 942 925 

1027 1106 1335 1733 2093 Prisoners 
1314 1502 1410 +237 427 613 669 718 1214 Individual Rights 418 

948 1062 1223 1307 + 63 
Federal Question 7249 7316 ' 7555 8029 8760 9584 11262 13313 13712 +86% 

852 893 972 Private Commercial 801 737 
1138 1121 + 80 659 764 811 884 1018 

Marine Contract 642 613 862 853 1073 ':'041 949 1070 1117 

Business Regulation 621 712 
866 1032 1193 + 83 

·US Subcontr. 414 413 452 373 317 281 317 277 216 

704 637 847 839 879 Personal Injury 652 
776 868 975 + 95 

FEU 733 648 702 647 707 793 843 985 811 

459 541 512 652 727 Government Operations 448 
922 1049 947 + 50 

Marine Injury 1899 1862 2092 2371 2602 2487 2319 2698 2558 

778 777 873 831 858 Labor Relations 631 
543 496 510 - 10 

Antitrust 641 827 295 243 283 339 793 629 556 

474 410 430 416 506 Ta~ation 561 
241 330 348 346 +135 

Patent 317 380 382 379 361 410 467 473 423 

1.48 137 158 162 153 Original 
215 173 255 284 235 278 200 

Copyright-Trademark 260 250 243 273 290 324 362 428 354 

Unclassified 236 189 

Civil Rights 608 642 647 805 959 1540 2373 3038 3797 9116 10248 11662 12788 14535 156:", +131 Labor Relations 442 416 489 571 571 632 803 1087 1136 

Total 6766 7183 7903 

Diversity 11435 11345 12020 12357 I2603 12316 12969 14555 14270 +25% 

~ ~; 

Insurance 1064 1169 1192 1218 1290 1296 1333 1540 1420 Other Contrac t 1882 1919 2180 2460 2501 2581 3085 3850 3714 Motor Vehicle 4789 4630 4684 4765 4724 L,599 4439 4445 4164 Other Injury 3123 3123 3400 3399 3486 3279 3418 3870 3884 

I Local 
2303 2284 2206 2840 2789 2479 2450 2412 2469 + 7% 

~ 

!9tal 
26571 26656 27833 29547 31909 34085 37004 41092 41106 

*Prisoner petiti.ons and eminent domain cases l.Kc1uded. 
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Table 7 Dis!,!ositions b:y District Courts: . Criminal Matters Table 9 Civil A ea1s and Reversal Rates b Circuits: Triennium 1970-72* 
70 Change , 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1965-73 
Dist.Ct. :App. Pet. of. 

Disp. Filed Dis!'!. 
Pet. of DC Pet. of. Reversals DisI!. AEEea1s Contested Convictions 3037* 3187 3213 3619 3667 4067 4559 5506 5974 +98% DC 8041 1343 17 112 1 3847 660 1.4 10 Prisoner Cases 18 .. 114 2 12262 2144 18 2.9 21 Post Conviction: 3 15880 2071 

213 1.7 10 US 2440 2208 2489 2631 3161 3838 3880 3843 3986 13 246 4 14557 2836 1.6 12 State 4513 5283 6852 7291 8659 10308 8469 8690 8645 5 39174 
19 244 1.7 

DC 304 274 381 293 159 182 147 161 72 4791 12 845 9 
6 16012 1969 2.2 17 Prisoner Rights 12 266 7 11649 1645 1.6 14 US 180 223 334 14 224 8 9380 1325 1.9 14 State *:.f 2160 2801 3481 9 18336 

14 146 1.6 2678 15 11 
lO 8285 1548 363 2.0 13 Prisoner Total 7257 7765 9722 10215 11979 14325 14836 15718 16418 +128% 1:2. 150 h.2. 1.Q. 
Total 151,413 23,110 15 Total Criminal 2923 1.9 

Matters 10294 10952 12935 13834 15646 18392 19395 21224 22492 +118% 13 

Table 8 AEEellate Filings as Percentages of District Court DisEositions, 
! B:y Subject Matter t 
;. 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Table 10 Civil AEEea1s and Reversal Rates--us and Private Civil: 
Criminal .40 .46 .52 .55 .68 .65 .70 .72 .74 Two Triennia ComEared 
Prisoner .14 .14 .14 .17 .18 .17 .17 .17 .17 
US Civil1 2 .16 .15 .13 .15 .14 .13 .14 .16 .16 Dist.Ct. App. Pet. Contracts .16 .18 .22 .19 .20 . 21 .18 .19 .16 Dis Filed 

App. Pet . Pet. Pet. Pet. . Dis SUbm . Personal Injury .11 .14 .11 .16 .12 .14 .12 .15 .17 . Dis Filed . Rev. Dis Subm. 
Civil Rights 14 .04 .05 . 18 .38 .19 .14 .11 .05 1962-64 . 
Labor Standards .08 .14 .05 .06 .09 .09 .11 .14 .15 US Civil 20,609 3,429 17 
Social Security .12 .13 .12 .11 .13 .11 .11 .13 .09 Priv. Civil 63 2 321 ~021 

2,024 10 59 515 2.5 25. 
Taxation .26 .23 .21 .24 .23 .30 .29 .31 .29 All Civil 83,921 ....2. 3 2 905 -2. .22. ill 1.4 ll:.. 9,450 11 5,929 7 63 1496 3 1.8 25. 

Federal Question .13 .13 .12 .13 .16 .18 .18 .17 .19 1970-72 
FE LA .05 .03 .03 .03 .04 .03 .04 .03 .05 US Civil 42,772 7,138 16 
Antitrust .10 .07 .29 .43 .30 .70 .28 .21 .34 Priv. Civil 114 2 258 15 2 863 

3,979 9 56 874 2.0 22. 
Civil Rights .32 .29 .27 .31 .38 .41 .34 .33 .26 All Civil 157,030 li 82 061 -2 .2l W2. h§. ~ .21 

23,001 15 12,040 8 53 2929 Labor Relations .30 .36 .27 .28 .24 .29 .21 .25 1.9 24 • 
Pa tents .38 .30 .30 .35 .36 . 30 .29 .25 .34 

~ .',. 

Diversity .08 .08 .09 .09 .09 .10 .10 .10 .10 r ·1) 

Insurance .15 .17 .21 .14 .18 .15 ' .17 .15 .14 
'I Contract (other) .17 .14 .16 .14 .16 .15 .14 .14 .15 .. 

1 
Motor Vehicle .03 .14 .03 .04 .04 .05 .04 .05 .05 *Prisoner Petitions " included. 

Loca13 .06 .09 .08 .07 .08 .08 .10 .10 .09 included. Eminent Domain appeals, but not terminations 

*Estimated by extrapolation. 
1prisoner Petitions and Eminent Domain excluded. 
2Negotiable Instruments exc.luded. 
3prison Petitions excluded. 
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Table 11 Criminal Am~ea1s and Re~ersa1 Rates b)! Circuits: Triennium 

Contested App. Pct. App. Pct. Pct. 
Convictions Filed Conv. Subm. Conv. Rev. Conv. 

DC 1149 1279 111 770 67 76 7 
1 343 242 71 140 41 20 6 

2 1371 1155 84 826 60 60 4 
738 586 80 331 45 50 7 3 

4 1585 711 45 497 31 58 4 
1613 61 1157 44 182 7 5 2662 

1298 685 53 459 35 52 4 6 
7 866 591 68 337 40 74 9 
8 1056 506 48 356 34 55 5 

9 3323 1935 58 1391 42 227 6 
10 ~ 532 ~ 376 42 54 .§. 

Total 14,282 9,835 69 6640 41 908 6 
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1970-72 
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10 
14 
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FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS AND THE APPELLATE CRISIS 

Jerry Go1dman* 

RATE Iii ", t 

By lI~illg IIllpllhli~lted data ('olle('ted h\' thf' 
\(\Illinistrutive Office of the L'nited ,States 
C:ollrt~ and ~\lbstitlltin,g the .\dministrathe Of
f,ice category knowll H.~ <'ontested jlldgment~ 
for appealable dct'isi()II~. it is p()'~iblc to COIll

pllte a rat{· of ch'i! appeal. Ilo\\'('Vl'r, this b not 
all ah~ol\ltl'ly accllrate measure, First. the data 
collected by the Administrative Offke are ill 
aggre,l!;ate form, Individual district court ('ase~ 
are not tra('ked to deterlllille whctlH'r a (,w;e 
ha~ ht'C'n terminated by ill I appealahle del'i~illn 
amI whether an appeal has heen filed from that 
del'ision, And, ~('('ond, the aSS\llIlpt iim 1Tl11\t lx' 
Illade that <"{)Iltc~ted jll<ignlE'lIh :the opera. 
tjollal category tor appealable dl'd~ions) and 
appeals takcn from those jlldgrn(,lIts will he ell, 
tered and filed in the sallie fisntl year. Obviolls
Iy. sOllle finHI decisiollS in the distrit:t l'Ollrts are 
reuehed in olle fiscal year, wbile the appeals 
tronl those de('biom are lIot filed Illltil the fol
lowing year. "nIb o"erlap lor llnderlapi t'an he 
millimized by lIsing data for eonseellth'e vears. 
as I have done, . 

Similarly. a rate of eriminal appeal can be 
defined as the n\lInl>er of criminal appeals filed 
in the C()urt~ of appeals in proportion to the 
Illlmber of tiefpndants fOllnd guilty after trial 
in each fiscal year." I II this situation. the bola
t ion of relevant data is not pl'ohlenlHtic, al
tho\lgh the s,une ca\'('ats apply to this measure 

*Research Associate, Federal Judicial Center . 
57 JUDICATURE 211 (1973) 
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TABLE I 

Rates of Appeal from District Courts to Courts Of Appeals 
FY 1951-1960, & 1970 

JURISDICTION 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1970 

U.S. Cases .16 .18 .19 .22 ,21 .21 .23 .22 .22 .20 .19 
Plaintiff .09 .11 .11 .12 .13 .1,,) .14 .15 .11 '.17 .08 
Defendant .25 .25 .27 .29 .27 .26 .29 .27 .26 .22 .27 

Private Cases .24 .26 .23 .22 .24 .22 .24 .23 .24 .25 .27 
Federal Ques. .24 .25 .27 .22 .28 .24 .28 .27 .28 .28 .26 
Diversity .24 ,26 .22 .22 .21 .20 .21 .21 .2i .22 .30 

Total Civil .20 .22 .21 .22 .23 .21 ·23 .23 .23 .23 .24 

Criminal .14 .15 .17 .18 .22 .18 .18 .19 .22 .21 .54 

Grand Total .19 .20 .20 .21 .23 .21 .22 .2a .23 .23 .28 

These figures do not include District of Columbia, territorial, or land condemnation cases. 

a~ to a rate of eivil appeal. 
In principle. the rate of appeal can fluctuate 

hdw(>en the val lies I and O. A rate of 1 would 
mean that an appeal was filed from every ap
pealable district court deeision. Likewise, a 
rate 01 ,.sO w'ould mean that fifty appeals were 
filed for l:very 100 appealable decisions in one 
liseul year. Sillce the measure has fixed 
boundaries, comparisons by geographical, ju
risclictional or other ('ategories are permissible. 

Tahle I arrays rate~ of criminal and civil ap
p,cal dnduuing breakdowns by jurisdiction) 
from H).5] throllgh LHf)O. Hates for 1970 are 
appended to the last column. Two striking 
features are apparent. First. the c.hange in the 
rate of e!'iminal lll)p('al is startling. In 19,'51. ap
proximately 14 out of every 100 defendants 
found g\lilty after trial appealed their cOllvic
tions. Ii\' I ~)7(). more thall half of all ddendants 
fOllllCl guilty after trial appealed their com·i<.'
linns. Thi~ spectacular growth can he traced, 
at le(l.~t in part. to the passage of the Criminal 
.lu~tice Ad of 1H()4' which provides for free 
legal services to indigent defendants. 

Thl' ~e(,()lld ami 1I10st .~\IJ'prising feature of 
tIle tahle is the relatively low and fairly con
;:tan.t rate of ('ivil appeal. The total <:ivil rate 
j. I k I' .... (' • 'l()O{iA I HH>l 

ranged from a low of .20 in 1951 to a high of 
.24 in 1970, an increase of four appeals for 
everyone hundred contested jtldgment~ dur
ing the twenty-year period. The largest 
growth in rate of civil appeal occurs in diversi
ty ca'ies. In 1956, twenty appeals were filed for 
everyone hundred contested judgments. By 
1970, the proportion of appeals in diversity 
cases had grown to thirty out of everyone 
hllndred contested judgments. 

It seems clear from the applkation 'of a rate 
of appeal that any assertion of a dramatically 
increa'iing rate of civil appeal is slIspect, and 
that the combined effect of civil and r;rimillal 
rates of appeal is less than spectacular. In UJ5l, 
the total rate of appeal was .19; by 1970. the 
rate was .2R. How does one account for the 
phenomenal growth in the number of appeals 
in light of a lesser growth in the rate of appeal? 

APPEALABLE DECISIONS 

Table II compares appeals filed and appeal
able district court decisions fo), 1960 and 1970 . 
The number of criminal appeals has increased 
substantially more than the number of defen
dants found guilty after trial from H'l60 to 
Ul70. The result is a higher rate of appeal. The 
numher of civil appeals has also increased, but 
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TABLE II , 
Comparison of Appealable District 

Court Decisions 
and Appeals Filed, 1960 and 1970 

1960 1970 Percent 

Civil 
~ increase 

appeals filed 2,034 6,533 221 % 

Civil 
contested judgments 8,831 27,918 216 % 

Criminal 
appeals filed 523 2,200 321 % 

Criminal 
defendants found 
guilty after trial 

Total 
appeals filed 

Total 

'2,483 4,559 84 % 

2,557 .8,733 242 % 

appealable decisions 11,314 32,477 187 % 

These figures do not include District of Colum
bia, territorial. or land condemnation cases. 

there has been a Iwurly proportional inerease 
in appealable deeisions, producing only a 
slight rise ill the rate of civil appeal. Bllt, at the 
,am~ lime, the 'growth in appealable decisions 
in the distrit·t eOllrt~ has been the SOurce of the 
~izahle growth ill appeals. It is this geometric 
increase ill eontesteu district court judgments 
that forms the foundation for the growth iII ap
pellate caseload, 

The ehanging pattern of eivil decision-mak
ing ill the di~trict ('(Jurts ('an he ilImtrated sim-

ply. In 1860, 18 per cent of all civil termina
tions were achieved hy contested judgment. III 
1970,38 per eenlof all dviitenninatiollS were 
achieved by contested judgment, an increase 
of over 100 per cent! It is upon this expanding 
pool of contests in the district courts that the 
tide of appellale litigation rises. . 
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I 

CONTROLLING THE CASELOADS 

DECISION POINTS AND JURISDICTION 

* John P. Frank 

})elllonstrnbly. lite country's 
legal systclIl is beillg called upon to cilny more of a load 
than it is capable of carrying'. Onc answer to the problem of 
comt congestioll is to increase and speed lip prodllctivity. 
nut anotlter answer that will also serve is to reduce the size 
of the job lo be dOlle. 'We have great national experience 
with lh is. Prior to the Certiorari Act or I !)25, tlte 1.1 n i ted 
States Supre1l1e Court was years behind in its work. By vir
tue of that statute, giving it a discretionary jurisdiction, the 
Comt is 110W absolutely current, It maintilins its ctlrrency 
oy cu tti ng t he job clOWIl to a size it can manage. By the 
1925 statute, the Congress of the llnited States decided that 
the people's desire or, if you will, right to take their case to 
the highest court in the land would have to be sacrificed to 

the goal of permitting that. Courl to get its work clone .. It is 
the theme of this chapter th"t in a country of more than 
200 million people, this same principle Ilillst be extended, 
in appropriate ways, to the trial courts; the job to be per
formed J1Hlst be cu t doWl~ to size.!) 

To this encl, the doctrine I advance is that the entire body 
of the law should be reviewed to red lice and simplify deci
sion points. 

Let me define my key term. A lawsuit is a unit of court 
tillle. That lInit in turn is made lip of a whole series of sub
units, cach of whirh is it decision poinl. Pethaps, ror ease of 
conception, these 5U hun i ts or decision poin ts ilia y be re
garded as cells within any physical structure. The total time 
or the case: is the time devoted to all of the decision points. 
Let me illllstrntc with a' rolltine pcrsonal injury case. A 
complain!. is filed. Assullle that the state requires thal proc
ess be served hy ;1 persoll over the age of twenty-one who 
has been 11 rcsidellt ror a year. ArglJahly, the person who 
served this process was Ilot propl'l'ly qllalified to do so, and 
the defenciant moves to quash the service of process. The 

* Member of the Arizona Bar. Reproduced from AMERICAN LAW: 
THE CASE FOR RADICAL REFORM 64-70 (HcHillan Company (1969)). 
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court mllst thell decide whether the service is g()od or hilC\. 
III a dollnr sense, let liS nSSUIll(! that encit side pillS .$2[iO 
wnt'lh of time into preparnt"ioll o( a memorandulll, affidavits, 
and oral presentation. The C()lIrt IL~tens for fifteen minlltes, 
looks up a little law, and fifteen millutes later makes a rill
ing. At that point, t\\·o things have happened. The litigation 
has been loaded with a $500 cost, ;md thirty Illinutes of 
court t.ime have been spent in making' a decision. If the 
state hac! lIot had the )'equin'I11('lll that lhe pro('ess server 
be a resident for Olle year and 0\'(')' the age of twenly-one, 
there wOlild have /)('('11 IlO isslle. The .$!lOO wOlild not have 
been expended, the half hour not spcnt. In short, when the 
state created the particlilar rcquircl1Icnt, it neated it deci
sion point and with it the attendant costs in time and 
dollars. 

Let liS next aSSIIIlIe that service has bcen ruled good. and 
the defendant IlllSwers. Hc then files a motion for judgment 
011 the pleadings, contC'nding that it appcnrs on the face of 
thc conlplaillt that tltel e is 110 jllJ'i~(li( t ion foJ' "'ant of nil 
indispcllsable pal'll'. AgailJ, 1JI('nlorandlllll, cost, time. If the 
stnte pl'oced\ll"c hncl specified that the qllestion o[ sen'ire 
nnd the question o( panics had to COllie up nt the snllle time, 
tlten there wOllld only ha\'e been one c1eci~i!)n point, ;1I1c! 

probably the nggregate limc in di~posillg or tlte two 'Illes
tions, and the aggregate costs, would have heen less thall 
oy the system of allowing the qllestions to he rnisecl con
sCCllth·cly. Here it is the placing of the decisioll point that 
is (()lJtlOllilJg cost alld liJlJt'. 

Tht' JlJattt'1' cOlJtillues. Th('I(' i.~ dis(()\'('I)' f)y intcrroga
torit's, hy depositions, and filially by le(]lI('~ts ror nclmissiollS. 

-[,('[ liS a.~SUIIl(' that the parties alt' (olItc'lll iOtls. alJd i~'itlt's 
arise ns to t'ilc'h of these. H so, earh or th(l~(' is'illes will in 
tllm be a decision point, with ('ost and tillle. ][ the state 
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had no discovery system, then these decision points would 
not arise, and those expenditures would not be made. I trust 
that I am not- suggesLing that these wO\lld be desirable econ
omics; I am simply illtlstratillg the time·cost factor o[ each 
decision. The matter then comes on for trial. The parties, 
continuing with their high degree of contentiousness, raise 
all sorts 0[, I~videntiary q uestiulls-cach one is a decision 
puint, and again, each has its consequences in lime terms. 
Some o[ the rulings may shorten time, am\ others lengthen 

it.· 
lhll more to the core of the thing, there is the matter of 

wltat the case is about. Let l\5 a~Sl1tne that the plaintiff wishes 
to show negligence and proximate calise, and that the de
fendant wishes to show contrihutory negligence or, in the 
alternative, assumption o[ risk. There will then have to be 
decisions, appropriate in each case to their respective [unc
tions, by the judge and the jury on each ollhese points, and 
because the decisions have to be made, time must be spent 
in gathering the facts-i.e., presenting the evidence-necessary 
for their determination. H the jll1isdiction elid not have the 
doctrines of negligence or proximate cause as the basis of a 
claim for recovery, then two timc elemcnt!) would fall out 
of the case-no time would be spent ill deciding these ques
tions, and. mote important. 110 tillle would be spent in 
proving them. H the state has aiJo\islte(\ eithcr the defense 
of conlributory negligence or assulI1ption of risk. or both, 

then these same results will follow, 
And thell there is the matler o[ (\alllages. If the jurisdic

tion isusin)J, tlte so·called split trial, !cltillg th(' jlll'y (\eter: 
mille lint whc(her there is allY liahility on tlte part or tlte 
ddt'llllallt hefore passing on the q uestinl1 of' damages, thcn 
lhe damages t\ecision poillt is eliminated, with ils allcndant 
tillle and cost cOlISequences ill tcrllls of proof, paying the 
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experts, pUlling. 011 the case, and decidillg- the issue. Again, 
to suggcst that 1I11le could be saved is lIot llecessiJ]'ily to sug
gest that the Sewing is (k.~il:alJle. 

TI.le next area of decisiol\ will i,J1\'ol\'c what instructiollS 
to give the jury, and here the judgc will he cillIed on to 
make many decisions, [0), he Intlst pass on cach instruction. 
If tl~e j~lrisdiction has imt\"tlctiollS settled in advance by 
p,ubliciltlOl1, tl:ell there is no rcal decision point-one simply 
~I ves t I.le r~HI tme atlto accicJclJ t instrllct iOlls. If (he practice 
IS to gIve Illstrtl('tiOIlS tailored to the particular case, thcll 
there is again the time alld til(' ('ost of cot1lin fr to a deter-

. • n 
IlllllatlOll Oil caeh 011(,. Aftel' tlte mattcr is over, there will 
he a IIlotion for a ncw trial; agaill, if the state did not have 
a new trial practice, the decision would !lot be 111ade and 
the costs would not he borne. 

The case, theil, is a unit o[ Lime, which in turn is a col
lection of suhunit.~ of decision points. If the state should 
take the extreme position that it is not going to havc allto 
accidellt cases heard ill it~ COlll't'i at all, thcn this whole 
spectrum of decisioll poims will di~:tppear rlOllI the COIII't 

load. But short of such l\clculenn retlledies, C\ ('ry elellH'Jlt o( 

the substantive law and e\'clY clelll('llt of prcl(t'clure creates 
cl('cisioll points that afrcct costs rtnd affect I ime. It follows 
that a tightenillg-, or reduction of the Illllllhe)' or complexify 
of these decision points-and please note that the re~tricti()1l 
cou ld he of cit her' llltlll hcr or (,olllpkxi t Y--'d II red uce thc 
size of that particular cell. or ('xtinguish it ell( irely, ane! that 
tltc effect of this reduction will be to rC'cluce the \\'hole time 
n r the casc. To the extcn t t hal t hel (' i.e; it (il n(' reel union, ot h el 
business can he clone ill the lime thll~\;I\'cd. 

\Vhat is happcnillg ill (Itl' roUts(' or the law i~ all allllml 
elldkss illCll'<lM.' ill th(' 11111111)('1 of d('ci~iotl poi11ts. uS\lally 
withotl t III t1ch regard to the cOlls<:q llellees the increase will 
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have all the legal systel1l. If I may usc a fancHlIl illustration, 

th ink of the elephallt in a circtls, standing with feet clme 

togetlH:r lIpon a small supponing pedestal. Let the elephant 

be the colIccti\)1l of decision points, and the pedestal be the 

legal system tha t has to make the decisions. What happens 

is that the elephant grows and grows and grows as he ab

sorbs 11Iore and more decision points. Occasionally some are 

taken away, as foJ' example if my hypothetical state should 

eliminate the process server requirement we have discussed, 

but the general trend is to enlarge. The enlargement comes 

in two primary ways. First, the law itself grows. Second, there 

arc l1lore people presenting matters that need to he decided. 

The comhined elieet is that at some point, the weight of the 

elephant collapses the pedestal. 

I am suggestillg that this process mllst he reversed; that 

the elephant must grow smaller, that the volutlle of de

cision points, and hence of tillie, must be reduced. For con

venience of discussion, let me analyze methods of doing this 

from three interrelated standpoints. f-Iretho(\ number one 

is the. reduction of jurisdiction, simply cutting ont of the 

legal system whole areas of decision points. This is in effect 

what the United States Supremc Court has done with the 

aid of tl' ,;crtiorari Act-it simply rejects nillie tenths of 

the rases tendcred to it. \Vith clue reg:;I\! rot' the dilfcrcnce 

in strtlt'lllrt', jurisdiction may he altered so )hat in clfect trial 

COUrl$ will be doinp; the same thing. Second, in areas that 

are kept within the jurisdiction of courts, the substantive 

law can he altered so as to reduce the nUlllher of decision 

points that Ilccd to he passed UpO\l to reach a I'('stllt. I'm 

t'xalll}lk, in the case just givcn, if the state eliminates ~he 

defense of asstllllpdon or risk as a malter or substant.ive law, 

whether for heller or ror worse, at lea~t it wilt presellt no 

decisio\l point; err if it requires that defects of process and 
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defects ~)~ parties hc considered together, therc will be olle 
less declSloll poill t. 

:Zelated to tlli.s is a third mcthod of elillJill;~tillg decision 

pO.II:ts by changlllg the ways in :."hich the !;tw performs its 
set vIces. Such changes, as will be cleve loped ill a moment 
can be [alrlj radical b t t . . I ' ' 
• • • c ,u () stay Wit lin the structure of the 
Illustt,,{ lten gIVen tl " 
. . , . -, ,le eXlstll1g procedure on interrogatories 
IS that ,If someone wishes to object to ntl interrogatory he 

lIlust go to court to present his Objection, thus in ever; in-
stance crcatillg a clecisie . l' 

, (" 1Il POtl1t. t IS now proposed to allc'!' 
th~~ !l1eth(~(~ Of. procedme so that the objectillg party will 
lllctely nottly Ins ndvcrsary that he o\)'leC'ls and o'ive Ill'. " _ 

Tl '[' ' . .., ., tea 
S()~l. lell I: IllS advcrsary wishes to compel him to answer, 

thc acl~/elsa:y will gf) to COllrt. AIlllost ccrtainly, the aclver

~ary wlll .wlsh to insist on some occasions, but not on all: 

III some IIls~ances he will not think the malleI' worth the 

bOlher or WIll he persuaded hy the objectioll made. To the 

exlell t thr;rcfore thn t this private excha Ilge redllces the vol

tlIne Of. interrogatories that Illllst be considered in court 

th~re will have beel' a reduction in the llumber of dccisiOl~ 
P°tnts. 
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ELIMINATING ItTOO MANY APPEALS" 

Geoffrey C. Razard* 

The conclusion seems unavoidable that the greatest headway that <;'In 
be made is in reducing the present volume of appeals, or at least .levelmg 
oIT their growth rate, by turning away some classes of ca,s':!s whIch .n?w 
re'\ch the appellate courts. There appear t~be three method. only by \\111ch 
th\s can be done: first, the categories of appealable cases ca~ be narrowed. 
For example, appeal could be denied when the amount m controversy 

dOf'S note.xc~, say, ~31C1co, or i~1 a crixnin.ll r:l~c where Oll:.\ a li:',;"U: 
I\ot impI'iSf/nw.tent IS ll11jl("ed. l'or another ex,ample, ,\Jlpt:<l: to'Il~1. b ... 
dl." n :('t\ ,ll I O~~l'l her in rcna i n t )'jles of C;J.S(!S. such a!. au ton10bll~ a,cclt~enl 
Illi~:l!iCl!l. \\'h:I<: these suggeslion~ ar~ more extrem? t~1<ll: tbe hmlt<:tlOn~ 
that exi'it under the rules obtainmg In any state, lmutat.lOns of .1()~lcal~'i 
similar structure do exist in most states ?-nd could be made to eXIst l~ ~ll. 

The principal difficulty of this approach is that tl~e social and politl.cn.l 
~igni(icance of a legal isslIe' may have, and orten lioes have, H.O relanon 
at all to the monetary or other intrimic significance of the partlCU~"T cn.~e 
in which it arises. This difficulty is so 'well understood that there lS great 
rebctance to increase the rigor of existing formal limitations on appeal. 
Such additional limitations as have been imposed in recent years are of 
stich minor significance as to have no material impact on the volume of 
appeals, Hence, this approach leacl!: to a dead end. 

A secCll1d method of limiting appeals is to require the appl'Oval of some 
member o[ the judiciary before ~ party is permj.tte~l to jlre~s ,nn appe~l. 
This may be done either by requtrlng that the trwI Judge ceruf.y t.hat t,le 
case is of such significance that' an appeal should be allowed, or hy 
requiring that the would-be appellant submit a reqllesf tr~ the 'TPclbte 
COllrt for leave to appeal. The first mclltoll is char;lcteri~tlc Env,ltsh pro
cedure, and it is :t device o[ increasingly wiele use in I.hi:; COUll try. S~ 
far, its usc h(;n~ bas been limited largely -to jl)teriocutory :ll'pcals, Lut It 
is entirely p()~sible all(l, I should lhink, desirable to extend it inc.reasingly 

to appeals [rom final jutlC1;Il1ClHS, 
The other dl'vice, requiring leave from the higher COt1t't before an aI'

pC;11 call be taken. is "lr(';]l.1y ill u~e hct,\\'cen the middle aTl(ll~igh('~t ~c\'cls 
of mnst three-liel' court S),SICllh 111 thiS cOlllltry. In Slales wl{houl 1111('1'-

111l'tliaLC "l'pdbte collrb, t!1<'re is gl~'at J\~:-i~tan<:(' to this !l1ctllo,l of limit
ing appeals. The f('elin~ at I hc bar is stl"ollg1y thal there ought to be olle 

appeal as of ri~ht in evel'Y case, and this opinion is so widely ~harcLl by 
the gencl'al rt1i>lic fllat. it c;w be taken as virtually a postubte of A1l1~:n
can leg:ll proC(·dllll'. Ac(ortlingly, we may Hot expect S(~()ll to SC~ rhe de
ve]0plllelll or dbcretionary :1ppcllaw 1'('\'i(:w ill Slate!> With tWO-ticr COUlt 

sy~l('m~. Some day, ho\\,ever--alul1l0l tou long hcncc·-tl:e fact will have 
to be faced (J:I<1t, even in a three-tier system, there C:lJlllot Lc an appeal 

of right in ail i;a~es. 
vVhen this day comes, a third method of limiting ap!)eals Uta.y find 

l!lility. This would be to alter the conditions of choice 1Il1eh~r which :.t 

litigant, di1,sLltisfieo in the trial court, exercises his initiative ;15 III whether 
or not to appeal. The easiest and probably most cf['ecriYe way o[ :d,tcring 
these conditions is to make it more expensive to appeal {It Ihe /IltglLllt's 
sole initiative. In other woros, one way to deter unmerited appeals is lO, 

rabe the cost of taking an appeal. If it turns out that an appeal had real 

*Professor of Law, yale University. Repro
duced from After the Trial court--The Realities 
of Appellate Review, in THE COURTS, THE PUBLIC, 
AND THE LAW EXPLOSION 60, 82-84 (H. Jones, ed., 

1965) • 
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merit; tl~e appellate c.outt could be empowered to remit~ to the appellant 
the cost lmposed 011 hlIn for his appeal. _ 

That some such approach is necessary seems not at 0111 fanciful. Exam
ples spring to mind in connection with the recent buro-eonin CT of leo-al 
services being made anilable to indigent>'accused person~ as th; resultOo£ 
th~ ~upreme Court's decision in Gideon 1.'. Wainwright. The indigent 
crmunal defendant has pr:1ctically nothing to lose by appealing; he puts 
up none. of ,the money. There is no good reason why, in these circum
stances, Inchgent accused persons should not choose to litio-ate indefi
nitely, and sOI~le l:ave shown themselves prone to do just th;t. It might 
b~ ,worth, c~nslder1ng whether a rule should not be adopted that a con
VIcted. cn~U1nal off~nder runs .the risk of having his sentence revised up
:\'ard If hIS appca! IS ~ound to be without sign ificant merit. I do not think 
it f~r-fetched to JustIfy such a rule upon the principles of criminal cor
rectlOn. 

'VitI: regard t~ civil litigation, there is surely justification for dis
couragll.tg unrnented appeals 'by manipulation of the cost consequences 
of taking an app~al in a civil case. Some special proviSion would have to 
be made lO amelIOrate the cost consequences for the poor and those of 
modest means. I do not think such a manipulation of civil litiCTation costs 
is class legislation, in any proper sense, or othenvise objec~ionable as 
in:~osi~g one sta~dard of justice for the rich and another [or the poor. 
LltIg.atlOn-certamly appell.ate litigation-is in any event sufficiently ex
pensive to. be the prerogatIve of the at least moderately well-to-do, or 
well,organ.ned, It s~em: unlikely that they would suffer unduly if con
f:on~cd ,,·lth finanCIal lllducements not to appeal cases of only routine 
SIgnIficance. 
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STANDARDS RELATING TO 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: CRIMINAL APPEALS 

American Bar Association* 

2.3 Unacceptable inducements and deterrents to taking appeals. 

(a) De[endants should be neither induced to take appeals nor de· 
terred from appealing by systematized factors unrelated to the prob· 

able outcome of their appeals. 

(b) Examples of unacce~Jt~b!e inducements tot.aking appe~ls are: 
(i) Automatic release pending appeal, on omlor recognizance, 

of defendants sentenced to confinement [without regard to the 
substantive character of thdr cases or appe.alsl; 

(ti) Automatic detention of convicted defendants, confined 
pending appeal, in facilities substantially different ill quality and 
regime from those in which inmates serving sentence are held. 

(c)' Examples of unacceptable deterrents to taking appeals are: 
(i) Denial of legal assistanct~ at government expense to appel· 

lants who cannot afford adequat'e legal representation; 
(ii) Denial of recovery of the ,costs of appeal to successful up· 

peUants who have not proceeded in forma pauperis; 
(iii) The prospect of a more severe sentence or of conviction 

of an offense of higher degree upon reprosecution, if the appeal 
is weU·grounded. 

Commentary 

An elective system of appellate review of criminal judgments should 
not have factors built in that encourage or discourage appeals to be 
taken without regard to the merits of the cases and the purposes for 
3.ppellate review. Such factors would be dysfunctional and, unless 
independently justified, should not be a part of th~ system. In light 
o[ ihe deep and growing concern about the burgeoning volume of 
appea~s, any artificial inducement for convicted defendants to appeal 
should be carefully s(~rutinized. Conversely, forces that discourage 
appellants with potentially meritorious cases should be checked even 
though the result may be an increase in the number of appeals. 

2. Stay of executions and bail 

There is wide variation among the states and the United States on 
the effect upon a sentence of imprisonment of taking an appeal. In 
some jurisdictions, institution of an appeal results automatically in a 
ltay of the sentence and release upon bail or recognizance" Arkansas 
provides: 

Hereafter on appeals to the Supreme Court in criminal cases, the defendant 
~alI be permitted to give bail pending the appeal in such amount as the 
;rJUrt may think proper and safe, in all cases, except in appeals from a con
.Iction of a capital offense . 

..... RK. STAT. ANN. § 43-2714 (1964). In Rhode Island, a convicted 
~~rendant may file notice of appeal and deposit with the clerk the 

*These standards were approved by the House 
of Delegates in 1971. They were prepared by a 
committee led by Hon. Simon E. Soboloff, with Professor 
Curtis R. Reitz, Reporter. 
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estimated fees for transcribing the testimony required for the appeal. 
"The filing of such notice and making of such deposit shall stay judg
ment until further order of the court. ... In case the procedure afore· 
said has been taken judgment shall be stayed." R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. 
§§ 9-24-17 and 9-24-18 (Supp. 1967l. The recently enacted Penn
sylvania criminal procedure rules provide that: 

When the sentence imposed by the trial judge is a fine or imprisonment 
not exceeding a term of two years, the defendant shall have an absolute 
right to bail, conditioned upon his perfecting an appeal within twenty days. 

PA. R. CRIM. P. 4004(c). 
Other states ang the federal government have hedged with stated 

limitations the defendants' power to obtain a stay of execution by the 
mere indication of their intent to appeal. In Delaware, there is no stay 
of execution unless either the trial judge or one supreme court justice 
certifies that "there is reasonable ground to beli(:ve that there is error 
in the record which might require a reversal d the judgment below, or 
that the, record presents an important question of substantive law 
which ought to be decided by the Supreme Court. ... " DEL. CODF. 
ANN. tit. 11, § 4502 (1('53). Wisconsin provides: 

If a defendant appeals or procures a writ of ~rror, the t,ial .court may in 
its discreti'·.3, by order, stay execution o[ the judgment before the record i5 
filed in the appellate court if a substantial question of law, other than th~ 
sufficiency of evidence, is presented by the record. After the record is fiJcd 
in the appeIlate court, the circuit court judge or a justice of the suprelO~ 
court may, by order, stay execution if upe '.he record there is a reasonabk 
possibility that the judgment I1)ight be reversed .... If a stay is granted, the 
defendant shaH give bail in such sum as the court, circuit court judge, or tli.: 
justice of the supreme court ordering the stay requires, with sufi1cient sure, 
ties for his appearance in the appellate court at the current or next tern: 
thereof to prosecute his appeal or writ of error and to abide the sentenc: 
thereon. 

WIS. STAT. ANN. § 958.14 (Supp. 1967). An Arizona sentence othe: 
than of death is stayed upon the certification by the trial judge or " 
judge of the supreme court that "there is probable cause for revcrsin; 
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the judgment if the appeal is from the judgment, or for modifying the 
sentence if the appeal is from the sentence." ARIZ. R. CRIM. P. 354B. 

These provisions are more explicit than, but not different in intent 
from, the commonlY found provision that permits, but does not require, 
'bail pending appeal. See, e.g., FED. R. CRIM. P. 38 (a) (2); Illinois 
Supreme Court Rule 7.7(16), ILL. STAT. ANN. ch. llOA, § 609 
(Smith-Hurd 1968); PA. R. CRIM. P. 4004(b); GA. CODE ANN. 
§ 6-1001 (Supp. 1967), as construed in Sellers v. State, 112 Ga. App. 
607,145 S.E.2d 827 (1965). The Georgia statute, adopted in 1965, 
superseded a provision for automatic stay and release. See id. § 6-1005 
(1964). 

The English are more strict in admitting defendants to bail than 
is true in this country. Trial courts cannot release a convicted defend
ant pending appeal; this nlust be done by the Court of Appeal, or a 
judge thereof, "if it seems fit." Criminal Appeal Act, 1907, § 14(2), 
7 EDW. 7, eh. 23; Criminal Appeal Act 1966, § 1 (4), 15 & 16 ELIz. 

) 2, ell. 31. Even where leave to appeal has been granted, which can be 
done only when the trial judge or a court of appeals judge certifies 
that "it is a fit case for appeal" under section 3 (b) of the 1906 Act, 
bail may still be denied. In practice, appellants rarely get bail unless 
there is a strong likelihood that the appeal will succeed or unless there 
is a risk that otherwise the sentence will have been served by the time 
the appeal is heard and the appeal poses an arguable question. REPORT 
OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE COURT OF CRIMI
SAL ApPEAL, CMND. No. 2755, at (; 208 (1965). The Donovan 
Committee rejected a proposal to permit trial courts to admit to bail 
and to have more liberality in granting bail. 

While we are not unsympathetic to some amelioration of the position 
;:-cnding the determination of an appeal by the Court of Criminal Appe,al 
there are, we fear, considerable objections to any substantial extension of 
:he grant of bail. We do not think that the Court can validly be criticized 
because of its present approach to the matter. On the other hand there may 
be cases where the appellant docs not seem to have any reasonable prospect . 
'if success in his appeal, but where, nevertheless, his conviction and sentence 
\avc had such exceptional consequences upon his domestic or business life 
:~mt a period of bail to enable him to adjust to it, and perhaps keep hope 
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alive, would "seem fit" on compassionate grounds alone, without any sub
stantial risk that he might abscond. 

[d. at ~ 212. The 1966 Act contains no provision making any change 
in the previous statutory formulation on standards or practice with 
respect to bail. 

b. Deferring imprisonment in penitentiary 

Power to prevent the execution of sentence, particularly a prison 
sentence, is a strong invitation to a convicted defendant to appeal. So, 
too, is the possibility -of deferring incarceration in the penitentiary, 
even if bail cannot be arranged. Sensitive to the desire of a defendant 
to remain in the locality of trial to facilitate conferences with his 
attorney, some jurisdictions have established interim arrangements 
for custody at the seat of the trial court. Until recently, in the federal 
system, a defendant could postpone transfer to the penitentiary by 
filing an election not to commence service of sentence. FED, R. CRTM. 
P. 38(a) (2),327 US. 858 (1946). Now it is no longer necessary or 
possible to make such an election and the time spent will count toward 
service of sentence. 18 US.C. § 3568 (Supp. 1967). The incentive 
to appeal, simply to stay nearer home for some months or years, h 
thus made a realistic possibility. Oregon, by comparison, enacted a 
provision in 1963 permitting the defendant to remain 48 hours after 
judgment, with power in the trial court to order a defendant retained 
further or returned "if required for preparation of an appeal, at such 
times and for such periods as may be deemed necessary by the court." 
ORE. REV. STAT. § 1)8,]45 (1965). 

c. Monetary obstacles to appeal 

It is a mistake to induce appeals to be taken for the wrong reasom. 
It fs also a mistake to deter or discourage appeals by unacceptabk 
means. Following egalitarian principles drawn from the Equal protec· 
tion Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court ha\ 

,reduced the disparity in access to appellate review caused by the 
financial costs of appeal. See Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 35.: 
(1963); Burns v. Ohio, 360 U.S. 252 (1959); Griffin v. Illinois, 351 
U.S. 12 (1956). 
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While the matters of counsel and court fees are thus finally resolved 
there is ,still some uncertainty about an indigent's right to obtain a 
trial transcript. See Hardy v. United States,. 375 U.S. 277 (1964). 
Some states are providing f~ll transcripts now without the compulsion 
of a constitutional edict. See, e.g., IlL Sup. Ct. Rule 605, ILL. ANN. 
STAT. ch. J lOA, § 605 (Smith-Hurd 1968); KAN. GEN. STAT. ANN. 
§ 62-1304 (1964) (if defendant certifies that transcript is necessary); 
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 15-181 (1965) (available as of right only to 
defendants charged with capital offense); VA. CODE ANN. § 17-30.1 
(Supp. 1966) (costs are taxable to defendant if appeal is unsuccess
ful); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 7-282.1 (Supp. 1967) (available as of right 
only to defendants sentenced to state penitentiary). Other states pro
~'ide what the trial court believes necessary for proper presentation of 
the defendant's case. See, e.g., ALA. CODE tit. ] 5, § 380(20) (Supp. 
1967); ORE. REV. STAT. § 138.500 (1965); WASH. RULES ON 
ApPEAL, Rule 46(c)(2)(i) (1967). After the Supreme Court of 
Ohio interpreted its code to permit transcripts without prepayment 
of the costs, State v. Frato, 168 Ohio St. 281, 154 N.E.2d 432 (1958), 

the legislature changed the code to pemJit indigent defend.mts to have 
transcripts only in the trial court's discretion. OHIO REV. CODE ANN. 

~ 2301.24 (Supp. 1967). The validity of such provisions is question
able under Draper v. Washington, 372 U.S. 487 (1963). Some states 
Jttempt, where possible, to use alternatives to the transcript. See, 
e.g., Ky. R. CRIM. P. 12.63; MINN. STAT. ANN. § 611.07 (Supp. 
1967). 

~. Recoyery of costs of appeal 

Financial considerations are not only relevant to indigent appel
:ants. A defendant who is not impecunious also has a monetary prob
~~m of serious dimension if, projecting that he appeals and succeeds 
:n his appeal, he is still left with the costs of the proceeding. The 
.ustomary rule is that the costs of a proceeding may not be recovered 
from a state in the absence of a particular provision authorizing such 
~ecovery. This certainly can dissuade some defendants from appealing. 
0\ study in New York nine years ago, based upon questionnaires sent 
:0 practicing lawyers, indicated that appeals were taken in less than 
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one-fourth of criminal cases in which the lawyer thought appeal was 
desirable. The costs of appeal were the factor deterring the appellants. 
Willcox, Karlen, & Roemer; Justice Lost-By What Appellate Paper.1 
Cost, 33 N.Y.U. L. REV. 9371-, 936 (1958). Moreover, our usual 
attitude toward assessment of costs points toward recovery by the 
prevailing party. Such statutes should exist in all jurisdictions. Sec, 
e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 939.12 (1944); MD. ANN. CODE art. 5, § 23 
(1968); MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 250, § 12 (1956); OHIO REV. CODE 
ANN. § 2953.07 (1954). Alternatively, the costs of preparation of 
the record might be borne by the state in every case, subject to a5sess· 
ment of costs against a losing defendant-appellant. See Mo. ANl\. 
STAT. §§ 547.110, 547.120 (1953). 

e. Implicit dangers of being harmed by appealing 

The possibility that an appellant, after a successful appeal, may reo 
ceive a IIiorc severe sentence upon reprosecution is obviollsly a. poten· 
tial deterrent to taking appeals. The magnitude of the deterient can· 
not be precisely measured; but its existence cannot be doubted. 

In recent months, several federal courts have faced the constitu· 
tional questions raised when a heavier sentence is imposed after th~ 
initial conviction is upset on appeal or in post-conviction litigation. See 
United States v. White, 382 F.2d 445 (7th Cir. 1967); Patton v. Nortr. 
Carolina, 381 F.2d 636 (4th Cir. 1967); United States ex reI. Russel: 
v. Starner, 378 F.2d 808 (3d Cir. 1967); Marano v. United Statc~, 
374 F.2d 583 (I st Cir. 1967); Rice v. Simpson, 271 F. Supp. 267 (D 

Ala. 1967). The re?ults in these cases are quite varied; and it is likel: 
that the Supreme Court will resolve the conflicts: 

State courts also have disagreed. The California Supreme Court hd' 
held that "a defendant shmlld not be required to risk being gi\'('~' 

greater punishment on a retrial for the privilege of exercising his rigl" 
to appeal." People v. Naga-Parbet Ali, 57 Cal. Rptr. 348, 351, 42! 
P.2d 932, 935 (1967). The Maryland Court of Special Appeals di, 
agrees. Moon v. State, 1 Md. App. 569, 232 A.2d 277 (1967). 

.' Not only should original sentence serve as a ceiling for any subse 
quent sentence; but the defendant should receive credit toward tb: 
maximum and the minimum terms, if any, on the new sentence. 1): 
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, , 'f of ", longer 
''''1 of such credit can produce the same eVil as lmposl IOn tl d't ' 

nt,< " 1 d the roblems of ere I 10 
m This Advisory Committee exp ore P P 

ll'r :1' ,~ ABA STANDARDS SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES AND· RO-
deta! 10 \\ 6 and commen;~ry thereto (Tent. Draft, Dec. 1967), . 

CE~~:E:u~e ~gainst any increase in sentence f~r ?n~ ~'hO .in:~~~t~~: 
rigbt to appeal is a fundamental precept of cnm10a aw 10 

with a civil law tradition. 

. ' 1 (prohibition against 
The prohibition agamst disadvantageous c lange C '. t Is It 

. ", ,,,' d ctrinc cherished bv the ontmen a , ... 
reformatIOn 111 peltls ) IS a 0, (i'k Japan) it is even em
wiH be found in all civil law countries. In some 1:' 'I to abolish prohibi-

C" t't l' n The only country temporan Y 
bi!ddcd in the om, I u 1.0 • .' . The prohibition was however 
'ion was Germany durtJg the Nall regm

l
le' d . 1950 (See' Peters Straf-

. 'h \H t G mn rl'ocedura co em··' , 
reinstated 111 t e ,yes ern, "d b ad I" it says that the defendant's 

19 52 p 60) Ddine very ro J .' Th prozess. -,' . . . . It f his filing a legal remedy. us. 
n.."!')ition must not be worsened as a resu 0 d 'In 'lh~ original judg-
r- l' nallY than that pronounce '. 
[0:- instance, no leav~er pe, d . 'fluted an appeal. The scope of the 
ment can be cnt~red If the dcfen ant lllS I lrv '50metimt!s it is limited to a 
prohibition. differs from country to o~~~~ ti~~f:~ it also prevents the applica
ban on the IIlcrcas.e .of penalty only, than those utilized in the original judg
lion of penal provl!;(~ns more sev~re , , It I ' In some systems the prohibi
meat (even if there IS no ,hange III pena J)' b' d the court of original 
lion is limited to the. appellate courts, and( 0ges,~'~~os\~via) such (I limitation 
. . d" re tnal In other systems (t... '" 
IUns (ctton on - . Th 3 f'ltionale of the prohibition is. however, al\vuys 
\l;:.h·~uld s:e~t ~~I:;:~:O~~~ ide: t~at thl! defend anI. should not fear that he may 

e same. .. h' . ht to 'lppeal 
render a di!;service to himself by exerCISing IS ng , ,. 

D ' SELECTED ToPICS OF CRll\UN . .I,L PROCEDlJRE A-1,74 to 
AMASKA, bl' h d . eo 1966) (available in Biddle Law Llbrary, 

..\-175 (unpu 1~ e mll'\1 . 
1..:niversity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. :'a.). Hi dl 

In previous reports, this Advisory CommIttee has unqu~.1 e y r:~
~mmended that the original sentence should be a fin~ cellmg for y 
:t;.ture prosecutions brought on the same charge~ agamst ~ success~l 
l ellant or appli( ant for post-conviction relief. The Adv.lsor~ C.O -
!'lPtt"'e has further noted consistently that, to implement thIS pnn.clpl

e
, 

., \,; 'd t be apphed to 
.redit for time served under a judgment set aSI emus . 

S ABA STANDARDS POST-CO:-:VICTION RUIE-
!':\y new sentence. ee ' 
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DIES § 6.3(a) (Approved Draft, 1968); ABA STANDARDS, SENTENC. 
ING ALTERNATIVES AND PROCEDURES § 3.6 (Approv..ed Draft, 1968) 

A distinguishable situation exists for appe&b against sentence. Thi; 
Advisory Committee urged the establishment of the right to appellat~ 
review of sentences and, as a corollary, recommended that such revic'l. 
be unencumbered by t.he possibility of the appellate court's increasill~ 
the sentences appealed as too harsh by defendants. See ABA ST,\:-.;. 

DARDS, ApPELLATE REVIEW OF SENTENCES § 3.4 (Tent. Draft, Apri; 
1967). The Special Committee on Minimum Standards for the Ad· 
ministration of Criminal Justice proposed that the power to correct 
an excessively low sentence be affinned, largely on the ground tha: 
there may be a large number of frivolous appeals against sentence 
which could flood the courts. The House of Delegates of the Ameri· 
can Bar Association, at its mid-winter meeting in February 1968. 
adopted this Advisory Committee's report as modified by the proposn; 
of the Special Committee. See Supplement to ABA STANDARDS, SLlpr,. 

(March 1968). At the same meeting, the House of Delegates adoptee 
this Advisory Committee's Report on Post-Conviction Remedb. 
which contains a- standard (§ 6.3 (a) to the effect that a sentencin; 
court should not be empowered to impose on an applicant who suc· 
cessfully sought post-conviction relief a more severe penalty than hn~ 
been originally imposed. It is clear, therefore, that the concern of tl:c 
Special Committee centers on those defendants who are appealing fror.' 
sentence. It does not alter the position taken here that, where the ap 
peal goes to the conviction, the original sentence should operate as ~ 

ceiling upon sentence at any reprosecution. 

2.4 Eliminating frivolous appN1I~; pre-appeal screening • 
(a) Procedural devices for pre-appeal screening, designed 10 

eliminate frivolous cases from appellate court dockets, are impracti' 
cal and unsound in principle. 

(i) ,A requirement of the trial court's certificate a5 a condition 
of appellate review is incomLo;tent with the right to appeal unIc~~ 
:k decision to refuse the certificate is itself appealable. If such de· 
cision is appealable, the procedure for transition of cases to' th~ 
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appellate court has been unnecessarily complicated and the bur
den upon the appellate court has been substantially increased. 

(ill Devices for screening out frivolous cases by the appellate 
court, such as a requirement fo!!' leave of the court to appeal at the 
first level of review, add a useless stage to most appeals at a con· 
siderable burden to the court. Flexibility of procedure so that any 
appeal tenninates, by a decision on the merits, at the earliest prac
ticf..~ stage of its consideration in the appellate forum is far prefero 

able. 
(b) There appear to be no acceptable penalties that can be im· 

posed upon appellants who 'willfully prosecute frivolous appeals 
beyond th,e sanction of assessment of costs, which has no impact on 
those proceeding in forma pauperis. 

Commentary 

a. Dimensions of the problem 

Considerable concern about frivolous appeals has been manifested 
in recent years. There are factors from which to infer that the concern 
has some basis. To a great extent, the concern has a financial dimen
sion, centering particularly upon the developments in the providing of 
:ranscripts for indigent appellants at government expense. There is 
also a belief that the rising incidence of appeals is, in part, a product 
vf frivolous appeals being taken, again by indigents. Related difficul
:ics arise in the lawyer-client relationship between indigents and as
,igned counsel who feel that there is no merit in their clients' cases. 
There is thus a strong link between indigence and the frivolous ap
peal.l1 

Some persons have speculated that the'rate of frivolous appeal must 
~ increasing because a convicted indigent' defendant risks nothing and 
·pends nothing to pursue his appeal. Fees are ,vaived. Counsel is.pro-

----_.- . 
11. Justice Clark has written: "We all know tbat the overwhelming percentage of 

~ forma pauperis appeals are frivolous," Douglas v, California, 372 U,S, 353, 358 
1963) (dissenting opinion). To support this. the Justice cited the low percentage of 
,Jigent litigants who had successfully persuaded the Supreme Court to exercise its 
::Icretionary power to hear their cases, a set of figures tbnt has only the most indirect 
'::evance to the frivolousness of their appeals in the courts bc.:!ow or to the quality of 
~ issues presented to the Supreme Court in the petition for certiorari, 
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:ided ~t no cost to the appel1tmt. A record, probably a full transcri t 

::~r~~~~e! at gOV~b~~lent expense. With all this available for nothi:o' 

there are bo:~~s:1 b
l 

Ity 0
1 

f reyersal as the stimulus; it is reasoned th:; 
. 0 e a urge number of groundles I h 

siding justice of a Can ' s appea s. T e pre-
I omHl court of appeal recently said: 

I dou't know what proporti f" 
but 1 am sure that the propoOrtnl'oo . cn,~tnal convictions are appealed today 

n IS nSll1!! and will .' t ' under existing law a defendant h' b' ,continue 0 fISe, because 
convenience of a new trial 'f h. as a'dsolutcly nothIng to lose except the in
much to gain, He has 110 ;o~t nl!n conSl ~r8 tha~ a,n inconvenience, and he has 
ment of the court will be ap~c~le~ no n~~, so It IS qui~e likely that any judg
ought to have in his mind is that ,... l~ second thtng th,at any trial judge 
is, the defendant ju~t files a ot'mos; appt.:als are speculatIve appeals, That 
errOr in mind Th b n l~e 0 .ap~cal without having any particular 

, ' eo, ecause he s an mdH\Cnt, ~he cour . 
oey for hIm, The appointed attorn d ,'" ' t appomts an attor-
know anythi~-g about the t .' 1 H ey k aCSl1 t know the defendant, he doesn't 
he argues 1 appeal any~~'r.J e ~a es tll(; ~old record, he analyzes it and 
doesn't II} 'YII whieh might c :'t'taot everythmB that the record shows or 

ons I u e grounds for reversal. 

;~~~:;d~;ScOf tRhe 1966 Sentencing Institute for Superior Court 
, . AL. PTR" ApPENDLX 75-76 (1966). 

The lOgIC has a certain persuasiveness' but solid . d ' 
not availabI Th . ,supportmg ata IS 
w . . e" e VIrtual non-existence of reported federal cases in 

mch a cnmmal appeal was dismissed a~ f' I 1 
Ehrenh' fA' nvo ous 1as been noted 
FCderala~~lIr~e ~~e:~I~er;' ::~tPered? 11.l;iigent Appellants in Ih~ 
of the Ad . ,'t . . , " , 647 (1%0), The Annual Reports 
h 1 miniS rahve Office of the United States Courts Table B-1' 

s ~Wf on y a s.malJ D1,Jmber of crimina] appeals disposed ~f b~ disrnjs~ 
;:al: ~:r ~~:nn~ o~ submission.

12
• In t,he United States Court of Ap

increase 1'n th Dlstncbt of Columbia Clfcuit, notwithstanding a sharp 
e num er of cases com d I 

remained relatively con t" t ,..., mcnce , t le rate of reversal !Hl~ 
S un , r,EPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S C 

SION ON CRIME D . OMMIS' 
• IN THE lSTRICT OF COLUMBIA 312 (966) Th' 

gcsts that, qualitativel th' ' . ) . IS sug-
f y, - e recent case Increment i5: not ""rv d'~ t rom the ki d ' f . ". lacrcn 
__ n s 0 cases appealed In prior years. On the other hand the ."-'#- , 

, ." ';'le Reports do not dilfcrenli I 
;,' tubrr~ ..Isior!. a e among grounds for di.sposition before hearing 
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reversal rate in the other ten circuits has de:;lined in the past few years. 

ld. at 310. 
The conception of convicted defendants flooding app~llate courts 

because they have nothing to lose overlo.oks a counter-v lew that the· 
defendant who realizes that his claims are frivolous also knows that he 
has nothing to gain by appeaL Therefore, it is important to focus at
tention upon the quality and content of the legal informati~n and cou~
selling to which convicted defendants have access. There IS much re<1-
son to believe that, to a substantial extent, there has been a lack of 
effective legal assistance at the critical poi~t of the decision wheth~r 
to appeal. Many defendants are completely without coun~el at thIS 
point. W~ere defendants arc receiving competent legal advIce on .t~e 
desirability of appeal from lawyers in whom they have confidence, It IS 
not evident that any significant number act contrary to counsel's evalu-

ation of the case. 
Foll~wing this reasoning, it is clearly sound ~o seek. to improve ~he 

lawyer-client relationship sq that defendants wlll receIve and, hav:ng 

received will accept cOII'petent legal advice. This is the most effective 
point of 'attaCk upon frivolous appeals. There is n~ reason to r.eject the 
" 'lusion that the great majority of appellants SIncerely belIeve that 
th(..f have grounds for appeal. This sincere belief ,may be ~rought ?n 
by self-deception, by simple ignorance, by bad adVIce from ieJl?W pns
oners or "jail hous.! lawyers," It can be dispel1ed only by patIent and 

understanding cO'.lDsel. 
As indk.ated in an earlier section, there i~ reason for concern about 

a defp tldant's lack of appreciation of what~ranspires in th/~ courtroom, 
espt~cially at the time of sentencing. See § 2.2, supra. Time and eff~rt 
expended at this point in explanation of the case and full exploratIon 
of the defendant's doubts and questions is worth much more than the 
time and effort later extracted from assigned counsel pursuing a 
groundless appeal that should never have been iristituted. See § 3.2, 

infra. 

h. Constitutionality of screening all appeals 
Most efforts at eliminating or reducing frivolous appeals have been 

directed at appeals by indigent defendants. These have been struck 
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down by the Supreme Court of the United States as violations of the 
Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of equal protect~on of the laws. 
See Griffin v. Illinois, 351 u.s. 12 (1956); Eskridge v. Washington, 
357 U.S. 214 (1958); Burns v. Ohio, 360 U.S. 252 (1959); Draper 
v. Washington, 372 U.S. 487 (1963); c/. Douglas v. California, 372 
U.S. 353 (1963). In declaring unconstitutional restrictions upon ac
cess of indigents to appellate review, the Supreme Court has made it 
clear that a procedure for screening all appeals would not be barred 
by the Constitution. 

Moreover, since nothing we say today militates against a State's formulation 
and application of operatively nondiscriminatory rules to both indigents and 
nonindigentsin order to guard against frivolous appeals, the affording of a 
"record of sufficient completeness" to indigents would ensure that, if the 
a~peals of both indigents and nonindigents are to be tested for frivolity, they 
WIll be tested on the same basis by the reviewing court. 
Draper v. Washington, supra, at 499 (1963). 
.' 

As yet, no jurisdiction has found ~. fully satisfactory solution to the 
fornmlation and application of rules for this purpose. The possibility 
~hat such procedures could be designed to withstand constitutional 
challenge does not establish that it would be wise to do so. As will be 
developed in the following comments, it is basically unsound to intro
duce a scre~ning stage for the purpose of short-cir~uiting frivolous 
appeals. 

c. Appeals by leave of the appellate court 

A requirement that all d:efendants obtain from the appellate court 
leave to appeal, as the initial phase of the appeal, should be considered 
as a procedure to eliminate groundless appeals. This would not run 
afoul of the egalitarian principles that invalidate such threshold screen
ing only for indigents. Four of the states in this country 'lOW have such 
a system. It imposes a heavy burden on the appellate cour~, however. 
and is.not likely, to be widely ad.:>pted. 

In Virginia, revie\v is by writ of error rat.her than appeal. A party 
for whom the writ of error lies may apply for it on a petition in which 
the errors are assigned. The petition may be presented to the Supreme 
Court <;>f Appeals, or in vacation of the court, to any judge thereof. 
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The petition must be accompanied by the transcript of the record of so 
much of the case as will enable the court or judge properly to decide 
on such petition. VA. CODE ANN. § § 19.1-284, 19.1-285 (1960) .13 

A very similar practice is followed in West Virginia, although the 
form of review is designated alternatively as appeal or Ylrit of error. 
In either form, the party may present a petition to the supreme court 
of appeals, or to a judge thereof in vacation. The petition must assign 
errors. A record is compiled to permit proper decision of the petition. 
W. VA. CODE ANN. §§ 58-5-1, 58-5-3, 58-5-6 (1966). 

in Arkansas, a variant of the modern British procedure is followed. 
A defendant convir;ted of a non-capital offense first applies for an ap
peal to the court in which he was convicted. That court may. grant the 
appeal. If that court refuses to grant the appeal, a f"rther appEcation 
can be made to the Arkansas Supreme Court. ARK. STAT. ANN. 

§ § 43-2708, 43-2709 (1964). "The appeal shall be allowed by a 
judge of the Supreme Court, after an examination of a certified tran
script of the complete record, unless he is thereupon satisfied that 
there are no reasonable grounds for believing that any error to the 
p'rejudice of the defendant has been committed for which the judgment 
should be reversed, and that the appeal is prayed for delay merely." 
It}. at § 43-2710. In cases of capital offenses, appeal is a matter of 
right. Id. at § 43-2723. 

Most appeals in Kentucky are as a matter of right. Where a sentence 
of less than a year of imprisonment is imposed, however, appeal may 
be had only if granted by the appellate court. Ky. REV. STAT. § 21.140 
(1963). 

While the provisions in these states seem to be a continuation of 
older practices that most states have rejected in moving from the writ 
of error to the appeal as the basic mode of appellate review, the pres
sure of litigation business on overburdened courts might lead to con
sideration of the desirability of setting up a system of discretionary 
appeals as a means of controlling the docket. See Hazard, After the 

13.Virginia is one of tl.le largest states yet. to create a three-tiered court system. 
See § 1.2, comment d, supra. Calendar control may require tht court of appeals to 
exercise suict discretion in selecting cases for review. 
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Trial Court-the Realities of Appellate Review, THE COURTS, THE 

PUBLIC AND THE LAW EXPLOSION 60, 83 (Jones .ed. 1965): "Some 
day, however-and not too long hence-the fact will have to be faced 
that, even in a three-tiel' system, there cannot be an appeal of right in 
all cases." 

The grave difficulty of screening mechanisms such as these how-. , 
ever, 1S the necessity that the case be prepared for decision on the 
question of leave to appeal in almost the same manner as if the appeal 
were being heard on the merits. A preliminary determination by the 
appellate court of the probable merit of every case in an effort to screen 
out frivolous.appeals, adm~nistered in a way that does not prejudice 
all appeals, seeIlls to be· undesirable on the sill'1ple, pragmatic ground 
of the added burden on the courts overriding any savings effected. 

To the extent that a single judge of thl! appellate court rather than a 
full court acts upon petitions for leave to appeal, some saving in judi
chU man.hours may be obtained. But it is obviously at serious cost to 
the quality of review. A basic attribute of an appella,.! court is the col
legial nature of its decision-making process. 

d. Appeals by leave of the trial court 

A system of discretionary appeal can be created and the discretion 
vested in the trial judge. The trial judge presumably is already famil
iar with the record ~n the case and with the questions that could be 
presented on appeal. It would not be a substantial additi/Jnal burden 
upon trial courts to make them arbiters of petitions for ]eave to appeal. 
The risks inherent in this device are obvious. 

Several examples of such a system can be found, in the United 
States and in England. 

1. Recently, California adopted a statute making appeals discre
tionary with the trial court where the conviction rests upon plea of 
guilty or nolo contendere: 

No appeal shall be taken by defendant from a judgment of conviction 
upon a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, except where: 

(a) The' dcfcmdant has filed with the irial court a written statement. exe
cuted under oath or penalty of perjury showing reasonable constitutional. 
jurisdictional, or other grounds going to the legality of the proceedings; and 
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(b) The trial court has executed and filed a certificate of probable cause 
for such appeal with the county clerk. 

CALIF. PENAL CODE § 1237.5 (Supp. 1967). The circumstances that 
gave rise to this novel provision are not clear. Possibly it is a protective 
mcac;ure to reduce a large volume of cases seeking retroactive applica
tion of the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States holding 
that there exists a right to counsel on appeal under the Constitution. 
Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963). 

2. Another type of trial court control is found in the federal system 
under a statute that provides: "An appeal may not be taken in forma 
pauperis if the trial court certifies in writing that it is not taken in gO(Jd 
faith." 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a). A parallel provision in the same section 
states that the trial court "may authorize ... [an] appeal ... with
out prepayment of fees and costs or security therefor, by El person who 
makes affidavit that he is unable to pay such costs or give security 
therefor. Such affidavit shall ~tate the nature of the .... appeal and affi
ant's belief that he is entitled to redress." Under the language of this 

. statute, a convicted indigent defendant must seek trial court pennis
sian to appeal. The trial court must make a finding of indigence. In 
addition, the statute directs the trial court to pass upon the "nature" 
of the appeal and, if not satisfied, the court presumably issues its cer~ 
tificate that the appeal "is not taken in good faith." 

3. Also used within the federal system is the certificate of probable 
cause, required in appeals from judgments in cert[lin habeas corpus 
litigation: . 

An appeal may not be taken to the court of appeals from the final court 
in a habeas corpus proceeding where the detention complained of arises out 
of process issued by a State court, unless the justice or judge who rendered 
the order ot a circuit justice or judge issues a certificate of probable ,cause. 

28 U.S.C. § 2253. 
4. In England, a person convicted may appeal "with the leave of 

the criminal division of the Court of Appeal or upon the certificate of 
the judge Who tried him that it is a fit case for appeal against his COIl

viction on any ground of appeal which involves a question of fact 
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alone, or a question of mixed law and fact, or any other ground which 
appears to the court to be a sufficient ground of ap.,peaI." Criminal Ap
peal Act, 1907, § 3,7 EDW. 7, ch. 23; Criminal Appeal Act, 1966, 
§ 6(a), 15 & 16 ELIZ. 2, ch. 31 

5. Among the American states utilizing a leave to appeal proce
dure, as noted in comment c above, Arkansas utilizes the trial court 

. in ~on-capital cases as agency with power to grant access to appellate 
reVIew. 

In none of these systems is a trial court decision denying the neces
s~ry permission to appeal unreviewable. Either by statute or by prac
tlce, the appellate court exercises de novo review of such determina
tions. That is most clear in the statutes of England and Arkansas. It 
has d~veloped by interpretation of the federal !'.tatutes. See Coppedge 
v. Umted States, 369 U.S. 43B (1962); Ellis v. United States, 356 U;S. 
674 (1958); Parley v. United States, 354 U.S. 521 (1957); Johnson 
v. United States, 352 U.S. 565 (1957), FitzSimmons v. Yeager, 391 
F.2d 849 (3d Cir. 1968). The recent California statute describes oriiy 
the trial court's power; but a report on the probable construction of the 
statute suggests that a negath"; decision will not be final. A report is
sued by the California Continuing Education of the Bar notcs that 
while the procedure is new and the course it will take is difficult to pre~ 
diet, analogy will probably be made to the California procedure for 
stay of execution of a judgment pending appeal, where the appellate 
courts have found inherent power to re" ~ew trial court decisions. RE
VIEW OF SELECTED 1965 CODE LEGISLATION 190-91 (1965). 

Where trial courts participate in screening appeals, it can be fore
seen that strong resistance would emerge to any practice that made 
decisions of those courts unreviewable. The undesirable aspects of 
lodging final authority on appeals in the trial courts are reasonably 
dear. The judge whose rulings at trial are in dispute should not have 
~bsolute power to deny appellate review. Beyond the few actual poten
tial aQuses of power that might occur, there is an appearance of in
justice, affecting many more cases, that must be avoided.. The inherent 
vices of this allocation of power and responsibility under1i~ the strong 
affirmation of a right to appeal in section 1.1 of these standards. 
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Whether trial courts can usefully participate in screening appeals, 
subject to further review of negative determinat~ons by the higher 
court, is not clear, but the prospects appear dim. It can be doubted 
whether the savings effected by the elimination of frivolous appeals 
would outweigh the effort expended in isolating them. Particularly is 
that true if the minimal standards of procedural rigor and fairness are 
employed in making a ruling on the threshold question. A record is 
necessary. Counsel must actively address themselves to the matter. The 
judicial process must be invoked, twice where the trial judge's denial 
is appealed. A danger lurks that such litigation would turn into a trun
cated and wholly ~nsatisfactory substitute for an appeal, without ade
quate briefs, without any oral argument, and without the normal care 
given internal court handling of decisions on the merits. 

Justice Stewart saw this danger in the federal litigation of 28 U.S.C. 
~ 1915 (a). He concluded that such threshold litigation is at best a 
waste of time. and that federal courts of appeal might well consider 
granting leave to appeal in forma pa1)peris as a matter of course, sub
ject to possible prosecution motion to dismiss. Coppedge v. United 
5tates, 369 U.S. 438,458 (1962) (concurring opinion). 

e. Pre-appeal screening by non-judicial agencies 

A truly startling idea, pre-appeal screening by persons other than 
judges, was advocated recently by Viscount Dilhorne, formerly Lord 
High Chancellor of Great Britain. In the course of debate on the 
Criminal Appeal Act of 1966, Viscount Dilhorne proposed that frivo
lous appe,ds might be weeded out by members of the administrative 
'staff of the Court of Appeal: " ... [S]urely any barrister or solicitor of 
experience, on looking through and reading the applications and the 
notices of appeal, would not find it difficult to say that these ones are 
clearly frivolous, these oI1es have some merits, and these are obviously 
substantial points." 274 PARL. DEB., B.L. (5th ser.) 833. Questioned 
particularly about the finality ?f the decision of thes~ Assistant Regis
trars, Viscount Dilhorne maintained that there need be no judicial 
review at all. Tbid. This proposal was not incorpurated into the 1966 
English revision of the system of criminal appeal. The system remains, 
as it has been since its inception, basically appeal by leave of a judge 
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of the Court of Appeal, or upon the certifknte of the trial judge. Crimi. 
nal Appeal Act, 1907, 7 EDW. 7, ch. 23, ~ 3. -

·f. Pen,aIizing friyolous appeals rifter decision 

A state might consider a set of "punishments" for criminal defend· 
.ants who appeai on frivolou!:> Bround; after reaching its decision on the 
merits, the appellate court could make a further judgment in some 
cases that the appeal was so lacking in substance ihat the appellant 
should suffer a penalty. Although a system of this kind has existed in 
theory in Englanp. it has not worked well and hs introduction in the 
United Stales cannot be recommended. 

Any system of punishments necessarily is premised on d(!tcrrence. 
It is yet to be demonstrated, and it may seriously be doubted, that anv 
significant .ilumber of criminal defendants appeal with foreknowledg~ 
that their cases are frivolous. Only thos\'~ who have that knowledge 
should be deterred. However, the threat of a penalty can deter from 
appealing defendants who do not view their cases as frivolous. To the 
e~tent it does so, the fundamental purposes of all criminal appeals arc 
dlsserved: 

Further, it is not evident that any satisfactory penalty can be found. 
In England, prior to 1966, the penalty was denial of six, sometimes 
nine weeks of credit toward syrvice of a prison sentence. Such a penalty 
strikes only those who have received prison sentences and have not 
been able to obtain release on bail pending appeal. The discriminatory 
impact of such a penalty in this country would raise serious constitu
tional doubts under .the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendment. 

The English Criminal ~ppeal Act provides: 

The time during which an appellant is in custody pendincr the determina
tion o~ his appeal shall. subject to any direction which the Court of Appeal 
may glVe to the contrary. be reck0ned as part of the term of any sentence to 
which he is for the time being subject .... 

Criminal Appeal Act, 1966, 15 & 16 Euz. 2, ch. 3], § 6(1). No 
standard is provided in the statute for the guidance of 'the court in 
giving the "direction"; but section 6(2) requires that the Court of 
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Appeal shall state their reasons for grvmg any direction. Since the 

English system is essentially one of appeal by leave of the court, the 

impact of this provision really concerns the time involved in process

ing an application for leave to appeal. If leave is denied and the court 

believes the application was frivolous, it may deny the defendant credit 

for the period of the pendel:cy of the application. 

Prior to the 1966 Act, every unsuccessful applicant for leave to ap

peal automatically lost six, or sometimes nine weeks of credit if the 

Court of Criminal Appeals failed to direct that he should receive such 

credit. Thc court seldom issued such directions, so that a convicted 

defendant faced the realistic prospect of serving that much additional 

prison time if leave to appeal was denied. The Don~van Committee 

described the rationale of the earlier provisions: . 

The primary justification for the present law remains the need to impose 
some restraint upon hopeless applications to the Court. The machinery of 
the CQurt can at present be set in motion with no more formality than the 
submission of an application fOl leave to appeal or of a notice of appeal on 
an ostensible point of law, and there is not, as in civil cases, the risk of in
curring subgtantial costs to act as a deterrent. ... In order to discourage 
unjustified appeals some additional deterrent was considered to be neces
sary and this takes the form of the discount of part of the prisoner's time 
spent in prison. 

REPORT OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE COURT 

OF CR1MINAT" ApPEAL, CMND. No. 2755, (j 172 (1965). After relat

ing the mrmy criticisms of the practice on its arbitrariness and iack of 

justice, the Committee concluded: 

In our opinion it can be defendd only as being in practice necessary as a 
barrier against n possible flood of hopeless appeals. No one can demonstrate 
that those who fear such a flood if the rule were abrogated arc being unduly 
apprehensive. There are large numbers of persons convicted on indictment 
who to-day, recognising that all appeal on their part would be without merit, 
make no nttempt to appeal. They might well do so, however, if there Were 
nothing to lose. 

Id., ~ 181. The Committee concluded that, even with the dangers of 

weakening the barriers against unmerited appeals, credit should be 

denied only if the court took affirmative action to direct this result: 

The Court will thus retain power to penalise an appellant whose appeal is 
totally devoid of merit, but it will be required to bring its mind to the prob
lem instead of operating an almost automatic rule. In any case where the 
Court C)rders forfeiture l)f time we think it should give its reason, and that· 
this should be comrr.unicated to the appellant if he has not been present. 

Id., 'fi 184. 
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FRIVOLOUS CRIMINAL APPEALS 

Robert Hermann* 

I 

INT.RODUCTION 

'I11e volume of a,ppeals in criminal cases bas grown markedly 
in recent years'It is likely that a large part Of this growth in 
volume is attributable to an increased percentage of poor defen
dants appealing their convictions, an opportunity now afforded 
them as a result of Supl'eme Court decisions which place the in
digent appellant on a morc nearly equal footing with his wealthier 
counterpart~ Even if it is questionabie to say that fC[w]e all know 
tbat the overwhelming percentag~ of i,:; forma pauperis appeals are 
frivO]OUS,"3 botb common sen::.e anCI E;xperience do indicate that 
the unlikelihood of success on appeal is little or no deterrent to a 
person v.ho is cfferc.d free of cost the ('hance to overturn bis 
criminal cOIlviction. ~Iost efforts at eliminating or reducing 
frivolous appeals, according to the American Bar Association 
(ABA), bc:ve therefore been directed at appeals by indigent de
fendants/ and these consequently raise difficult problems of equal 

. protection. 

The fact tbat many a poor person appeals bis conviction 
simply because h~ has nothing to lose by doing S05 means in turn 
that appellate courts, to their great annoyance, are being called 
upon increa~ingly to hear and decide cases in which the legal issues 
raised are clearly without merit. Tbese frivolous appeals create 
problems not only for the courts but also for counsel and, less 
obviously, even for criminal defendants as a class. The question 
of how frivolous appeals should be bandIed raises difficult issues 
concerning the responsibilities of appointed counsel and the super
vi~ory function of the appellate courts in the criminal justice 
system. This article viill attempt to describe the problems which 
are created by frivolous appeals,o 'with the focus being primarily 
on practices in the, federal courts of appeals.' Some suggestions for 
ameliorating the problems "till appear at the conclusion. 

*Member of New York Bar, Reproduced from 47 N.Y.U.L. 
Rev. 701 (19}2) 

:I Douglas v. CaJiiorni:l, 3i2 U.S. 353, 358 (1963) (Clark, J., dissenting). 
Contra, Coppedge v. United States, 369 U.S. 438, 449-50 n.16 (1962). 

4 ABA Project on !lfinimum Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards Relat
ing to Criminal AppcaL~ 6.)-64 (Approved Draft 1970) [hereinafter ABA Criminal 
App.eals Standards]. 

15 This is esp~d?lIy true since )iorth Carolina v. Pearce, 395 U.S. 711 (1969), 
held in effect that a person who is retried following an appeal may not be given a 
heavier sentence th~n that originally imposed, in the absence of information bearing 
on sentence wLich was not previously kr,Qwn to the court. Compare Colten v. 
Kentucky, 407 U.S. 104 (1972), distinguishing de novo retrials from the rationale 
of 1-''-~arce. 

II It should be noted that the problem of frivolous apr.eals may be of a 
different order in states such as New York where the appellate courts have power 
to revlew both the ad~quacy of the c\;dence to support the verdict and the 
severity of tbe sentence imposed. :-.r.Y. Crim. Pro. Law § 470.15 (:\!cKinn::y 1971). 
See ABA Project I'm Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating 
to Appellate Review of Sentences 67-85 (Appro\'ed Draft 1968), for a listing -of 
such jurisdictions. If an appellate court has pow~r to review such iactual and 
judgmental questions, it is more difficult to statl: a!oSuredly that ~n pppeal is 
frivolous. 'Th\.'s, in Kew York, counsel rarely seeks to wilhdlaw from an appe:al 
on grounds of frivolousness, and the courts di.scour<'ge the attempt to do so. See 
People v. Perry, 33 App. Div. 2d 800, 307 N.Y.S.2d 236 (2d Dcp't 1969). Sec: 
generally text accompanying notes 83-85 infra. 
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II 
THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 

A significant amount of appellate judges' time is spent in read
ing two or more briefs, exchanging memoranda and perhaps writ
ing an opinion'in criminRl cases which plainly lack any basis for 
rcversal~ Especially with regard to the federal appellate bench, 
it may fairly be said that most judges find the task at best bother
some and at worst infuriating.'" Even though it is the regular busi-

ness of judges to winnow from a mass of claims those which are 
substantial, the task becomes more bothersome and more rou
tinizedt6. as the volume of such work grows.No. This in turn results 
in a judicial TVeltschmcrz which colors the courts' attitude toward 
all criminal appeals and has an indirect but perceptible effect on 
the' chances of success on appeal of those defendants who may have 
meritorious grounds for obtaining a reversal. 

Lawyers '\'\'ho regularly practice before appellate courts are 
rarely oblivioW'; to these realities. For them, the question of how 
to deal with frivolous appeals is perhaps the most dif-ficult, re
curring ethical problem they face. :l\Iany lawyers regard as dis
tasteful and unpleasant the task of presenting a clearly meritless 
claim to a court, a sensation which may not be mitigated even 
by the expectation of receiving a fee.'hl....This personal reactio,n is 
important only because it is reflective of a professional concern 
as well, one epitomized by the ABA's assertion that H[l]awyers 
are deemed to owe a general duty to courts not to present friv
olous c1aims."~ As long as that is so, lawyers will be forced to 
~ike difficult and de1icate jud~inents assessing the meaning of 
their clients' rights to the effective assisf.ance of counsel and to 

the equal protection of the laws on appeal, while simultaneously 
reckoning with their own duties to the court and the importance 
?f .their cont.inued credibility as professional advocates. Although 
It IS true that a lu\\'}'er cannot ethically or realistically advise one 
client not to appeal so that another's 1110re deservinO' case will 
far~ b~tter in the future, the issue cannot be resolved by blinking 
at It either. For a lawyer who regularly appears before the same 
appellate court in criminal cases to treat each case as equally 
meritorious is not only to ignore the ABA's view of his profes
sional obligation; it is also to attempt without avail to solve the 
problem of his professional effectiveness on behalf of all his 
clients by pretending or assuming that it does not exi5t.~ 
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III 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND PRACT!CAL CO~SlDERATIO~S 

In 1963, the Supreme Court held in Douglas v. Califomia1G 

t?at the Constitution guarantees an indigcnt the right to the as
sIstance of counsel on a direct appcal from a felony conviction 
if such p.n appeal is available to others as a matter of right. Four 
years later, the Court held in Anders 11. Califomia10 that the 
effective assistance of counsel on appeal means the right to have 
one's lawyer place before the reviewing court all points which 
might arguably support a reversal of the conviction. It is "the 
court-not counsel-',' whose task it is "to decide whether the 
case is wholly frivolol.ls,"lT said the Court, although counsel may 

seek to withdraw from appeals which appear, after "conscientious 
examination," to be '(wholly frivolous.pl'S. 

It is possible to corifine the import of :4ndcrs to that narrow 
holding: Since it is up to the court, not the lawyer, to decide 
whether the appeal is frivolous, counsel must give the court the 
legal and factual information with which to make that decisipn~ 

,Anders, however, has not often been interpreted in stich a 
straigbtforwFlrd manner; rath~r, it Is se~n as having established 
a rarefied distinction between appeals which are lherelv merit
less and those ,,>,hich are wholly frivolotls~ Under Al;ders, so 
interpreted, the constitutional guarantee of effective assistance of 
counsei!!r-'assures'representation to criminal appellants for merit
less but not for frivolous appeals.~ 

Distinguishing the frivolous from the merely meritless ap
pe~l is difficult, however. Frivolousness, like madness'll.'l.... and 
obscenity?"is more readily recognized than cogently defilled.!.lt!-.. 
The practical question posed is how counsel is to decide whether 
any given appeal-one which clearly is not destined for a sum
mary reversal-is frivolous or onl:1 without merit. It is no answer 

15 372 U.S. 353 (1963). 
16 386 U.S. 738 (1967). 
17 Id. at 744. The practice which had grown up in some statc5 after Douglas 

was thal assigned counsel, after searching the record alltl finding- no basis for appeal, 
wrote a letter to the deiendant and the court stating that he would not pursue the ' 
appeal f.urthel· because there was 110 merit to it. S~c In re :\asb, 61 Cal. 2d 491, 
393 P.2d 405, 39 Cal. Rptr. 205 (1964). This prowlnrc, refl!rred to as the "no
merit" letter is wh:!t the Court specifically disapproved in .1Itders. In the federal 
courts, the ~ractice bad generally been other\visc, at INlst since Ellis v. United 
States, 356 U.S. 674 (1958) (per curiam). See, C'~" United Stntes v. Camorleo, 
367 F.2d 146 (2d Cir. 1966), vacated and r~mandcd. 387 U.S. 575, afi'·:! on remand, 
383 F.2d 770 (1967) (counsel must submit affidavit detailing the trial returd and 
applicable le6al issues and authorities). !ormerly in the S:~ond Circuit,. the .with
drawal requirements were deemed apphcable even to petltlons for certlorarl. See 
United Slates v. Williams, 379 F.2d 319 (2d Cir.) (per curiam), ccrt. denied, 
389 U.S. 991 (196i). Second Circuit Rule 4(b) (e) was then promulgated to 
declare that counsel who "docs not desire" to petition the Supreme Court for 
review may simply write to his client and so inform him. In response to Doherty 
v. United States, 404 U.R. 28 (1971) (per curiam), and Schreiner v. United States, 
W U.S. 67 (19;'1) (pcr curiam), the Second Circuit recenlly reinstated its former 

motion requirement under a revised rule 4(b) (e) (effective January I, 1972). See 
also § 4(c) of the ~inth C 1:uit Revised Provisions ior the Representation on 
Appeal of Persons Financially Unable to Obtain Representation (effective March 1, 
1972). 
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· , to say, as AlIders did, that ((the distinction in any given case is 
for this court to decide,,,26 for counsel must somehow determine 

in the first instance whether it is appropriate to seek to with
draw,2<O. and the court must have some standard for deciding 
whether counsel's view is correct. 

Frivolousness plainly imports more than just the fact that 
counsel is ((sub.jectively unimpressed with the merits of the 
case.'~s It must also denote more thql1 that CC:lUnsel believes L~e 
convktion will be affirmed by the appellate court. For one thing, 
the reversal rate in criminal cases is too low to make this latter 
test meaningful~ for another, the test supplies no basis for 
distinguishing between appeals which will probably fail and those 
which must inevitably fail. In the District of Columbia, another 
test has been suggested: Counsel is advised not to seek leave to 
withdraw ((unless in the same circumstances he would insist on 
withdrawal if he had been retained.lI~ This 'admirably egali
tarian pronouncement glosses over the possibility that the two 
situations may not be comparable.M. It is likely that the need to 
pay a lawyer's fee and expenses is some detr;1'rent to frivolous 
criminal appeals. Retained counsel also can withdraw more 
r\eadily an'd informally-usually by substitution of other counsel
than can assigned counsel and further, can more readily avoid 
prejudicing the defendant by alerting the courtl and in some cir
cuits the Government, to the v .. eakness of the case. 

A frivolous criminal appeal can be concretely described even 
if it cannot be satisfactorily defined. It is an appeal with all or 
most of the following attributes: It is a loser, not just a probable 
loser, but a clearly hopeless loser, in the judgment of counsel who 
has read the record and researched the law. The record contains 
few, if any, motions or objections by defense counsel. No novel 
matter of constitutional law or statutory interpretation was raised 

2tl Sanchez v. Sl'ltc, 85 Xcv. 95, 98, 450 P.ld i93, 795 (·1969). The ABA Code 
of Professional Responsibility, Ethical Consideration 2-29 n.68 (1970), also begs 
this qucstion by observing: 

p'r. J oh1,1son's reply t? Boswell upon being asked what he thought of 
supportmg a cause which you know to be bad" was: "Sir, you do not know 

it to be good or bad till Ule jud!!e detcrmines it. I have said that vou are 
to state facls raid>'; so that your thinking, or what you cn.ll thinking, a 
cause to be bad, must be from reasoning, must be from supposing your 
argumenls to be weak anci !nconclusivc. But, Sir, that is not enoq,!h. An 
argument which does not convince yourself, may convince thc !"Idge to 
whom you urge it; and if it docs cOIlvince bim, why, then, Sir,' .'"u are 
wrong, and he is right." 2 Boswell, The Life of Johnson 47-48 (Hill ed. 
1887). 

Dr. Johnson's response answered the IU'i\')'cr's dilemma as helpfully as the 
apocrypl.al umpire's answer to the balter who professed that what had been called 
a strU;e was in fact a ball: "Sir," said the umpire, "they ain't balls. th~y ain't 
strikes, they ain't not11in' till I call 'em." 

so Sug~s v. United States, 391 F.2d 971, 977 (D.C. Cir. 1968), afI'd on the 
merits, 407 1~.2d 1272 (D.C. Cir. 1969). 
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below or is presented by the facts. The evidence of guilt is so 
overwhelming that most errors, even if clearly sho'\\'11 fo be such, 
would have to be regarded as harmless ones."* There is no evi
dence on or outside the record of, official misconduct or over
reaching tactics by the police or prosecution. Nothing which 
might strike a sympathetic chord in a reasonable person, either 
with regard to the defendant's character or his involvement in the 
crime, is presented by the facts of the case. The only matters 
even tenuously assignable as error are evidentiary rulings which 
pertain to matters of small consequence, were not objected to in 
the trial court or can be faulted only by an abstruse exegesis of 
the law. During the trial, th~ judge did not conduct himself un
seemingly or as an advocate for the prosecution; later, he 
delivered without objection a b,'and, technical charge to the jury, 
not attempting to marshal the evidence on either side.~ Sur
prisingly, a fair number of cases in the federal courts have aU or 
nearly all of the qualities just described. 

The Supreme Court, however, did not crystallize the diffuse 
components of a frivolous appeal into a 'Iyorkable definition when 
it said in Anders that counsel could not be permitted to withdraw 
from an appeal on grounds of frivolity unless he first has submitted 
"a brief referring to anything in the record that might arguably 
support the appeal.":\'!. If these matters which "might arguably 

support the appeal" are in the reviewing court's opinion not 
"arguable on the merits," then the appeal is frivolous and the 
appellant is not entitled to other counsel to brief and argue his 
case.'U Mirabile dictu. 

IV 
PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING THE FRIVOLOUS ApPEAL 

,A. The Role of Trial Counsel in Perfecting an Appeal 
One thing a lawyer cannot do when confronted by a frivolous 

appeal is simply to walk a\vay from it.~ It is clear that trial coun
sel must advise the defendant when he is convicted that he has a 
right to appeal.:rt. Likewise, it is also clear that if the defendant, 
upon being advised of his right to appeal, indicates a desire to 
do so, counsel may not fail to file a notice of appeal or simply 
abandon the appeal because he believes that the case lacks 
merit.~ 

Even in the federal courts,Si however, it has taken some time 
for these fundamentals to sink in. In one case, for example, an 
American Indian with a seventh-grade education was tried and 
convicted of murder in a federal district court in 1968 and was 
sentenced to life in prison.40 After a notice of appeal was filed, 
retained trial counsel \note to the defendant and stated that 
since he believed there was no basis for the appeal he ,vas not 
going to perfect it. The defendant, who had retained counsel at 
the cost of his entire lifetime savings, wrote to the trial judge 
requesting other counsel. In )Iarch 1969, the trial judge denied 
the request, "\\·riting to the defendant that trial counsel "is one 
of the fine la""'Yers in the state" and that he, the trial judge, had 
"no reason to believe that any appeal ... would be anything more 
than frivolous."'M,.. The defendant's direct appeal was later dis
missed for lack of prosecution~ 

40 De!lfarrias v. United States, 444 F.2d 162 (8th Cir. 1971), rev'd and re
manded, 453 F.2d 211 (8th Cir. 1972). 
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One way to eliminate this sort of response to what counsel 
perceives as a frivolous appeal is ~o provide, as several. cir~uits 
have done, that trial counsel appomted to represent an mdlgent 
in a criminal case in the district court is automatically continued 
as counsel on appeal unless upon motion he is relieved by the 
court of appeals.43 However, some courts deem it desirable for 
different reasons of policy that new counsel routinely be ap
pointed for the appeal,H and only the Second Circuit makes its 

rule of continued representation applicable to retained as well 
as to assigned counsel.- Another way of preventing the abandon
ment of appeals is for the court to provide that filing an appeal 
sets in motion a process for scheduling the hearing of the ap~ 
peal.'t\h 

B. The Role of Counsel in Withdrawing 
from a Frivolous Appeal 

Once the appellate court has acquired jurisdiction of the 
c.ase and a la\\-yer has acknowledged responsibility for presenting 
the appeal, what is that lawyer required to do if he determines 
the appeal to be utterly frivolous? The Supreme Court addressed 
itself to this question in Anders v. California: 

The constitutional requirement of substantial equality and fair 
process can only be attained where counsel acts in the role of. an 
active advocate in behalf of his client, as opposed to that of anl1Cus 
curiae. The no-merit letter and the procedure it triggers do not 
reach that dignity. Counsel should, and can with honor and ",ithout 
conflict, be of more assistance to his client and to the court. His 
role as advocate requires that he support his client's appeal to the 
best of his ability. Of course, if counsel finds his case to be wholly 
frivolous, after a conscientious examination of it, he should so 
advise the court and request permission to ·withdraw. That request 
must .. however, be accompanied by a brief referring to anything in 
the record that might arguably support the appeal. A copy of 
coumel's brief should be furnished the indigent and time allowed 
him to raise any points that he chooses: the court-not counsel
then proceeds, after a full examjnation of all the proceedings, to 
decide ""hether the case is whollv frivolous .... 

This requirement would not force appointed cou,.3el to brief his 
case against his client but would merely afford the latter that advo
cacy which a nonindigent defendant j's able to obtain. It would also 
induce the court to pursue all the more vigorously its own review 

~s 2d Cir. R. 4(b) j 5th Cir. R. 7(2) j plans for represento.tion of indigents 
under the Criminal Justice Act, 18 U.S.C. § 300M (1970), adopted in the Eighth 
and Ninth Circuits. (The Eighth Circuit plan is reprinted in 28 U.S,C.A. Fed. R. 
App. P. at 103 (Supp. 1972).) Contra, Turner v. North Carolina, 412 F.2d 486, 
489 n.3 (4th Cir. 1969) (dictum). 

H See Holmes v. United States, 383 F.2d 925, 930-31 (D.C. Cil'. 1967). Judge 
(now Chief Justice) Burger expressed disagreement with this view. He pointed out 
that continuing trial counsel on appe\ll would speed the handling of appeals and 
save the Government money by alJO\\1ng the case to proceed on an abbreviated 
ncord. He also questioned whether an indigent appellant \\':1$, as the majority had 
mggested, entitled to a "fresh approach" with new counsel on appeal while non~ 
indigents lacked that luxury. Id. at 933-35. The Chief Justice recently reiterated 
these ,;ews in bis address on The State of the Federal JudiciarY-1971, delivered 
before the ABA in !\ew York City on July S, 1971, in 57 A.B~O\.J. 855, 858-59 
(971). For o.n exprc.;sion of similar \;ews, see State v. Koser, 76 Wash. 2d 509,458 
P.2d 27 (1969). 
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because of the ready references not only to the record, but also to 
the legal authorities as furnished it by counsel. .. :17 

This statement of proper procedure r~ises for the practitioner 
and the lower courts as many questions as it answers. To the 
extent that the lower courts have answered these questions at all, 
they have done .so inconsistently. _ 

Perhaps the most difficult problem raised by the part of 
the Anders opinion quoted above is ascertaining exactly \vhat 
counsel should submit to the court when he determines that a 
case is frivolous and he wishes to request permission to withdraw. 
Counsel, said the Court, is supposed to act «in the role of an 
active advocate in behalf of his client, as opposed to that of 
amicus curiae." His brief should refer to "anything in the record 
that might arguably support the appeal," with «references not 
only to the record, but also to the legal authorities." Counsel 
should not be in a position of «(brief [ingJ his case against his 
client.,"HI 

However hiJh-minded may have been the Court's intentions, 
as evidenced in the quotec.1 statements, in practice they cannot 
be fulfilled. A lawyer who truly believes a case to be frivolous 
cannot, while requesting leave to withdraw, simultaneously be 
an «(active advocate" for reversal of the conviction; if in his view 
there were «anything in the record that might arguably support 
the appeal," presumaoly he would not have sought permission 
to withdraw.'4'Ih. On the other hand, if he is sincerely convinced 
that the case is frivolous, references to the record and to legal 
authorities can only amount to a "brief ... against his client." 
Caught in such a dilemma, counsel seeking to '\vithdraw from a 
case on the ground of frivolity have generally resorted to either 
of two approaches in the writing of an Anders brief, both of 
which were disapproved by the Court.~ Some have written cur~ 
sory and conclusory briefs which at least cannot be said to be 

advocacy against one's client, even though they are of little aid 
to the client or the c'ourt in reviewing arguable errors. Others 
have written briefs detailing at length both tile facts and the 
legal issues and authorities. Tllis, although most helpful to the 
court, usually is in effect a. brief against the client.51 

A second question left unanswered by the Anders opinion 
.Is whether counsel, prior to moving to \vithdraw on grounds that 
the appeal is [rivo'lous, must first consult with the defendant to 
ascertain his views, and, if so, whether counsel is obligated to 
advance to the court arguments wllich the defendant wishes to be 

111 A ~rd re<p,onsc of s?me lawy~rs hns been to submit in support of the 
appeal. a .~,,:etchY b~ld on 0. s~lgle, obnousl~ meritless issue, rather than to move 
for pe,mLSSlon to \\'l~hdr:l.w ana thus be r~qUlred to show hy citation to authorilies 
~hy num~rous ?o::.slh~e lSS.UCS ~re f:ivolous .. ~he fonner course takes much less 
time. Ho\\eve~, the c~lcnt 15 mISled lOtO bellcvlng that his case was subjccted to 
app~lla.te SCrullilY! w~ll.i! th..;:. Jall-'Yer is sparrd the possible hostility of a client who 
feel> hIS counsel 15 glnna hun less than the most vigorous representation. 
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made but which counsel regards as frivolous. The Supreme Court 
said onl!' that counsel should furnish to the def,;;ndant a copy of 
his brief in support of the motion to be relieved, allowing the 
defendant time to raise any points he chooses,~ and arguably 
this undercuts any obligation of advance consultation. However, 
the Fourth Circuit interprets A1lders as requiring appointed coun
sci ordinarily to consult with the defendant at least once, and 
preferably in person, "because counsel has a duty to press argu
ments initiated by his client which may arguably be supported, 
even though counsel does not personally espouse them."53 Most 
state and federal appellate courts, nonetheless, do not require 
such consultation before the motion is made. Instead, the practice 
is for counselor the court, or both, to send a copy of the motion 
papers to the defendant well in advance of the return date, pref
erably with a letter explaining to him the various ways in which 
he may respond.bi. The defendant is then given an opportunity 
to file pro se a statement of whatever errors he thinks were made 
at his trial. and if the court belie\'es that any of the points he 
raises are ~f arguable merit, new counsel may be appointe~ or 
the motion to withdraw may be denied."Ii.!l 

The problem of friyolous appeals cannot be separated from 
the problem of the quality of the lawyer. If aUla\\yers were con
scientious, c:?pable and diligent with respect to appeals, pre
sumably the Anders decision would have been of minimal 
significance. That l ho\vever, is not tlle case. There are some 
criminal lawyers (and not as few as one would \..,.ish) who con
duct themselves, often despite explicit court policy to the con
trary, as if ~.heir obligations to their clients end at the time of sen
tencing; they are lax about preserving issues for appeal, and, when 
faced wHh an appeal, resent and even shirk their appellate duties. 
On a different stratum of the bar:, there are lawyers in commercial 
practices who, when assigned to do a criminal appeal, give the 
matter lowest priority in wrms of time and attention. There are, 
too, numerous la\\yers, both ,vith defense organizations and in pri
vate practice, who lack the experience or the acumen, or both, to 
recognize a gooq appellate argument or to develop one. that is 
thrust in front of them~Indeed, a frivolous appeal can be func
tionally, if not very helpfully, defined as one in wbich a capable 
lawyer de\'uted to Ill:; client's best intere:;ts, after consdf'ntiously 
scarcrJng the record Rnd researching the law, can fmd nothing to 
argue with a straight face.~ 

Short of misrepresenting the facts or the law, counsel often 
responds to the near impossibility of distinguishing befween a 
meritless case) from \vhich one may not withdraw, and a frivolous 
case, from which one may \vithdraw, by pretermitting the issue. 
Rather than seek to withdraw, he may choose to prosecute the 
appeal but do so only halfheartedly. Counsel may write a sketchy 
digest of the testimony and simply state in conc1usory fashion 

03 Smith v. Cox, 435 F.2d 453, 4511 (4th Cir. 1970), vacated on other grounds 
sub nom. Slayton v. Smith, 404 U.S. 53 (1971) (per curiam). 
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that as a matter of law the evidence was insufficient to sustain 
the verdict. He may argue issues or objections that could have 
been raised in the trial court but were not, knowing full well that 
they are much too trivial to be regarded as plain error.~ He may 
accurately state the law at present but argue \vithout amplifica
tion that the court should reconsider the issue.oo He may file a 
brief raising matters obviously lacking in merit and waive oral 
argument~ Any of these approaches may lull the client-who is 
often not sent a copy of the government's brief- and rarely is 
able to come to oral argument-into believing that he is getting 
a meaningful appeal. The appellate court~ which is more familiar 
with the behavior of counsel, knows betterj and, as has previ
ollsly ueen pointed out, the fiction is not entirely harmless. To 
the extent that Anders represents an attempt to police the ap
pellate bar, it underestimates the ingenuity and even deviousness 
of the target population. 

VI 
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE 

Little has been done about the problem of uDqualified or 
indifferent counsel on appeal. Of course, a court cannot by fiat 

make Cardozos out of lesser mortals.as However) it is within the 
power of appellate courts to remove from the list of lawyers 
available for assignment on appeal-pursuant to the Crir(ljnal 
Justice Act60 or some comparable statute authorizing compensa~ 
tion-those who have demonstrated a lack of competence or 
diligence in handling criminal appeals. This is not done at pres~ 
ent.70 

86 It is of course part of counsel's duty to argue for a change in eruting law 
when there is some basis for so doing. See ABA Criminal Appeals Standards, supra 
note 4, at 76. However, there are some issues-the right to a speedy trial is usually 
a good example-which the courts have ruled upon so recently and so oiten tilat 
arguing flr a change can only be viewed as chimerical. The ABA suggests that a 
lawyer may make any legal argument "supported by the law or .•. supportable by 
a good faith argument for an extension, modification or reversal of the law," 
whether he believes the argument ",iII ultimately fail or succeed. HOWever, a lawyer 
may not assert a position "that is frivolous." ABA Code of Proiessional Responsi~ 
bility, Ethical Consideration 7-4 (1970). See also id., Disciplinary Rule 2-110(C) 
(1) (a) (lawyer may properly request permission to withdraw ftom pending case 
if client "insists upon presenting a claim or defense that is not warranled under 
existing law and cannot be supported by good faith argument for an extension, 
modification or reversal of existing law"). 

68 The obverse is that "[eJvery defendant does not have the Constitutional 
right to be represented by Clarence Darrow." Nickols v. Gagnon, 454 F.2d 467, 472 
(7th Cir. 1971). The California Supreme Court has, hOI'.'~ver, attempted to edu
cate the errant lawyer. See In re Smith, 3 Cal. 3d 192, 4i4 P.2d 969, 90 Cal. Rptr. 
1 (1970), in which the court describ::-d in some detail the numerous non frivolous 
issues whkh mi1;ht be raised. Howeyer, the ~01.nt al~o ordered new counsel ap
pointed on remand. Id. at 204, 474 P.2d at 976, 90 Cal. Rptr. at 8. 

6D 18 U.S.C. § 3006:\ (19;0). The court can, bowe\'cr, make counsel pay for bis 
derelictions. See Malter of Winsberg, 446 F.2d 641 (9tb Cir. 1971) (per curiam) 
(Ia~yer penalized $200 for failure to file appellant's bricf promptly). 

70 Unfortunately, given the many members of the commercial bar who are at 
best unentbilsiastic about recei\'ing assignments in criminal appeals, removal of in
competent lawyers would encourage practices which properly the court shQuld 
want to discourage. 

Another reason why this proposal wOllld be only partly effective is that many, 
pel"haps even most criminal appeals by indigents, are prosecuted by legal aid or 
public defender offices. Typically, the court assigns as counsel the office's attorney 
of record and it has no control over which attorney is subsequently designated to 
write the brief and argue the appeal. On the other hand, the attorneys in such 
offices frequently do not share the private bar's antipathy to i.ndigent criminal 
appeals (even though they may sbare a lack of competence or diHgence) and are 
for that reason less likely to be candidates for expunction from the court's assign
ment panel. 
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Preappeal screening for frivolous cases, whetiler done by the 
trial court the appellate court or some nonjudicial agency, is 
undcsirabl~ as a policy matter and is probably also a denial of 
equal protection unless indigent and non indigent appeals are 
screened on the same basis.71 The same may be said of tile idea, 
occasionallv advanced in earnest,72 of penalizing frivolous ap
peals after- the inevitable afilrmance by, for example, increasin~ 
the sentence.J3 

Several of the federal courts of appeals have adopted rules 
for expedited or summary handling of frivolous appeais.~ Al
though such procedures may accelerate disposition of these cases, 
it is difficult to see that they change in any respect the issue of 
counsel's proper response to the meritless appeal or that they 
alter the nature of the decisio·.l which the appellate court must 
make about it. 

Because ilie line bet\\'een appeals which are frivolous and 
those which have no merit is very thin, If indeed it exists at all, 

, the Supreme Court should attempt again (i.e., assuming it did 
so once in Anders) to pinpoint the line of demarcation. The 
courts of appeals should also occasionally indicate in close cases 
why a particular case fell on one side of the line rather than 
the other. Instead of simply afilrming from the bench or ,Yriting 
a one-,Yord opinion-the usual fate of the frivolous appeal briefed 
and argued on the merits-the courts should write opinions in
dicating, ho, ... e\,er briefly, why the case was deemed to be friv
olous. Similarly; selectively writing opinions to explain ilie courts' 
reasons for granting or denying a motion to be relieved would 
furilier guide the bar:-- Although many appellate judges fre-

. quently decry w11at they perc'eive to be a growing volume of 
frivolous appeals) they have done little to instruct counsel on 
what is a frivolous issue and what is not. Certainly each of ilie 
ceurts of appeals coulu. explain in an opinion what it wishes by 
way of substance in a brief in support of a motion to withdraw 
and when it believes such a brief should properly be filed.~ 

The various circuits ought also to exercise ilieir rulemaking 
powers to specify ilie proper procedures to be followed in mo
tions to be relieved. These rules should cover such questions as 
the time limit for making the motionj"the form and contents .of 

71 See Coppedge v. United Statcs, 369 ·U.S. 438, 445-48 (1962) j Miranda v. 
United States, 458 F.2d 1179 (2d Cir. 1972) (per curiam); United States v. 
Deaton, 349 F.2d 664, 666 (6th Cir. 1965) ; AB.\ Criminal Appeals Standards, supra 
note 4, at 60-70j Carrington, supra note I, at 574-i9. . . • , 

72 See, e.g., Hazard, After the Trial Court-The Realllics of Appellate RevIew, 
In The Courts, The Public and the Law Explosion 60, 84 (1965). 

73 ABA Criminal Appeals Standards, supra nole 4, at iO-72. Xorth Carolina 
v. Pearce, 395 U.S. 711, 723-24 (1969), would clearly conflict with this proposal. 
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the supporting brief; whether the motion is to be made ex parte 
or on notice; and, if the latter is- the case, \vhether counsel's 
brief should be served on the Government; whetber the Govern
ment, if permitted to respond to the motion, may rely on ilie 
appellant's counsel's papers or must submit its own analysis to 
support its motion for dismissal or afl1rmance; how the appellant 
i~ to be notified of the motion and how its sig-nii1cance is to be 
explained to him, along with the time and ways in which 11e may 
respond; ~ whether oral argument by either side will be heard; 
'whether counselor the court has the responsibility to notify the 
appellant if the motion is granted and the appeal is affirmed ot' 
dismissed; and what must be explained to the appellant in the 
latter event concerning his right to file pro se a petition for a 
writ of certiorari.iO 

As a check and a precaution, each member of ilie court of 
appeals panel which is to decide the motion should have one of 
his law clerks read the record to determine whether counsel's 
request to be relieved is a proper one. This is common practice 
in the federal courts but not in all state courts; it should be the 
rule if for no other reason than that Anders expressly requires 
tile appellate court to conduct its own independent evaluation of 
the merits of the case.~ 

In the end, there is very little which can constitutionally be 
done to discourage the bringing of frivolous appeals. One area 
where there is 1'00111 for improvement, hOlvever, is in attorney~ 
client consultation. Certainly too few trial la,ryers discuss help
fully with their cUents the merit: 0f an appeal and the likelihood 
of its success. Many lawyers simply do not know enough law 
to be of real ~ervice in this respect, while some regard their 
professional duties as completed with sentencing. Even where 
court rules provide for continuatiOll of trial counsel on appeal, 
some lawyers routinely advise their clients iliat it is hopeless 
to appeal and some, intending to farm out ilie appeal to another 
lawyer, do not bother to discuss tile matter with their clients at 
all. It may be true, as has been suggested, that the volume of 
frivolous appeals would decline if "defendants receiv [ed] com
petent legal advice on the desirability of appeal from lawyers in 
wbom they have confidence."~ That, however, is asking a great 
deal, given the current state of things~ 

Permitting appellate courts to review the propriety of the 
defendant's sentence would probably reduce tile number of ap
peals raising frivolous legal issues. "j\Iany present appeals are 
taken for ilie sole reason tbat ilie defcndallt is dissatisl1ed wiili 
the sentence be bas received,"1SI.. and it seems plausible that al
lowing a defendant to appeal ilie leg.11 rulir.g which most troubles 
him will lessen the pressure to appeal on the merits of dubious 
legal issues.~ This would obviate many of the problems created 

70 In the Second Circuit, The Legal Aid Society cf Xew York City if if. deems 
a petition for certiorari unw:trraoted, \liU mO\'e in the court oi appe;l<; (o be re
lieved from filing a p('tition 011 the ground that it wOllld be a frivolous one. See 2d 
~ir. R. 4(a). If the cO\lrt grants the motion, it also direcL> counsel promptly to 
mstruct the appellant on how to file·a pro se certiorari petition. The Soci"tv then 
!lends appcll:!l1t a detailed memorandum on this subject, as well as a copy ·of the 

+.r'UlScript. 
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for lawyers and judges by frivolous appeals, and it 'would as
suredly benefit defendants as a class.Si. \Vhether the appellate 
courts, if given the choice, would be eager to trade the headache 
of frivolous appeals for per11aps the greater one of rlOutine sen· 
tence review is open to question. 

VII 
CONCLUSION 

Unless the Supreme Court reverses the trend to equalize 
indigent defendants' acc.ess to the appellate courts, frivolous ap
peals are here to stay. Consequently, it is important that the 
appellate courts clarify {or counsel how to determine whether an 
appeal is frivolous and Ivhat counsel's responsibility is \vhen he 
has such an appeal. It is also desirable that the COL.-ts promulgate 
rules setting forth the proper procedures for making a motion to 
be relieved on tlle grounds of frivolousne.ss. 

It may well be, as Justice Douglas appears to suggest,a6 that 
the vagaries of prediction are such that counsel ought never to be 
allowed to withdraw from a criminal appeal.~ However, Anders, 
which is still the law, is to the contrary, and appellate courts and 
counsel still have not learned how to live wHh tilat decision. 

80 Schreiner v. United States, 404 U.S. 67, 68 (1911) (per curiam) (con
curring opinion). 
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DETERRING FRIVOLOUS CIVIL APPEALS 

Paul D. Car~ington* 

In light of the present congestion problem, there is no reason 
to tolerate litigants who appeal otlly in desperatigt1 At present, 
the only deterrents systematically imposed are the risks of lia
bility for costs and interesLJlI) There is usually no risk that the 
unsuccessful appellant will be ta:':cd for the ap'pellee's attorneys' 
fees.JJ1 Although the English and some continental legal systems 
allow the taxation of modest attorneys' fees to the party prevail
ing on appeal,Il~ this procedure seems too inconsistent with our 
ideals of equal treatment for poor litigants m and too likely to 
deter meritorious appeals to be acceptable. 

A more selective approach, which would impose sanctions 
only against frivolous appeals, seems more attractive. T\'I"'o ap
proaches are suggested by present legislation. One old federal 
statute, which has never been used to effect, authorizes impo~.i
tion of costs on the attorney who so "mu1tiplies the proceedings in 
any case as to increase costs unreasonably and yexatiously." l14 

Vigorous enforcement 6f this provlsion is surely unattainable 1 P 

and undesirable. \Yhile co.unsel has a responsibili ty to prevent 
abuse of process,1J1i he is already subject to considerable stress 
in serving cont1kting loyalties to courts and clients: i l would be 
most unfair and probably ineffective to attempt to make the risk 
of substantial personal economic loss a factor influencing his 
behavior. Inasmuch as the ultimate deci"ion to appeal is the 
client's in any event, it seems much more reasonab!c to address 
the sanctions and the warnings to the pocketbook of the litigant. 

There has been a statutory basis for sanctions aga.inst irivo
lOllS appellants since the original Judiciary Act of 17S9,wc but 
it is so poorly drafted that it is quite uncertain in its application, 
in the sanctions it provides, and in its administration. Sanctions, 

1)0 2 8 t.:.S.C. §§ 1910; 1961 (1964). 
1'1 Fleischmann Distillin!!" Corp. v. :\faier Brewing Co., 386 l'.S. 714 (1967). 
112 See Clark, Tltr Et·ershed Report :lIId English Procedllral Reform, 29 ~.Y. 

U.L. Rr.v. 1046, 10~6-57 (1954) i Kaplan, Ch·il Procedure - Reflections on the 
Comparison 0/ Systems, 9 Bl·FF.~LO L. RE\, • .j09, 414 (1960). 

11:J See Duniway, The Poor .111111 ill the Federal COllrts, 18 Su='o L. REV. 1270 
(1966). 

114 28 V.S.C. § 1927 (t96.t). 
115 In no reported case has this statute ever been in\'C.ked by an appellate 

court to puni5h a fri\'olous appeal. The only reported case irom any court is 
Toledo :\Ictal Wheel Co. \'. Forer Bros. & Co., 223 F. 350 (6th Cir. 1915). The 
~in was excessive cross cxamination i the penalty, S75.14. 

I \U ABA CA:-;O:-;S OF PROFESSIO='AL ETl!ICS :\0. 30. For a disc\lssion of the ef
ficacy of this rcstraint see Thode, The Ethical Sialidard lor Ih( Advocal(, 39 
nXAS L. RE\,. 575, 589-91 {196I ), 

*p -rofessor of Law, University of Michigan. Reproduced from 
82 HARV. L. REV. 542, 569-572 (1969). 
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including "damages for delay" and double costs, are authorized 
whenever a judgment is affirmed, and tne sweep of the statute 
seems to embarrass the court invoking it. Despite occasional 
threats that the- statute would be more stringently enforced in 
the future,N-S only about two dozen appellants have been assessed 
in the Jast seventy-five years.~ On a few of these occasions, the 
court ,vas willing to impose the sanction without discussion,~ 
but more often it has been deemed necessary to give some reason 
for singling out a particular litigant.NU Such reasons have not 
been easily supplied. In sev/eral cases, courts have perhaps un
wisely withheld sanctions by applying a sentim~ntal, subjective 
test which caused them to endorse the good intentions of appel
lant's counsel in urging an appeal without merit.~ Reluctance 
to invoke the statute has also been exhibited in cases in which 
artificial limitations are imposed on the statutory discretion, such 
as the rule that no sanctions can be imposed against a frivolous 
challenge to jurisdiction,wa. 

The spectacle of erratic application supports the belief that 
the present statute is worthless as a restraint on frivolous appeals. 
Yet it is unlikely that even an artistically drafted statute pro
viding modest, reasonably proportioned sanctions would have an 
impact on the flow of appeals. Part of the problC:'m lies in the 
fact that civil litigants who have invested heavily in time, money, 
and emotion are not likely to settle for disappointing results at 
trial if there is any prospect that the decision might be reversed 
with a slight additional investment in an appeal. Such expecta
tions are confirmed by our experience with the zestless and in
effectual use of sanctions by district courts in their protection 
of the discovery process from frivolous abuse,7:!oi.. and also by the 
ineffectiveness of the use of costs as sanctions to deter plaintiffs 
from the use of federal courts in actions not actually involving 

the proper jurisdictional amount.~ It is to be concluded that 
revision of the statute may be worthwhile for its own sake, but 
not as a significant remedy to the problem of congestion. 

If we cannot rely on parties or their counsel to forbear from 
urging spurious appeals, we may find need to II lake the decision 
for restraint in their behalf. Such a procedure is contemplated, 
for example, in rule 5 of the Rules of the First Circuit, which 
provides that C( [a] t ill1Y time ... the court may dismiss the 
appeal or aftlrm the judgment belmv if the court lacks jurisdiction 
over the appeal or if it shall clearly appear that the appeal pre
sents no substantial question." A program of more active use 
of this sort of rule might suggest itself as a solution to the 
congestion problem, but it would in fact be unwise to encourage 
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greatp.r use simply for the purpose of conserving judicial ener
gies. un This is so because of the energy required to consider 
whether an appeal is worthy of judicial consideration. Only very 
rarely will a case reveal on its face that it is motivated by delay 
or otherwise frivolous. Once the effort is made to think through 
the contentions of the parties and to make an earnest effort to 
evaluate them, the court is sufticiently committed that there is 
very lillle economy in avoiding plCIHtry disposition, The til1'P' 
saved from oral argument could be quickly offset by the time spent 
in deliberation on the preliminary motion for summary affirm
ance. If the purpose is to save the writing of the opinion, this 
might be done, to the extent that it is advisable, without any 
prehearing screening. Thus, while the summary affirmance may 
be a useful device for giving calendar preference to easy cases 
which can be decided without delay, it is not a prospective source 
of significant economies. of judicial time. 

\ A comparable device which would be subject to the same 
objections) but which might be more effective to control conges
tion, would be the enlargement of the requirement of leave to 
appeal. This would differ from the summary affirmance in shift
ing the burden of persuasion; the appellant would be affirmatively 
required to justify his use of the ~ppel1ate process. Such a re
quirement is presently a feature of interlocutory appeals and 
prisoner petitions within the federal system. ln It is a general 

feature of appellate review in the courts of Virginia and West 
Virginia.~ 

The procedure may also be suggestive of the certiorari prac
tice of the Supreme Court, but this comparison is inappropriate 
because of the different roles of the courts. The certiorari prac
tice, inaugurated with the Evarts Act 1"*1- and enlarged by the 
Act of 1925,~ was made possible by the creation of the courts 
of appeals to perform the basic work of review. Thus, the courts 
of appeals remain responsible for reviewing the substantiality of 
the evidence and the propriety of the fact-finding process, while 
the Supreme Court is expected to decide only questions of great 
public importance.~ It might be possible to identify a few 
classes of cases in which this distinction is less clear. In cases 
under the Social Security Act!'!!\! and in cases arising under the 
Longshoremen's, and Harbor ,rorkers' Compensation .-\ct,~ for 
example, there has been an administrative finding reviewed by 
a district judge when the case reac11es the court oi appeals. Con
ceivably, some energy might be conserved if review in such cases 
were restricted to the more abstract considerations pertaining to 
the accuracy of the legal principles invoked in support of deci
sions. The effect, however, would be to place greater reliance on 
the administrator and district judge and deprive litigants in such 
cases of the kind of institutionalized .. impersonal review of the 
evidence which they have come to expect. Such a df'privatiol1 
does not seem justified by the limited saving that would be ac
complished. 

126 Of, course, where the appeal is patenLly frivolous an early dismissal or 
affirmance may rl!present a suhstantial saving for the parties. The First Circuit 
experience has been that the rule is successfully iO\·oked only four or fwc times 
a year, out of about 2;5 appeals, Intervicw with Chief Judge Aldrich, in Boston, 
Mass., ~O\ .. 16, 1968. E.g., ~Ia~nesium Casting CO. Y. Hoban, 401 F.2d 516 (1St 

Cir, 1958). 
127 28 U.S.C. §§ 1292(b), 2253 (1964). 
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Alternatively, a similar restriction might be imposed on re
view in diversity litigation because of the relative unil1lportance 
of the role of the courts of appeals in such cases. It must be ob
served, however, that the role would be almost entirely eliminated 
if the only diversity cases which were reviewed were those which 
presented interesting legal issues on which the authoritative 
voice of the courts of appeals should be heard. The need in di
versity cases is often a need for a review of the sufficiency of the 
evidence and the adequacy of the procedure; these questions 
are seldom disposable on the basis of cursory screening. :'IIol'e
over, qualifying the right to review in diversfty cases would 
create an unfavorable contrast with the practice in state courts. t~·1 

W. In addition, there may be an argument that the right to review under 
state law is a substanti\'e right which the federal courts must rcspcct. 
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DELAY IN COURT 

* Richard A. Posner 

The perennial but apparently deep
ening problem of docket congestion has eyokcd a spate of sug
gested reforms and a new discipline - fljudicial administration/' 
The most ft'equent suggestions are for more judges and for 
greater use of computerized management techniques to smooth 
the judges' lond and permit more cases to be disposed of in a 
gh-en amount of judge time. As re:medies, these suggestions are 
flawed by the fact that they ignore the role of pricing both in the 
creation of court delay Md in the formulation of effective 
methods of relieving it. 

Delay is not due to the fact that the demand for litigation is 
high and the amount of judge time limitl'CL The demand for po
tatoes is also high and the capa.city to expand production to meet 
new increments of demand also limited. People queue up to buy 
litigat.ion, but not to buy potatoes because judicial time is not 
rationed by price and potatoes are. If the demand for potatoes 
increased faster than the supply, the price of potatoes , .... ould rise 
until demand and supply were equated. An appropriately grad
uated system of surcharges for people desiring to have their cases 
heard promptly would have the same effect. If the prices neces
sary to clear the market (eliminate the queue) ' .... ere very high, 
it would be a signal that an investment of resources in hiring 
more judges would probably be cost justified. The prices might 
not be high. Perhaps only a small fraction of litigants have suf
ficient interest in an early trial to pay a surcharge. That would 
be a signal not to add judges. 

To add judges without changing the price of access to judicial 
time is questionable on hro counts. As just mentioned, the addi
tional judges may not in fact be needed. The demand for prompt 
trials may be weak. But we will never know in the absence of a 
price mechanism for measuring the intensity of demand. Second, 
the addition of judges may have little effect on delay other than 
in the very short run. By increasing the quality of legal redress, 
at least to those who yalue speedy trials, the expansbn in the 
number of judges will induce some people to use the courts "ilo 
previously had been deterred by the delay. The analogy is to the 
conGtructlon of a new freeway to relieve traffic congestion. Sig
nificant relief may not ~~ produced. The new freeway may in
duce people who fc;,merly used other methods of transportation 
due to dislike~vr congestion to substitute driving. until the free
wily is alm0st as congested as the roads it replaced had been. 

'fhl!.!: rar we have assumed. with the judicial administrators, 
that court delay is a bad thing and should be the focus of atten
tion by court reformers. In fact delay is an omnipresent feature 
of social and economic life; in the judicial system as in the res
taurant industry, it would be surprising indeed if the optimal 
amount of delay were zero_ Since court delay does not involve 
the same time costs as waiting in line for a table at a restanrant 
(why not?), and since some interval is necessary to prepare a 

*Professor of Law, University of Chicago. Reproduced 
from ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW (Little, Brown & Co., 
1973). 
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case and a defense thereto, some delay must be optimal: on the 
other hand long delays may be highly inefficient since the decay 
of evidence would result in an increase in error costs. And of 
course the costs of delay must be balanced against the costs of 

shortening the court queue. The advantage of the pricing ap~ 
proach suggested above is that it would obviate the need for 
attempting to measure directly the costs and benefits of various 
amounts of court delay. 
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C. THE PURPOSES OF APPELLATE LITIGATION 

THE SCOPE AND PURPOSE QF REVIEW IN 
CIVIL PROCEEDINGS 

Roscoe Pound* 

ULPIAN" tells us that appeals are needful because they corred the 
unfairness or unskilfulness of those who a.djudicat.e. 1 Th:t review 
does more than correct unfairnesses and mistakes. That determi
nations may be reviewer! is a preventive of unfairness and a stimu
lus not to make mi!'tukes. Tbe possibility of review by an inde
pendent tribunal, especially by ab,ench of judges as di:it.inguished 
from a single administl'r~tive oiliciai, is not the least of the checks 
which the 1?w imp05t.'s upon its tribunals of first instance. That 
hasty, unfair or erroneous aelion TOay be reversed by a court of re
view holds back the impulsive, impels cL1.ution, constrains fairness 
and man's tribunals to keep to the best of their alJility in the 
straight path. With this double functi,1n of correction ancl. preven
tion, the scope of appella te proceedings may be said to be: (1) re
viev,' of the process of ascertaining the facts, (2) review of the find
ing of the applicable law, (3) review of the application of the law 
to the found facts, anel (-1:) in the common-law system, au.thorita
tive ascert,tinmcnt and declaration of a legal precept for suoh 
cases as the one in hand, where none has been clearly promul
gated. Not all these things, howe\"er, are involved in every 
appeal. 

It is of the first importance to assure so far as possible an ob
jective and impartial determination or the facts involved in a 
controversy, and of the law to be applied to those facts. This in
volves a.:;surance tbat each party interegted in the outcome has 
been fully and fairly heard, has been sufiiciently made aware in 
advance of the case he is to meet so as to be able to meet it fully 
and intelligently, and has been apprized of the grounds upon 
which the tribunallllay determine ad\'crsely to him sufilcicntly to 
make such effective argument as he mily be able with reference to 

1 Dig. xlix, 1, 1, pro 

*Late Dean of 
University. 
PROCEDURE IN 
& Co., 1940) 

the Law School of Harvard 
Reproduced from APPELLATE 
CIVIL CASES 1-2 (Little Brown 
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the validity and applicability of those grounds. It involves also as
Blll'anc.e tho l the cause has been determined as to the facts upon 
evidence of rvtinnal rrobath'c force and that. the judgment or or
der flows legal!,)' from thE: facts {(lund. These :ire the f~a~ures of 
revie,y which concern the parties to the cause. The pubhc mtere~t 
thaL justice be clone to every Qne makes thesc matters of publrc 
conccrn also. Hut there is spsc:ial public concern in the remaining 
f~ature of review in a conunoll-laYI-' i1lrisdiction. Especially under 
the conditions which obtain in the United States, the judgment 
pronounced or thc written opinion 111ed in th~ 'Jltimat~ court ~f re
vie',v has two purposes. It serves as the basIs of adVIce to clIents 
and of decision tv the courts in other Clses according to the 
common-law tech~ique of decision and doctrine of precedents. In 
addition, it S~lYC~ as a check upon th(! judiciary under our system 
of cbecks and balances in u polity in whkh so many legal questiOl:s 
are political nne) so many political questions nrc legal. For thIS 
rtaSon, it is g..:nC'rally regarded as higrJy important that the re~
sons of judicial decisions in our highest courts be set forth fully III 
written opinions ac,essible to the legal profession and to the pub., 
lie and that the courts should nronounr::e definitely upon ever; , . . 
point raised by counsel even if no more than to state it and pr?-
nounce it irrelevant. One of the' problems of appellate courts In 

America today is how to perform this 'important function without 
unduly ddra~tillg from the fUllctions of review which primarily 
concern the parties. 
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WHAT MAKES ERROR HARMLESS? 

Roger J. Traynor* 

TO ERR IS HU:\IA:-", as a judge well knows, but to err is not 
always harrI11ess. How does a judge determine "whether an 
error is harmless or not? 

There was a. time in the law, extending into our own 
century, when no error 'was lightly forgi\·en. In that som
ber age of technicality the sligbtest error in a trial could 
spoil the judgment. The narrow bounds of propriety were 
entirely surrounded by booby traps. 

f:onsid",' arnrmn- rn'l'~;{QJrl ev-.rnnleo "n appoll t - .......... , ......... _ ..... 0 ....... <6. .... 4................. .. ................. 1:''' o..J, L..... "" ... ..I,J. .. e 
court's review in 1863 of a conviction for robbery. The 
indictment charged that the defendant had taken certain 
property from the victim by threats and force. Could error 
cast a shadow on such clear words? Yes, said the Supreme 
Court of California; there was an error of omission. It 
reversed the judgment on the ground that the indictment 
failed to specify that the property taken did not belong to 
the defendant and hence failed to give him adequate 
notice of the crime charged' 

ln this appellate court there would be no forgiving an 
error of omission, even one that involved only spelling. 
The court scrutinized an indict;ment that charged the 
defendant with entry into a building with intent to com
mit larcey. The omission of the letter n in larceny left the 
meaning clear, but reduced the word to two syllables. In 
the law such a flaw was fatal. There was no such crime as 
the one charged, said the court; nor could larcey now be 
laced up with an n. The court would not invoke idem 
.sonans) though anyone with larceny in hls heart would be 
well-attuned to a charge of larcey. So there was a reversal, 
on the ground that the indictment failed to charo-e the 
defendant with the requisite specific felonious inten~ 

Reversals for trivial errors occurred in many jurisdic
tions.~Ne", trials were ordered at the drop of a hat or a 
consonant that was needed to split a hair. However minus
cule the errors, there was heroic spraying for overkill. 

When appellate courts retreated from their responsibil
ity, becoming instead "impregnable citadels of tech
nicality," '.b.....lawyers played the game accordingly. "So 
great was the threat of reversal, in many jurisdictions, that 
criminal trial became a game for sowing reversible error 
in the record, only to have repeated the same matching of 
wits when a ne"w trial had been thus obtained."t:l>. At long 
last the legal profession itself sought reform/''-l'lhich fi
nally materialized in harmless-error statutes enacted by the 
federal government ~and many states.~ 

*Professor of Law, Hastings College of Law, 
formerly Chief Justice of California. 
Reproduced from THE RIDDLE OF HARMLESS ERROR, 
3~4, 14, 18-20~ 34-35, 49-51 (Ohio State Univ. 
Press, 1970) 
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ii, Such statutes were designed to obviate reversals when 

an error did not deprive a party. of rules or procedures 
essential to a fair trial. The statutes must operate in 
harmony with all the other rules imposed by constitutions, 
statutes, and court decisions to insure a fair trial. Thei':" 
objective is to consenre not merely public funds, but the 
judicial pr.ocess itself for legitimate disputes by guarding 
against needless reversals and new trials that would clog 
already burdened trial-court calendars. 

**** ~~ 
it follow that when a result is correct, it cannot be. a 
"miscarriaue of justice" or "inconsistent with substantIal 
justice"? Can a correct l'esult automatically be equated 
with justice? . 

There are advocates of such an equatlOn,. • • • 
They readily concede that in equating a correct result 
with justice, an appellate court necessarily envisages what 
result it would have reached as a trier of fact, thereby 
substitutin tr itself for the actual trial court or jury. In o 
their view an appellate court is bound to do so. They find 
the mandate in the words "appears to the court" in the 
federal rule 4, and "the court shall be of the opinion" in 
the California rule.~ These ·words, they say, call for an 
independent decision by an appellate court on the justice 
of the result based upon its independent evaluation of the 
correctness of the resul t. 

The correct result advocates add as makeweight that 
since an appellate judge necessarily exercises discretion in 
applying any test of harmless error, he cannot keep in 
limbo his subjective evaluation of the result below. In 
their view, despite the separation of appellate court and 
trial court functions, an ad hoc merging of functions in 
e~aluating error is essential to the conservation of judicial 
resources. 

The conservation of judicial resources, though itself a. 
worthy objective, is a strange terminal point for an a~gu. 
ment purportedly concerned wit.h precluding miscarria~es 
of justice. The argument goes off course b:cause of ~ts 
assumption at the outset that a correct result IS necessanly 
a just one. . 

What could be more misleading than such an equatIOn? 
It is one thing to tolerate as harmless the errors that 
involve only the "mere etiquette of trials" or the "formali
ties or minutiae of procedure." It is quite anot.her also to 
tolerate as harmless the errors that do such violence to the 
substantial rights of litigants as to debase the judicial 
process itself. whose very purpose is to assure justice. Once 
such violence is t.olerated. no one could enter a courtroom 
confident of a fair trial. Would that matter? ·Would justice 
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suffer? Yes. Concededly. not one of us can draw a picture 
of justice or state its dimensions in words. Nonetheless. we 
know from this country's long experience in giving sub
stance to the concept of a fair trial that for us, at least, it is 
an essential element of justice. 

1Ve know also from experience the danger of mechani. 
cal formulas that tend to l-eplace discriminating judg~ 
ment. We no longer tolerate the dissipation of judicial 
resources by the crafty use of essentially harmless error to 
propel a reversal. 'Ve cannot now tolerate the debasement 
of the judicial process itself by a, shortsighted preoccupa
tion with correct results regardless of what violence may 
have been done to the substantial rights of litigants.~ 

A rational test of harmless. error must operate to pre. 
serve such rights even as it serves to screen out innocuous 
errors., Since the right to a fair trial underlies all other 
rights, a litigant has a right to something more than a 
decision by a specified tribunal. He has a right to objec
tive cOllsideration of all proper evidence by triers of fact 
without violations of any substantial rights he may have as 
a litigant. He is entitled, not to a trial free of all possible 
error, but to a trial free of harmful error ~ 

The concept of fairness extends to reconsideration of 
the merits when a judgment has been or might have been 
influenced by error. In that event there should be a ye
trial in the trial court, time-consuming or costly though 
it may. be. The short-cut alternative of reconsidering the 
merits in the appellate court, because it is familiar with 
the evidence and aware of the error, has the appeal of 
saving time and money. Unfortunately it does not measure 
up to accepted standards of faimess. 

* * * * 
"'bat about the appellate court, when it is called upon 

to determine whether or not an error affected the judg
ment? How much of a true believer SHould it be? 'Vhat 
degree of probability should it require that the judgment 
is contaminated? Should it affirm if it believes that it is 
more probable than not that the error did not affect the 
judgment? Highly probable that it did not? Almost cer
tain that it did not? 

* * * * 
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I should welcome 
a test of high probability for harmlessness. Given an error 
that affected a substantial righ~, the judgment below is 
suspect. Unless the appellate court believes it highly prob
able that the error did not affect the judgment, it should 
reverse. 

Any test less stringent entails too great a risk of affirm
ing a judgment that was influenced by an error. Moreover, 
a less stringent test may fail to deter an appellate judae 
from focusipg his inquiry on the correctness of the res;lt 
and then holding an error harmless whenever he equated 
the result idth his own predilections. 

* * * * 
Unlike many a middling 

compromise that is no more than a diluted version of 
extremes, the highly probable test, compelling searching 
inquiry into the question of whether or not the judgment 
was actually affected by the error, has nothing in common 
with the extremes of all too easy affinnance of a judgment 
or all too read y reversal. 

Those two lazy ways of review insidiously lower the 
standards of justice. Often all too easy affirmance is a 
tempting course of least resistance because many records 
laced with error appear at first glance to indicate that the 
correct result was reached below. The trouble with a first 
glance is that it tends also to be the last one. Hence no 
inquiry is ever directed at the crucial question: Did error 
affect the judgment? 

The failure to make such an inquiry is particularly 
likely in criminal cases. Appellate judges, persuaded by 
the record that the defendant committed some crime, are 
often reluctant to open the way to a new trial, given not 
only the risk of draining judicial resources but also the 
risk that ~ guilty defendant ma.y go free. The very reluc
tance of judges to confront such risks, howeyer, serves to 

condone errors that may affect a judgment and thus en
genders a still more serious risk, the risk of impairing the 
integrity of appellate review. Nothing is gained by run
ning such a risk and much is lost. If appellate judges 
forthrightly opened the wCly to a new trial whenever a 
judgment was contaminated by error, there would be a 
cleansing effect on the trial process. A sharp appellate 
watch 'would in the long run deter error at the outset; 
thereby lessening the need of appeal and retrials. 
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Like a11 too easy affirmance, all too ready reversal is also 
inimical to the judicial process. Again, nothing is gained 
from such an extreme, and much is lost. Reversal for 
error, regardless of its effect on the judgment, encourages 
litigants to abuse the judicial process and bestirs "the 
public to ridicule it.lOII..... 

The highly probable test avoids the evils of fnadeq~ate 
or excessive stringency by making affirmance conditional 
on high probability that error did not affect the judgment. 
The test compels a judge to go beyond a first glance for 
affirmance or a fleeting glimpse for reversal. It compels 
him to exercise his mind in the exercise of his discretion, 
to go beyond the appearances of the result to an examina
tipn of what causal links there may be bet1",een error and 
the judgment. It keeps judicial discretion "within the 
ample bounds of reason. It can greatly improve the net 
worth of the judicial process as it thus holds down excesses 
either of affinnance that recklessly dampens assurance of a 
fair day in court or of reversal that needlessly calls for still 
another fair day at the expense of litigants who are still 
awaiting their first day in court. 
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CIVIL APPEALS: ARE THEY USEFUL IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE? 

Irving Wilner* 

With the exception of cases raisjng constirutional issues or involving 
primacy of administrative adjudication, judicial review in the area of 
civil appeals should be abolished. 

For the most part, appeals are regarded as meliorators, of nisi prius 
decisions or) on ~ broader leveJ, as the ordering force in the law-rhe 
guarantor of certainty and uniformity, Neyertheless, experience affords 
no basis for the conviction that the appellate process results in specific 
d " hi h . lIb ". " . 'h "1 " eCl.SlOnS w c are parnell ar y smt> to e JUSt or consonant WIt__ a".".' 
(except in the tautological sense that the judgment of the reviewing 
court is the "law"). Neither is there any support for crediting appeals 
with achieving integrated guiding principles. 

The itcorrectness" of the legal principle applied in a given case by 
an appellate COurt is 110 r.c...ore objecti\'ely determinable than the claimed 
"error" of the court below. In the ultimate, the authority of the re\'ieVl
ing process rests on nothing but a formal, whether constitutional or stat
utory, fiat. Nothing essential 'would be withheld if, by. the same formal 
process, final authority 'wereto be bestowed upon the original judicial 
forum. This reasoning is reflect£:d by the uniform trend of decisions 
holdIng that due process does not require the granting of judicial re
view.~mr 

Neither do ideals of certainty and uniformity diCtate the indispens

ability of an appellate process to insure freedom from errors of h,v in 
the adminisrradon of justice. Uniformity of decision i8 not a virtue in 
itself;. it is meaningful only as fostering equality and is, essentially, an 
antithesis to arbitrary discrimination. Equal protection of the law b.5 
uniformly been recognized not to require uniformity of legal decisions. 
No statistical evidence is necessary to suggest that both uniformity and 
certainty are just as jeopardized by an erroneous finding of fact as by .1n 
incorrect application of a principle. Yet, despite our heightened aw;)re
ness of the importance of faCt determinations, neither equality nor cer
tainty are urged as grounds for their regular reviewability in jury. or 
non-jury cases. 

From the viewpoint of uniformity and certainty, appeals are to. some 
extent self-defeating. The clarification of a doubtful specific in an ap
pellate decision necessarily involves the reification of multiple theorecical 
considerations, a process which potentially converts the thus clarified 
specific into a spectrum of totally new uncertainties. 

. Appeals are predicated upon a number of doubtful premises. Among 
these are: (1) that there is a:dl~ar distinction between fact and IRw; (2) 
that appellate review is an e£fident method for assuring just results; (3) 
that legal principles enunciated by reviewing tribunals are scientific 
pronouncements, partaking of the qualities of determinism, objectivinr, 
and causality; and (4) that there exists an identifiable line of demarca
tion between issues which ate legal and those which ate social, economic, 
or political. 

*Member of the D.C. Bar. 0 d d £ 56 GEO L J 417 Aepro uee rom • .. , 
448-450 (1968). 
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Judicial review is inrernally contradictory. The process presupposes 
the independent existence of "correct" principles of law which are not, 
however, ascertainable until the exhaustion of laborious and 1m·oIved 
procedures encompassing a hierardlY of tribunals. \,,{!hilc review proce
dure assumes that trial judges are capable of "cl,'ror," it generally does 
not permit an examination of tbeir activity until the Hnal jud,gn1cnt. 
\'\'1len the judgment is reviewed, the f,'Uidance afforded-is usually limited 
to that phase of the matter which is found to be affected 'with error, 
leaving the proceeding open to the posslbillty of further error upon re
mand. There is also the anomaly that while courts of appeal '.':ill at 
times utilize a case as an occasion for announcing a new doctrine, though 
not requested by eithet party to do so, they continue to insisc that only 
an "aCtual case or controversy" is nn acceptable instrument for generat
bg legal principles. 

Appellate procedures should likewise be scrutinized in the context of 
the current crisis of coafidence in the adminhtration of justi.::~. Our 
unquestioning acceptance of judicial review in dvil m:HtlJr~ cont'ribmcs 

. to that crisis\ for the resultant proliferation of pronouncements bewilders 
the J.egal profession and utterly baffles the public. Since many appellate 
opinions are by divided courts and constitute reversals of precedent, ap
pellate COUrtS tbemselves are a factor in engendering a sense of frustra
tion in the public by conveying an jlnpressibn of arbitrariness and facti
tiousness. A not insignificant by-product of the review process is a 
detraction from the authoricy of the trial court-the only judicial forum. 
with 'which the public comes into personal contnct c'nd in which citizens 
may participate as litigants, jurors, experts, or witnesses. 

The continued adherence to our review procedure is ineffective in 
meering the o\'erriding problem facing our system of administering jus
tice--rhe mr.king of readily accessib/e law in a truly alltborit(ltit'e man
ner) at a point of time when its normative function 'will be most truly 
felt. In place of appct11s, which at best are men: ex post facto declaI:a
tions of legal norms, methods should pe deVIsed for making authoritative 
legal in.formation available as a guide to conduct. No administration 
of justice can rest on an assumed kom\'ledge of la\'.' without making the 
means for ohtaining such knowledge readily a\'atlable. To the extent 
to which they are truly serviceable, legal rules should be authoritatively 
set forth by appropriately constitUted public bodies unreLated to the 
making of decisions in actual court cases. Such formulations will have 
the adyantages of continuity, orderliness, and cxpcrtise--qualities not 
found in the necessarily haphazard functioning o£ appellate courts. A 
reform of this magnirude will, however, n1ake great demands upon the 
legal pro£essionb for greater accessibility of the law and of legal processes 
will likev;ise require a rethinking of the function of the bar, a utilization 
of all its resources, and a thorough restructuring and reallocation of its 
administrative and adjudicative responsibilities. 
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JUDICIAL DISCRETION OF THE TRIAL COURT, VIEWED FROM. ABOVE 

Maurice Rosenberg* 

• t • Statutes rarely make any 
attempt to enjoin the norma! prerogative of upper courts to give rein to 
their birthright by indulging in joie de revision. The Supreme Court of 
Delaware many years ago put into words the effect of this remarkable 
doctrine When it said that "[aJn exercise of discretion by a trial court 
may bl:: erroneous but still be legaL "lli 

Laymen can be excused if they register bafnement at that concept. 
How can the attributes of being "erroneol~s" and "legal" co-exist in a 
judicial decision. considl:!ring that one word means wrong and the other 
supposedly means right? That sort of anomaly is all right for football 
commissioners -where absurdities are always in season-but how can 
judges indulge in such nonsense? 

Unexpected it may be, but is it undesirable to bestow unreviewable 
decisional power on the trial judge? After all, some court has to have the 
last word. Why not the trial court. the one closest to the evidence, to the 
witnesses and the jury? Why prefer decisions that are made by distant, 
upper-court judges from a cold and lifeless printed record? 

One argument for doing so is found in history rather than in reason. 
A right to appeal has been traditional in this country's judicial process, 
even though the Constitution does not spell out an obligation to grant 
appeals. \6 Even if constitutional, unreviewable discretion offends a deep 
Sense of fitness in our view of the administration of justice. We are 
committed to the practice of affording a two-tiered or three··tiered court 
system, so that a losing litigant may obtain at least one chance for review 
of each significant ruling made at the trial-court level. 

Besides. since most trial courts are manned by a single judge and 
appellate courts are collegial, our fondness for appellate review may also 
reflect a feeling that there is safety in numbers. The idea that 
incantations about discretion can invest a single judge with the final say 
in important cases makes many people restless. 

Finally. and probably more important than either .history· or the 
safety-in~numbers jeason, is a spillover of anxiety about entrusting 
power of decision without sufficient assurance that principits of the law 
will be faithfuliy followed. It is the same sort of disquiet that primary 
discretion at times produces. The thought that in some areas of law 
judges are liberated from legal rules and can take their choice In deciding 
goes down hard. Throughout history it has made discr/i'tion a rour-letter 
word in many legal circles. 

*Professor of Law, Columbia University. Reproducedfrom 
22 Syra.L.Rev. 635, 64~-643, 660-667 (1971), 

IS. Bringhurst v. Harkins. 32 Dd. 324. 331. 122 A. 783. 787' (1923); Pitts v. White, 49 Del. 78, 
82, 109 A.2d 786. 788 (1954). 

16. The right of appeal has been described as "nol esser-Iii! to due process, provided t!.iat due 
pr~s has already b<.'en accorded in the tribunal of first inslance." Ohio e;1: rei. Bryant v. Akron 
Metrop. Park Dis!., 281 U.S. 74. 80 (1930); McKane v. Durston. 153 U.S. 684 (1894). 
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Lord Camden called discretion the law of tyrants. He said that "in 
the best it is oftentimes caprice"; and in the worst. "every vice, folly and 
passion to which human nature can be liablc."t1 Discretion has been said 
to promote a government of men, not ~aws. These and other strictures 
have been summed up in an acrid epigram which asserts: "That system 
of law is best which confides as little as possible to the discretion of the 
judge. , .. "18 

Of course, nothing so roundly villified could be all bad. The element 
of flexibility and choice in the process of adjudicating is precisely what 
justice requires in many cases. Flexibility permits more compassionate 
and more sensitive responses to differences which ought to count in 
applying legal norms, but which get buried in the gross and rounded-off 
language of rules that are directed at wholesale problems insteqd of 
particular disputes. Discretion in this sense allows the individualizatIOn 
of law and permits justice at times to be hand-made instead of mass
produced. 

In urging that discretion is the "effective individualizing agent of 
the law," Dean Pound pointed out that 

in proceedings for custody of children. where compelling 
consideration[s) cannot be reduced to rules •... determination must be 

left, to no small extent, to the disciplined but personal feeling of the judge 
for what justice demands." 

Of course, a judge's total freedom to follow his own desires in 
deciding i:,sues would raise the risk of a government of men if he were not 
under any constraints at all. But he is under at least one bond that, 
struggle as he will, he cannot break. It is. as Lord Mansfield observed in 
John \Vilkes' case, the constraint of consistency; "We must act aliKe in 
all cases of like nature."2\\ 

On this side of the ocean, the Supreme Court of Vermont stated the 
point very emphaticalIy in 1904: "It is the essence of all law that when 
the facts are the same, the result is the same .... "21 

That unwritten command binds the common law judge even in 
areas where the ex'istence of discretionary power seemingly gives him 
choice. "Act in your considered judgment, with a resolve to de;cide in the 
same way if the issue arises again." That is the unspoken but inescapable 
silent command of our judicial system. To the extent that judges hear 
and obey this. command, the potential for abuse of discretionary 
decisional power is tempered. 

17. Quoled ill State v. Cummings. 36 Mo. 263, 279 (1865), ,ddt 71 U.S. (4 Wal\,)277 (1866). 
18. B. SHIEI-'TAC. TilE PliRsONALlTY or Hn: Jt;OGE 94 (1944). 

19. ffThe justification for discretion is often the need for 
individualized justice •••• II K. DAVIS [DISCRETIONARY JUSTICE: 
A PRELIMINARY INQUIRY (1969)] at 17. "Looked at from a get),eral 
science of law, the effective individualizing agency in the 
administration of justice is discretion. 1I Pound, Discretion, 
Dispensation and Mitigation: The Problem of the Individual 
Special Case, 35 N.Y.U.L.Rev. 925 (1960). 

20. Quoted in Ward v. James. (l965) 2 W.L.R, 45~. 465 (C.A.). C~mpare Cardoz?'.s oft· 
quoted statement, "It will not do to decide the same questIOn one way bet~een one set of hllgants 
and the opposite way between another." THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 33 (1921). S«also 
H.t.A. U.-\'Rr. Jupra note 8. at 155·62. 

21. Hubbard v. Hubbard. 77 VI. n 77. 58 A. 969 970 (l904). 
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It is clear that discretion has been widely feared and mistrusted in 
the common law. [t mes in the face of deep principles. such as that 
announced rules, not unspoken fancies, should shape trial court 
decisions and that a disappointed litigant should be given Q chance to 
present his clai m to a multi-Judge court at an appellate level. Why, then, 
is a sole judge on the lowest rung of the judicial ladder given 
unreviewable power? Five reasons can be identified from the decisions, 
three of which are nol particularly impressive or substantial, and two of 
which make good sense. First, the lesser reasons. 

One is the plain urge to economize on judicial energies. Appeal 
courts would be swamped to the point of capsizing if every ruling by a 
trialjudge could be presented for appellate review. Nearly a century ago 
the Michigan Supreme Court said: "This Court would be utterly unable 
to perform its functions and clear its docket, if matters of practice at the 
circuits were subject to review here."5o With the explosion of the 
caseload of many of the busiest courts, this understandable instinct for 
self-preservation becomes an even more potent argument for according 
the final word to trial courts on many questions within their purview. 
But which? The argument for economizing appdlate energies does not 
help us identify the issues that should be committt!d to trial judges for 
final or presu mptively final determination. It advances 8. persuasive 
reason for often making the first court effectively the Court of last resort, 
but is undiscriminating in selecting the issues that are to be 
unreviewable. Is an order granting or denying a new trial in that 
category? Requiring special verdicts? Enlarging time? Allowing or 
refusing tardy applications for amendment, jury trial. discovery, etc.? 
Giving the nisi prius judge the last word would save time in all these 
areas of decision. yet obviously not all have an equal claim to restricted 
appellate review. 

A second reason is maintaining morale. A trial judge might become 
dispirited if he had the sense that every rapid-fire ruling he makes at trial 
is to be fully reviewable by a clutch of appellate judges who can study, 
reflt!ct, hear and read carefully assembled arguments, consult their law 
clerks, debate among themselves and, after close analysis, overturn his 
ruling. He would have an oppressive sense that appellate Big Brothers 
were ever watching, peering over the trial bench. waiting for the harried 
and hurried trial judge to lapse into mortal fallibility. 

This realization led the late ~udge Calvert Magruder of the United 
States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit to comment 
understandingly: 

As to the trial judges, we must always bear in mind that they may be as 
good lawyers as we are or better. They are under the disadvantage of 
often having to make rulings off the cuff ... in the press and urgency of 
a trial .... Hence, we should approach OUf task of judicial review with 
a certain genuine humility. We should never unnecessarily try to make a 
monkey of the judge in the court below, or to trespass on his feelings or 
dignity and self-respect. 51 

SO. Mann v. Tyler. S6 Mich. 564. 566, 23 N.W. 314.315 (1885). 

51. Magn,l<:kr, The Trials and Tribulalions of on inrunJt'diott! Appel/o/l' Court. 44 CORNELL 
L.Q. I. ) (I95S~. 
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That reason, worthy and compassionate as it is, again falls short of 
telling which of the rapid~fire trial rulings are to be immune from review 
and which not. An issue of privileged communication may suddenly 
arise during testimony in a jury tdal. Is the trial court's "wrong" ruling 
(in appellate eyes) to be unassailable or not? The Magruder call for 
charity toward trial brethren is fine as far as it goes, but, like the call for 
economy of appellate energies, it does not help discriminate among the 
innumerable situations it might apply to. 

The third reason for hands-'off' review is finality ... The more reverse
proof the trial judge's rulings, the less likely the losing attorney is to test 
them on appeal and the sooner the first adjudication becomes accepted 
and the dispute tranquilized. Delay would surely result, and injustice 
might result. if every trial court order could be dragged up the appellate 
ladder with some fair hope of reversal. Except where restrained by the 

final judgment principle, the party with the deeper pocket might try to 
wear down his adversary by challenging every uncongenial ruling, 
whether made ill the pleading. dis·covery, trial or post-trial phases of the 
litigation. Conferring ncar-finality on trial court orders by restrictive 
review practices dampens the possibility of that sort of abuse. But once 
again, the reason is non~sdecti\'e, It fails to offer criteria indicating 
which lower court rulings are shielded by discretion and which are not, 
and it also fails to indicate how firm the hands-off policy is in the 
particular instance. At best. we can say that to some indefinite ext:ent it 
dampens the fires of hope through appeal for some lawyers who might 
otherwise try to keep their lost causes alive. 

The common vice of the first three reasons·-economy, morale 
uplift, and finality-is their failure to provide clear clues as to which trial 
court rulings are cloaked with discretionary immunity or some strength, 
and which are not. Remaining for consideration are t\VO reasons that 
escape this criticism. 

One of the "good" reasons for conferring discretion on the trial 
judge is tht: sheer 'impracticability of formulating a rule of decision for 
the matter in issue. Many questions that arise in litigation are nol 
amenable to regulation by rule because they involve multifarious, 
fleeting, special, narrow facts that utterly resist generalization-at least, 
for the time being. Whether a witness may be called out of regular 
sequence, tht: SCOpl! of cross-examination in many circumstances, 
enlarging time, ordering special hearings, requiring special memoranda, 
and a host of othe~ trial administration issues. are obviously unamenabJe 
to hard and fast legal rules. When the ruling under attack is one that 
does not seem to admit of control by a rule that can be formulated or 
criteria that can be indicated, prudence and necessity agree it should be 
left in the control of the judge at the trial level. That is true when the 
circumstances which rationally deserve attention are so infinitely 
variable that it is hopeless to try to cover them by general propositions. 

On occasion, the difficulty is the novelty of the situation rather than 
the multifarious minuteness of its circumstances. When the problem 
arises in a context so new and unsettled that the rule-makers do not yet 
know what factors should shape the result, the case may be a good one to 
leave to lower court discretion. Actually, this may be a form of primary 
or free-form discretion. but the point is that it permits experience to 
accumulate at the lowest co~rt level before the appellate judges commit 
themselves to a prescribed rule. By according the trial judge 
discretionary power, the appeal courts have a chance to bide their time 
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until they see more clearly what factors are important to decision and 
how to take them into account. Their position might be put as follows: 
This is an area in which the trial judge must decide by guess and we 
accept his guess unless it is too wild. 

The non-amenability of the problem to rule, because of the 
diffuseness of circumstances, novelty, vagueness, or similar reasons that 
argue for allowing experience to develop, appears to be a sound reason 
for conferring discretion on the magistrate. The principle is directive, 
self-limiting and responsive to the accumulation of relevant experience. 
A useful analogue is the course of development under Rule 39{b) of the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, providing that in spite of a litigant's 
tardiness (under Rule 38 which specifies a ten-day-from~last-pleading 
deadline) the trial court "in its discretion" may order atrial by jury of 
any or all issues. Over the years, appellate courts ~ave consistently 
upheld the trial judges in allowing or refusing late-demanded jury trials, 
but in doing so have laid down two guidelines for exercise of the 
discretionary power. The products of cumulative experience, these 
guidelines rclate to the justifiability of the tardy litigant's delay and the 
absence of prejudice to his adversary. Time and experience have allowt:d 
the formless problem to take shape, and the contours of a guiding 
principle to emerge. If this seems a fa miIiar process, it may be because it 
echoes the process by which equity slowly developed rules. 

The final reason-and probably the most pointed and helpful 
one--for bestowing discretion on the trial judge' as to many matters is, 
paradoxically, the superiority of his nether position. It is not that he 
knows more than his loftier bJ:Others; rather, ~e sees more and senses 
more. rn the dialogue between the appellate judges and the trial judge, 
the former often seem to be saying: "You were there. We do not think 
we would have done what you did, but we were not present and we may 
be unaware of significant matters, for the record does not adequately 
convey to us all that went on '~he trial. Ther~fore, we defer to you." 

The "you arc there" reasoning conveyed by that quotation is' in my 
opinion the chief and most helpful reason for appellate court deference to 
trial court rulings. As one trial judge pungently phrased it, he "smells 
the smoke of battle" and can get a sense of the interpersonal dynamics 
between the lawyers and the jury. Not even the televised recordation of 
trial proceedings, now in use··j·n Alaska and being tried in Illinois, can 
capture all the sensory perceptions that presence on the sCene conveys. 
That is a sound and proper rcason for conferring a substantial measure 
of respect to the trial judge's ruling whenever it is based on facts or 
circumstances that are critical to decision and that the record 
imperfectly conveys. This reason is a discriminating one, for it helps 
identify the subject matter as to which an appellate court should defer to 

the trial judge. and suggests the measure of finality or presumptive 
validity that should be accorded. 
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* * * * 
Review-limiting discretion in its stronger forms confers upon the 

trialjudgt~ unusual power with regard to many issues and, as a co'rollary, 
grave responsibility. He becomes a court of last resort on these issues, 
not because appellate machinery is lacking. but because the matters are 
not susceptible to firm legal rules and because the trialjudge is thought 
to be in a better position than appellate judges to dedde the matters 
wisdy and justly. ' 

Of course, a trial judge wielding such extraordinary power is bound 
to play fait with the system. He would be fals.e to his duty if he were to 
try to camouflage his rulings or to shield them from normal review by 
"dropping an 'iron curtain'" of discretion over them.~ Thus, he may 
not order a new trial in the purported exercise of discretion in a general 
way when his true ground is an arguable belief that the jury misapplied 
the law or iendered a verdict he disapproves of for some private reason. 

To play fair, a trial judge relying upon discretionary power should 
place on record the circumstances and factors that were crucial to his 
determination. He should spell out his reasons as well as he can so that 
counsel and the reviewing court will know and be in a position to 

evaluate the soundness of his decision. I f the appellate court con~ludes 
that he considered inappropl"iate factors or that the range ~f his 
discretionary authority should be partially fenced by legal bounds, it will 
be in a position to do this intelligently. 

. Legislatures and rule~draftsmen who grant discretion also have 
senous responsibilities. !hey .m~st be aware that conferring discretion is 
not a casua~ matter, slOce. It Insulates jUdicial rulings from ordinary 
appellat.e revle~v an~ thus runs against the grain of our deep traditions. 
~he:y will. b~ aided In their allocation of discretion if they follow a few 
Simple prmclples. 

. First, they should ha.ve in mind its legitimate purposes, and reserve 
l~ for matters .as to w.hlch they believe that the tdal judge is better 
situated than hiS appellate colleagues to pass final judgment Second 
they should be explicit in their bestowal of discretion and n;t emplo; 
vague le.rms or fuzzy phrases. Third, they should add guidelines as soon 
as expenence makes these perceptible . 

. For ~,h~ir pa~t, ~ppel,:ate courts should not invoke the abracadabra 
of either discretIOn or abuse of discretion" to avoid close analysis of 
hard problems. Th::y too should state reasons and offer guidelines 
w~en:yer th~y perceive them. It is only from appeilate opinions that the 
tnal Judge dlscov~r.s the metes and bounds of his discretionary power. In 
the. ~ast these opInions haye fallen far short of satisfactorily defining or 
refwtng the concept of abuse of discretion. This need not be truc if the 
ap'pel~ate courts will bring themselves to appreciate the need for 
g.U1?cbnes. :er~aps they could be made more sensitive to the need by 
slttmg as ~nal Judges at regular intervals. At the very least, to do this 
would remInd th.em tha.t ~he record conveys only imperfectly some of the 
factors upon which deCISions rightly turn. 

Revjew~restraining discretion need not be a synonym for 
lawlessness .and tyranny, as Lord Camden feared. It need not be evil and 
dangerous If those who confer it those who wield 'It and th 'h '" ' ,ose v. 0 
:-evlew ~t.s exercise are se~sitive 10 the risks and responsibilities it 
Involves, l~ th~y underst.and Its proper uses; and if they play fair with the 
system of Justice for whIch they are custodians. 
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For in the last analysis, the difference between a gover?ment of law 
and a government of men is not that rules decide the cas~s lD the form~r 
and fools or tyrants in the latter. Men always decIde ca~es. T e 
difference lies in whether the men-the judges-are aware of th~~ ~ower f 
aware of their duties, and true to the common law tra Juon 0 

administeringjusticl( under law. 
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THE DOUBTFUL OMNISCIENCE OF APPELLATE COURTS 

Charles A .. Wright* 

For a good many years my colleague, Leoll Grf'en, has been 
pointing out that: -

Probably the strangest chapter in ..... mcrican legal history is 
how in the short period of the Jast fifty or seventj'-tl \'C years, the 
same period during which trial ('ourts Were losing 1110st of their 
power, the appelJate courts ha\'e drawn unto themselves prac
tically all the power of the judicial system.1 

In a recent statement of his views Derm Green has obsel \'ed, with 
much justification: 

The trial judge is not much more tbalJ a trial examiner, while 
the jury simply satisfle~ the public and professional craving for 
ceremonial-the neces:>ity for dealing \"ith simple matter:; as 
though they were ireighted with great signincance.2 

The principal means by which appellate courts have obtained 
such complete control of litigation ho:l.s been the inlnsmutation of 
specific circumstances into questions ('If Jaw. Subtle rules aoout pre
sumptions and burden of proof, elaborate concepts of causation and 
consideration and the rest, have been devis;d in such 8 way that 
unless the appellate judge handling the ca.se is a dullard, some 
doctrine 1S always at hand to achieve the ends of justice, as they 
appear to the appellate court. 

Dean Grcell's analysis seems to me tmans\\·erable. The purpose 
of the present article is to call attention to cerrain recent develop
ments which add further support to his thesis. Within the last 
decade the appellate judges have become bolder. ~o longer do they 
hide their assumption of power beneath an elaborate doctrinal supel'~ 
structure. Instead today's appe1latl.' COtlrt~ are im-enting new pro
cedural devices by \vhich their mastery of the litigation process can 
bf! made direct rather than deviotls. 

I propose herein to discuss fOilr such devices: review by the 
appellate COllrt of the size of verdicts'; 'urders for a new trial where 
the verdict is thought to be contriry to the clear weight of the 
evidence; refusal to be bound by findiugs of fact of the trial judge 
based on documentary eyidence; ant.! expanded use of the extraordi-

*Professor of Law, University of Texas, Reproduced 
from 41 Minn.L.Rev. 751 (1957). 

1. Green, Judge and Jury 380 (1930). 
2. Green, Jury Trl'al aJld .\fr. il/sace Black, 65 Yale L f. 482 -1S6 

(1956). . • , 
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nary writs of mandamus and prohibition to control the trial court 
in its discretionary actions as to the procedure by which a case is 
to be handled. After these four devices have been discussr.d, some 
e"aluation of the wisdom and significance.of this recent development 

in judicial administration will be attempted. 

REVIEW OF THE SIZE OF VF.RD~CTS 

There was a time when the law as to appellate review of the size 
of verdicts might have been simply stated. Of course the appellate 
court could reverse for legal error, as when the verdict exceeded a 
maximum fixed in the statute,"or the jur)' was improperly in~ 
structed as to the measure of damages~ And if the verdict was the 
product of passion and prejudice, the appellate court cou1d inter
vene."- But it was clearly established in federal court, and generally 
true also in state courts, that, in Holmes' phrase, "a case of mere 
excess upon the evidence is a matler to be dealt with by the trial 

court.'" 
The day when the law could have been so simply fitated is not 

really very long past. As recentlv as 1945 Judge Goodrich, speaking 

for the Third Circuit, could say: 

The members of the Court think the verdict is too. high. But they 
also feel very clear there is nothing the Court can do about it. 
... A long list of cases in the federal courts demonstrates clearly 
that the federal appellate courts, including the Supreme Court, 
will not review a judgmel'lt for excessiyenc:;s of damages e\'en 
ill cases where the amount of damage is capable of much inore 
precise ascertainment than it is in a personal injury case.

s 

Very few scholars would haye disagreed with that statement when it 
was made. But the law has changed so completely in the last tv.-elve 
years that today Judge Goodrich's statement seems no more than a 
legal museum piece-to be studied v·,.ith the same awe for the de~ 
parted past as one might giye to trial by hattIe, or to a nicely drawn 

replication de illjuria. 
In the twelve years since Judge Goodrich spoke ten of the 

eleven icderal courts of appeals ha\'e announced that \\"hen a 
verdict seems excessive to the appellate judges, there is something 
they can do auout it~ And even the Eighth Circuit, the only holdout· 
to date, shows signs of wavering in its loyalty to the ancient iaith.N... 
Supreme Court decisions stating squarely that a verdict may not be 
reviewed on the ground that it is excessive have been blithely cast 
aside as "an old procedural impediment" which "no longer bars 
judicial review.'~ The Seyenth Amendment might ha,·e been 
thought to give difliculty, f~r it provides that "no fact tried by a jury, 
shall be otherwise reexamined in any Court of the United States, 
than according to the common law." And the Supreme Court long 
ago said that "motions ior a new trial based on the ground that the 
damages allowed by the verdict are excessiye" present "purely a 

(l9~'). Southern Railway-Carolina Division Y. Bennett, 233 U.S. 80, 87 

8. Scott v. Baltimore & O. Ry., 151 F.2d 61, 6+-65 (3d Cir. 1945). 
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question of fact, not determinable b 
law," and that such mof y an7 axed and certain rule of 

£ h 
. Ions were submitted to tIl lid' . 

o. t e trIal court which cOllld t b . ...., e ega If:;cretlOn , no e revle\ved ""B t th d'f . 
were readily surmounted A. P . . u esc I ficult1es 
.. , "I •. . "s rotessor )'Ioore who 

VIC\\ 01 t 1(, S17e 01 verdicts, concedes: ,support.s rc-

Recently, the courts OC a 1- f . . 
have geilerally ignored ;l;!S~~e atched\ wlthdthe qu~stion of review n .n.men ment IS5ue.13 

It may be worthwhile to note-since i . 
the methodulocry of appcll th s paper IS concerned with 

• b ate courts rather than " h h . 
question of whether the siz £ d' . \\ It t e speCific 
eight of the ten courts f .e 0 ver l:tS ought be re\"iewabl~-- that 
hitherto-ul1kno\\"n po"'eor atPpeal~ which have recently discovered a 

, 0 reView the' . d' 
nounced this discovery b 'w . .. . size ot vcr ICts have an-
the verdict before tllel' ) ay ot. dl~a 1I1 cases where they found 

11 not excess!"ve ., It' . . . 
why these courts did t d .... IS mterestmg to speculate 
and novel claim of appe~Ot eter resol:ltion of this tontrC\versial 

. ,a e power until a case l' <. I . 
pomt was necc"'sar\. for d .. a 0,(: In W nch the 

~ _ eClSlon. 
Developments in state court - in 1 

dramatic, perhaps becalls t t:' t 1e last dec~de have been less 
by the Seventh A.mendm: St a I e appellate courts, not being confined 
with verd: ts th'at dn , lave always lu:d more leeway to deal 

''Y ,seeme to th "fl 
possibilities open to state teD1. ~gr~ntly outrageolls."~ The 
1If' com s are mdlcated b . th .. 
.1.\ lssouri, where the 'appell t . ' y e practice 111 1 a e court overtly mea' h . 
ow, not against the evidence in th" "cc rel. ::.ures t e verdict be-

but against myards it has it -elt" .... .
0 

a.s to the damages suffered, 
. ::. pel111ltted In the p -t . h 

to It comparable cases.~ a~ m w at seem 

SETTING ASIDE VERDICTS AS AGAINST \VEIGHT OF EVIDENCE 

In the recent case of Eastern A' L' . 
Eastern claimed it was entitled to a::ew lII~S V. Umon Trllst CO.,S2 

others, that verdicts aCl"al'nSt't .. tnal on the ground, among 
'" .1 anslllO" out of th d' ' 

crash over \ \T l' 'T' b e Isastrous 19-19 
as lIngton 5 :\ atlOnal Airport between ... 

DC-4 and a P .. 38 owned b,' th B 1'.' an Ea::.tt:rn 

th 
. J e 0 l\lan governme t, " . 

e clear weight of the e"ide "M . 11 \\ ere agamst 
(which will be analyzed late~~\l - ~er a review of the authorities 
trict of C lb' .,' lC ourt of Appeals for the Dis~ 

• 0 um la, speakmg tnrol1gh Judge \\'ilbur K. 1Iiller, said: 

,Ve concludc, on the auth 'f - d 
trial )udge hacl the powero~lnd:'d~lt;\, on :easOl~ as well,. th~t the 
verdicts were against the clear \'.ei" 1 to [rant a .nc\v tnal 1.£ the 
~ny reason or combination of r'ea g lt o. th~ e\"1dence, or If for 
If they were allowf'o to:;t no' 1 sfns Jt~stlce would miscarry 
and d1tt}1 to reverse alld a ord:;.n~ t lat. /Ill: ("(l!(rt has t~le ?m.,·er 
abused his discretion ill dell\'i/lg tl1tlee7.l1'lltrtlfll 1ftl ther trwl judge _ 0 1011 I ere or.33 

32. 239 F?d ';5 CD C C· 19~6) ._ _ .. Ir. :J ,ccrt. dCllied, 77 S.Ct. 816 (1957). 
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"I., Judge Miller argued in detail his reasons for beliedng that the 
trial judge had abused his discretion in denying the motion for a 
new trial. But Judges Edgerton and Fahy, though agreeing that 
they had power to re\'erse if there had been an abuse of discretion, 
did not find such an abuse on the record before them. Thus the 
verdicts were albwed to stand. 

The result of the case is of no significance for our purpose. But 
the claim of po~\'er to reverse and order a new trial is sufficiently 
novel to justify the closest scrutiny. 

As to the first half of the quoted passage from the opinion, there 
can be no quarrel. The Fight of the tria! judge to set aside the ,"er~ 
dict as contrary to the clear weight of the evidence is universally 
acknowledged in the United States, and is supported by clear 
precedent at common law.~ And if the trial judge refuses to exer~ 
cise his discretion at all on a motion lor new trial, as where he 
mistakenly believes he lacks power to set aside a verdict, an 
appellate court \yj]] remand the case to him with instructions to 
exercise his discretion.~ 

Thus the only questionabJe statement in the passage quoted is 
the part which has been italicized, th~ claim that where the trial 
court has e..'(ercised its discretion and has determined not to set 
aside. the verdict, the appellate court has power to reverse and 
order a new trial. In the portion of its opinion immediately pre~ 
ceding the passage quoted here, the court of appeals cites or quotes 
from eleven ca~.es.~ Many of these cases are completely silent 
as to appellate power, and are concerned exc~usive1y with the 
power of the trial judge to set aside the verdict. In one case there 
is a dictum that the appellate court can reverse for abuse of discre
tion by a trial court in passing on a motion for a new trial on the 
ground that the verdict is against the clear weight of the evidence.x 

Three of the cases cited contain dicta that the power to set aside 
a .... erdict on this ground "belongs exclusively to the trial judge,"'h, 
that his action on such a 111otio11 "is not the subject of review,'~ 
Clnd that the appellate court is "without power" to order a new trial 
on this ground.~ Among the elcV('n cases cited by the court of 
appeals, there is not even one in which an appellate court has re~ 
versed for abuse of discretion in denying such a motion for a new 
trial. From this review it may fairly be said that the statement of. 
the court of appeals is not supported by the cases it chooses !o cite. 

There are other relevant authorities which the court of appeals 
did not cite. Thtls as long ago as 1838 the Supreme Court had 
considered it 

a point too well settled to be 1l0:V drawn into question! that 
the effect and sufficiencvbf the eVIdence, are for the conSIdera
tion and determination' of the jury; and the error is to be re
dressed, if at all, by application to the court, be~ow for a ne:" 
trial, and cannot be made a ground of ObjectIOn on a wnt 
of error.H 

And as recently as 1940 it had stated categorically: 

Certainly, denial of a motion for a new trial on the grounds 
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that the verdict was agafnst the weight of the evidence would 
not be subject to reyiew!2 

A number of decisions from the courts of appeals are to the same 
effect. In one of the most recent,' Judge Learned Hand Pl\t the 
matter this way: 

. , . [T] here may be errors that are not reviewable at al!, and 
among those that are not are errQlJeOtlS orders grnnting or 
denying motion3 to set aside verdicts 011 the ground that they 
are against the "'eight of the evidence .... (This rule J is too 
wen established to jtlstify discll::sion:13 

It is true that there are casual phrase'S in some court of appeals 
decisions which imply a power to reverse for clear abuse of di5cre~ 
tion. But it seems to me significant that, so far as I can find. there 
is not a single case in which a federal appellate court has ever 
reversed and ordered a new trial 011 the ground that the trial 
court did abuse its discretion in de11ying a motion of this type.1W.., 

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has not 
made a clear demonstration that it has the power to set aside 
verdicts as contrary to the weight of the evidence. Its claim of 
such power is not supported by the authorities it cites. nor by 
the cases it doe:; not cite. It does not attemp~ a reasoned analysis 
of the problem; and we ha\'e seen that such an analysis would 
leave its conclusion, at best, yer) doubtful. The court's statement 
is, of course, merely a dictum, but as was shown in the section on 
review of size ot verdicts, today's dict\{m claiming extended power 
for appe-llate courts is frequently the prdl.1cie to tomorrow's holding 
to that criect. 

The Seventh Amendment applies only to facts found by a jury, 
It has no application to facts found by the court, in cases where 
jury trial has been waived or where there is no right to a jury. 
The scope of review in this class of cases may be regulated by 
legislation or by court rule. 

Rule 52(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and the 
similar rules ir: other modern pleading systems, say: 

Findings of fact shall not be set aside unless clearly erroneous, 
and due regard shall be gh'en to the opportunity of the trial 
COl\rt to judge of the credibility of the witnesses. 

---_._------_._.-
42. United States Y. Socony-\-acuum Oil Co .. :)10 U.S. 150. 243 (19~O). 
43. Portman v. American Horne Prod!lcts Corp., 201 F.ld 8~7, 848 

(2d Cir. 1953). 
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'!' . Such a rule has been thought to leave a question, of considerable 
interest for our purposes, as to the scope of review of the trial 
court's findings in cases where the evidence was documentary, and 
where, therefore, the trial court had no special ·opportunity "to 
judge of the credibility of the witnesses." Some courts have said 
that in such a situation the appellate court, being in as good a 
position to judge the evidence as was the trial court, can more 
readily find the trial court's findings to be clc~r!y erroneous~ 
Though such a gloss on Rule 52(a) may be regarded ,as unneces
sary~ it has at least the merit of being a sound .gloss. But then 
other courts, reasoning from the gloss on Rule 52 rather than from 
the rule itself, went on to say that the appellate court is ~ot 
bound at all, and that reviei,v is de novo with no presumption in 
favor of the trial court's findings, where the evidence below was 
not ora1.~ 

This process was carried to its ultimate in a famous opinion 
by ] udge J erome ~. Frank in which he set out some seven nar
rowly~defined classes, turning on the kind of case and the propor
tion of testimony that was oral, and asserted that the freedom of 
review is dependent upon the class in which a particular case 
falls.s; J l1dge Harrie B. Chase, dissenting, uttered a useful re
minder in the course of explaining his unwillillgness to reverse 
the trial court: 

This is a typical instance for the application 0.£ Civil Rule 
52(a). Though trial judges may at times. b~ 1111staken as to 
.facts, appellate judges are not always 01111l1SClel1t.~ 

Though it is probably true that Judge Frank's view is the mo~e 
popular among the federal courts of appeals, it has not won unanl
mous acceptance. There continues to be a substantial number of 
cases in which the courts hold that the "clearly erroneous" test 
applies to all nonjury caseS, regardless of the nature of the 
evidellce.~ 

It must, therefore, be reluctantly conduded that those appellate 
courts which have substituted their judgment for that of the trial 
court as to findings based on other than oral testimony have acted 
contrary to both the plain meaning and the stated intent of the govern
ing rule. A cynic might say this is a tempest about mere words. 
After all the "clearly erroneous" test "is not a measure of exact 
and t\nif~rm weight."82 The courts which ha\'e disregarded Rule 52 
in substituting their judgment for that of the trial court couEd. 
accomplish the same purpose while complying with the rule merely 
by announcing that the finding with which they disagree is tl~lear1y 
erroneous." But I think we can safely assume that appellate Judges 
do make a conscientious attempt to confine their review to that 
authorized by law, and that, so far as human frailties permit, the~ 
do not regard a findingas'-clearly erroneous merely because It 
differs from the finding they might themselves have made. 

57 Orvis.,. Higgins 180 F 2d 53~. 539-40 (2d ,cir.), cat. del/ied, 340 
'C S 810 (1950)'. The ca;e is scathin I)" criticizt;.d In C~mment, Scope of 
AJ.p·clJatc Facl Rcr'icw Wid('ud, 2 Sta . L. Rev. ,84 (19;,0). . 

82: Galena Oaks Corp. \'. Scofield, 218 F.2d .217, 219 (5th Clr .. 1954). 
See also Learned Hand, in United.S!ates .,.. Aluminum Co. of Am,erlca, 148 
F.ld 416, 43,~ (2d Cir. 1945) : "It IS Idle to trr to defit;e .the meamng of the 
phrase 'clearly erroneous' ; all th:.t can be prohtably. Said IS tl!at an appellate 
court, though it \Viii hesitate less to reyersc tl!e findll1gs of a Judge thiln that 
of an admini;;trative tribunal or of a Jury, w!lI.ne~·ertheless reverse .It most 
fl'luctanllv and only when well persuaded. ThiS. IS true to a conSiderable 
degre~ even when the judge h'\5 not seen the witnesses." 
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This issue about findings has seemed to me worth exploring 
at such length because in final analysis it presellts a jm'isprudential 
question of central importance to this entire paper. Even if we con
cede that in the situation we have been considering the appellate 
court is in just as good a position as the trial court to determine 

what the fact is, does it follow that the VIew of the appellate court 
must therefore prevail oVer that of the trial court? T.o Professor 
:Moore it does. This is "a natural and proper concomitant of 
appellate power."S3 But others take a different. view, eloquently 
expressed by the Eighth Circllit: 

The entire responsibility for deciding doubtful fact questions in 
a nonjury case should be, and we think it is, that of the district 
court. The existence of any doubt as to whether the trial court 
or this Court is the ultimate trier of fact isstles in nonjury cases 
is, we think, detrimental to the orderly administration Ot jus
tice, impairs the cont1dence of litigants and the public in the 
decisions of the district courts, and multiplies the number of 
appeals in such cascs.H 

I leave for the Conclusion an expression of my own view on this 
issue. 

USE OF THE EXTRAORDINARY \VRITS TO CO~TROL 
DISCRETIO~ARY ACTIO~ 

In the spring of 1955 the Honorable Walter ]. LaBtly, a judge 
of the 1; nited States District Court for the Northern District of 
Illinois, was confronted with a problem. High on his calendar 
were two large and complex antitrust cases, which had been pend
ing for five years.85 In one case eighty~seven operators of retail 
independent shoe repair shops were suing six manufacturers. 
wholesalers, retail mail order houses and chain operators, alleging 
a conspiracy to monopolize and fix. the price of shoe repair supplies 
sold in the Chicago area in violation of the Sherman Act, and 
also alleging price discrimination in violation of the Robinson
Patman Act. The other case involved similar claims by six whole~ 
salers of shoe repair supplies against six defendants. These cases 
had already occupied much of Judge LaBuy's time. In the first 
case alone the original complaint had been twice amended) fourteen 
defendants had been dismissed with prejudice, a motion for sum
mary judgment had been heard and deI1ied, oyer fifty depositions 
had been taken, and numeroltS hearings had been held in connection 
with discovery matters. Judge LaBuy commented that the case had 
taken a long time to get to issue and that he had heard more 
motions in connection \ .... ith it than in any case he had ever sat on. 

83. 5 ~f~;-;'-FederalPraciice--2642 (2d ed. 1951). 
84. P~dergrass v. Xe\\' York Life Ins. Co., 181 F,2d 136, 138 (8th 

Cir. 1950). " d h' . h 
85. The facts as to the cases before Judge LaBuy, an ls.ac!l.?n t ~reon, 

are taken from LaBuy" .... Howes Leather Co., 352 U.s. 249, 2;:,1-;,.> (19.,7). 
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\Vhell the first of these cases appeared on Judge LaBuy's 
calendar as ready for trial, the lawyers estimated it would take six 
weeks to try. The judge illdicated that he did hOt know how he 
could try a case which would take so long, particularly since aJl 
parties were anxiou~ far an early trial. \Vhen the parties refused to 
consent to referring the ca~e to a master ior trial, Judge LaBuy, 
on his own motion, ordered the case to a ma.5ter. 

Federal Rule' 53(b) provides, 1n part: 

A reference to a master shall be the exception and not the rull:!. 
... [I) n actions to be tried without a jury ... a reierence ~I:all 
be made only upon a showing that some exceptional condttton 
requires it. 

Judge LaBu)" believed that such all excep~ional condition was pre
sented because the cases were very cQmpltcated and complex, they 
would take a considerable time to try, and his calendar was con
gested. 

It can wcll be agreed that reference to a master contains many 
possibilities of evil, and that this device should be sparingly tlsed.'IIA.... 
The rule indicates as much on its face. And it is no part of Ottl" con
cern to eyaluate Judge LaBuy's decision that conditions in the 
cases before him were so "exceptional" as to justify a reference. 
What is of interest to tiS is that the Court of Appeals for the 
Seventh Circuit felt that it could and should substitute its judg
ment that exceptional conditions did not exist for Judge LaBuy's 
decision that they did, and that it could use tlpe ,ancient writ of 
mandamus to compel him to vacate his order referring the cases 
to a n1aster.~And even more important, the L:nited States Stl
preme Court, by a vote of five to four, upheld this action of the 
court of appeals~ 

The significant feature of the case is not that the upper courts 
disagreed with Judge LaBuy, but that thei held they could con
sider his order at all. The historic federal policy has been that onty 
final judgments can be reviewed, save for a few narrow statutory 
exceptions.~It is true that the concept of finality is no! always easy 
to apply, but on no illterpretation could Judge LaBuy's order be 
regarded as a final judgment. It was a purely interlocutory order, 

regulating the procedure to be followed in a particular case, of a 
sort that every trial judge makes many times in the course of every 
case. 

There ha~:! been times when the extraordinary writs of man
damus and pr()hibitiou have been used to review interlocutory 
orders, but, ;is the Supreme Court said in 1947: 

\Ve are unwilling to utilize ~hem as substitutes for appeals. A.s 
extraordinary remedies, they are reserved for really extraordI
nary causes.oQ 
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Again in 1956 the Court summarized the usual federal doctrine: 

Such writs may go only in, aid oi appellate jurisdiction. 28 
U.S.C. § 1651. The power to issue them is di:;cretic.Jl1ary and 
it is sparingly exercised. Rule 30 of the Reviscd Rules ot this 
Court and the cases dtet! therein. This is not a case where a 
court has exceeded or refused to exercise its jurisdiction, see 
Roche v. Evaporated ::'filk AS5'n, 319 CS. 21, 26, nor one 
where appellate reYicw will be defeated if a writ does not issue, 
d. ~Iarylalld v. Soper, 270 U.S. 9, 29-30. Here the most that 
could be claimed is that the district courts haye erred in ruling 
011 matters within their jurisdiction. The extraordinary writs 
do not reach to such cases; they may not be uscd to thwart 
the congressional policy against piecemeal appeals.31 

Tested by those principles the attempt to secure r""icw, ~,;t writ 
of mandamus, of Judge LaBuy's order must have seemed doomed 
to defeat, for, iust as in the case last quoted, apparently the most 
that could be ~lajmed was that he had erred in ruling on a matter 
within his jurisdiction. The Seventh Circuit analyzed the matter 
differently. To that court: 

. . . obviously the trial court here was not "acting within its 
jurisdiction as a federal court to clecide issues properly brought 
before it," for here the COllrt was 110t deciding rssues presented 
but was, over the objection of both parties to the suit, refusing 
to be bound by the rule.02 

\Vhat \\'as "obvious" to a majority of the Seventh Circuit seemed 
doubtful to others. The rule authorizes a judge to refer a case to a 
master if he finds some "exceptional condition" which requires 
this course. Judge LaBu)", expressly grounding his action on the 
rule, made a finding that there was Stich an "exceptional condi
tion." Perhaps he was wrong in believing that the circumstances 
before him were tin "exceptional condition" within the meaning 

of the rule, but surely for a judge to apply a rule mistakenly is 
not the same thing as "refusing to be bound by the ruJe."03 Judge 
Major, dissenting, stated the matter succinctly: 

No criteria are supplied either by statute or rule for determin
ing the "exceptional condition" referred to in Rule 53 (b). 
Therefore, Judges might well disagree as to the circumstances 
which would jtistify a reference, Respondent in the exercise of 
his judgment concluded that the circumstances were sufficient 
and ruled accordingly. A judge with authority to make a 
correct ruling has the same authority to make an erroneous 
ruling.1l4 

90. Ex parle Fahey, 332 U.S. 253, ZGD 09·t7). 
91. Parr v. Gnitcd" States, 351 U.S. 513. 5::!O (1956), 
92. Howes Leather Co. v. LaBuy, 226 F.2d 703, 7]0 (7th Cir. 1955), 
93. Tlills instances where ti,e judges of u district have agreed to refer 

all patent cases, or all admiralty cases, to a master, without rCf!arci to the 
circumstances of the particular cilse, arc clearly distinguishable. ).fandamus 
has been issued, quite prO[lcrlr. in such r:aSC$, Lo;; Angeles Brush ~.rig. Corp. 
v. James, 272 U.S. 701 (1927); Cnited States \". Kirkpatrick. 1&5 F.2d 393 
(3d Cir. 1951); ct. ~fcCI111ough v. Cosgray~. S09 U.S. 634 (19-10). 

94. Ho\\'e~ Leather Co. v. LaBu)" 226 F.Zd 703, i12 (7th Cir. 1935). 
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Nor was the Seventh Circuit on any sounder ground in finding 
the irreparable injury which, on the precedents, justifies use of 
the extraordinary writ::;. It referred to "the necessity and great 
expense of protracted trbls which conceiyably may eventually lead 
nowhere but to a complete retrial of the causes before a com~ 
pelent tribullal."b!. But Supreme Court decision!; had been explicit 
that the incoll\'enience and expense of a useless trial "is one which 
we must take it' Congl'ess contemplated in providing that only 
final judgments should be !'evie\\'able.'~ 

The opinion of the Supreme Court, nffirming the Seventh Circuit, 
is unenJightening. The Court discusses at some length the evils of 
reference to masters nnd the advantages in having Judge LaHuy 
try thc cases himself. All of this discl1ssion might well have been 
appropriate on review of a final judgment in the case. But the Court 
never specifies what "exceptional circumstances here warrant the 
use of the extraordinary remedy of mal1damtl:,'~ to correct Judge 
LaBuy's error. The Court ca.utions that its holding ill the case before 
it is not intended "to authorize the indiscriminate use of prerogative 
writs as a means of rcyielving interloclttory orders.'~ Unfortunately 
it draws no line to d i$til1guish proper use fr9m "indiscriminate use." 
And.its conclusion that "super'risory control of the District Courts 
by, the Courts of Appeals is necessary to proper judicial administra
tinn in the federal system"~ is not likely to be read as a caution of 
restraint uy appellate judges who believe that one of their trial 
judges has erred in some interlocutory order, 

The potential consequences of the LaB lIy decision are truly 
breathtaking.· The central feature of modern procedural reform is 
tliat trial courts are giYen discretion to decide details of procedure 
which in the past have been governed by rigid statutes.~ Thus 
joinder of claims and patties is now virtttall){ unlimited while pow~ 
cr 1S given the trial judge to O!'der separate trials as to particular 
claims or parties 'where this secl1,1S necessary,r.rr'"The relevant rule 
proyides that the court may order 1)uch a separate trial "in £urther~ 
ance of convenience or to ayoid prejudice.ll - Are ·orders under this 
rule now reviewable by mandamus? It is hard to see how the trial 
court's findings as to "convenience)) and "prejudice" under this rule 
<HIIer from his findings as to the existence of an "exceptional condi
tion" justiiying reference to a master under Rule 53 (b). Will a 
judge who finds that there is a genuine issue as to some material 
fact, and thus denies a motion for summary judgment, be told, by 
an appellate court that disagrees with him, that he was "refusing to 
be bound by the rule" and that mallcial11ltS must issue to correct his 
determination? 
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EVALUATtoN AND CONCLUSION 

It is easier to summarize what we have seen than it is to evaluate 
it. The four specific examples considered in this paper should be 
enough to persuade anyone that appellate power is rapidly on the 
increase. The appraisal by trial judge and jury {\f the damages suf
fered by an injured person is now subject to review by appellate 
courts; a decade ago it could not have ueen reviewed. The determi
nation by the trial judge that the \'erdict is t10t contrary to the dear 
weight of the evidence'is now said, by at least one appellate court, to 
be within its power to reverse; heretofore the precedents have been 
uniform that such a determination was not subject to revcrsaL ~Iany 
appellate CGurts now believe that they need not give any weight to 
findings of fact of a trial judge sitting without a jury where these 
findings are based on docum!'!nlary evidence; both the language and 
intent of Federal Rule 52(a), adopted by the Supreme Court only 
19 years ago, are explicit that such findings can only be set aside 
when clearly erroneous. Finally discretionary decisions by the trial 
judge on interlocutory procedural matters may no\\" be vacatecl in 
the exercise of a stlper\"isory power of appellate courts, ('ontrary to 
what the Supreme Court said as recently as 1956. Thus the central
ization of legal power in the appellate courts, which Dean Green 
detected more than a quarter .cel1tury ago, proceeds at an accelerat
ing pace. 

But now we must venture some views as to 'Whether this devel
opment is good or bad for the cause of justice to which all are de
voted. It would be irresponsible even to suggest that these changes 
have taken place merely because appellate courts are power-mad. 
The obvious truth, which must be readily admitted by anyune famil
iar with appellate judges, is that these recent developments in the 
law, these departures from what had seemed fairly clear lines of 
precedent, have come only because the judges \\'ho have voted for 
them sincerely believe that they are needed and justified by the high~ 
est public intere~ts. 

This leads us to the philosophical question which underlies all 
these specific issues: what is the proper function of an appellate 
court? Everyone agreeS, so far as I know, that one function of an 
appellate CO'.1rt is to discover and declare - or to make - the law. 
From the earliest times appellate courts have been empowered to 
reverSe for errors of Jaw, to announce the rules which are to be 
applied, and to ensure uniformity in the rules applied by "arious 
inferior tribunals. 

The. controversial question is whether appellate courts have a 
second function, that of ensuring that justice is done in a particular 
case. In each of the situations considered the motivating force in the 
appellate court's mind has been the desire to "do justice:' Thus the 
appellate court is unwilling to let an award of damages stand which 
seems to it so excessive as to be unjust, it refuses to put its approval 
On a verdict which it deems contrary to the clear weight ot the evi
dence; it will not affirm a judgment based on findings it thinks wrong 
when it is as well able to interpret documentary evidence anu make 
lhe finding in question as wo.s the trial court, and it will not let a 
tdal judge's mistaken cOl1celitiol1 of what js an "exceptionai condi
tion" result in exposing parties to the dela.y and expense of reference 
to a master. 
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If it is the function of appellate courts to do justice in it;tdividual 
cases, then each of the developments we have canvassed was sound 
and desirable. sinet: each has made it easier for the appellate court 
to enforce its concept of justice in a part>ular case .. The notion that 
appellate courts should undertake to "do justice" i5 so attractive on 
its face that it is difficult to disagree with it. And it enjoys the 
weighty support of such famous students of the judicial process as 
Roscoe Pound, Edson Sunderland, 'Virt Blume and James \Vm. 
:Moore. Nevertheless, with deference to these great men, I think we 
should refrain from agreeing that appellate courts are to do justice 
until we have seen the price we must pay. for this concept. 

The principal consequences of broadening appellate review are 
two. Such a cotfrse impaIrs the confidence of.1itigants and ~he public 
in the decisions of the trial courts, and it multiplies the number of 
appeals.1l1 Until recently if a ueiendant thought an award of dam
ages was excessive, he ne\'ertheless had no choice but to pay it, for 
no appellate court would listen to his attack on it. ?\ ow, in similar 
circumstances, he will appeal. Until recently if a lawyer was dis-, 
satisfied when his case was referred to a master, he appeared before 
the master nevertheless, for an attempted appeal from the order of 
reference would haye been dismissed out of hand. Now he files a 
petition for a writ of mandamus. \Ve may be sure that the broadened 
scope of appellate review we have seen will.mean an increase in the 
number of appeals.1.'t'!!- Is this desirable? \Ve need not worry too 
much that an increase in appeals will meanoverwQrk for appellate 
judges; they, aiter' all, haye invited the increase. But· we should 
worry about the consequences of more numerous appeals for the 
litigants and the public. Appeal" are always expensive and time
consuming. 'Vhen they are successful, and lead to a new trial, they 
add to the burden on already-crowded trial courts. Interlocutory 
review, as by writ of mandamus, delays the case interminably while 
the lawyers go off to the appellate court to argue the propriety of 
the challenged order by the trial judge. It is literally marvelous that, 
at a time when the entire profession is seeking ways to minimize 
congestion and delay in the courts, we should set on a cour::ie which 
inevitably must increase congestion and delay. 

But we have courts in order to do justice. ,If better justice can 
be obtained by broadening the scope of appellate review, then even 
congestion, delay and expense are not too high a price to pay. Do 
we really get better justice by augmepting the power of the appel
late courts? In some fairly obvious senses I feel quite sure that we 
do not. If in two similar cases the person rich enough to afford an 
appeal gets a reversal, however just, while the person of insufficient 
means to risk an appeal is forcecl to live with the judgment of the 
trial court, has justice really been improved? And what of the in
jured person who settles his claim for less than the amount awarded 
him by the jury and approved by the trial court rather than wait a 
year or more until an appellate court has agreed that the \'erdict is 
not excessive? Broader appellate reYiew has led to injustice for him. 

117. See the observation of the Eighth Circuit. in Pendergrass' v. Xew 
York Life Ins. Co., 181 F.2d 136, 138 (8th Cir. 1950), quoted p. 771 above . 
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Further, it may well be, as Blackstone says, that "next to doing 
right, the great object in the administration of publi~ justice should 
be to give public satisfaction."m It'is hard to believe that t'here has 
been any great public dissatisfaction with the restricted appellate 
review which was traditional in this country. Very early in our his
tory Chief Justice Ellsworth obsen·ed: 

But, surely, it car;not be deemed a denial of justice, that a man 
shall not be permItted to try his case two or three times over.120 

Yet increased review is likely to lead to quite tangible public dissat~ 
isfaction. Every time a trial judge is reversed, every time the belief 
is reiterated that appellate courts are better qualified than trial judges 
fo decide what justice requires, the confidence of litigants and the 
public in the trial couns will be further impaired. Dnder any feasible 
or conceivable system, our trial court? must always have the last 
word in the great bulk of ca·ses. I doubt whether there will be much 
satisfaction with the judgments of trial courts among a public which 
is ed\lcated t~ believe that bnlyappellate judges are trustworthy 
ministers of justice. 

Finally, to'come to the very heart of the issue, is there any reason 
to suppose that the result an appellate court reaches on the kinds of 
issues discussed is more likely to be "just" than was the opposite 
result reached by the trial court? hldge Chase's observation, quoted 
earlier, is in point here: 

!hough trial j tlelges. may at .tir~les be mistaken as to facts, appe Hate 
Judges are not always omn:sClel1t.t~t 

Most of our examples have come from the federal courts, and federal 
d.istrict judges are generally beiieved to be men of much ability, 
nghtly entitled to the greatest respect. In some of the Llates. it is 
true, trial judges are not so highly regarded. But this is \vrong, re
gardless of the scope of appellaterevie\\". I think there is wide agree
ment that trial judges should be picked with the same care as appel
late judges, and that it probably would be desirable: to give them the 
same conditions'of salary and tenure as are given appellate judges.l~~ 

If trial judges are carefully selected, as in the federal system it' . .. .. , 
IS hard to think of any reason why they are more Iikelv to make 
errors of judgment than are appellate judges. \\'here the question is 
whether an award of damages is excessi\'e or a \'erdict against the 
clear weight of the evidence, the trial judge has the vast ad\'antage 
of having becn preseNt in the courtroom and heard the witnesses. 
'Yhere the Cjuc;;tion is as to the procedure to be followed in a pending 
case, the trial judge has the advantage of having lived with the case, 
and thus should be better able than the appellate judges to gauge its 

120. Wis~art v .. D~uchy, 3 U.S.J~ 1]all.) 320~ 329 (li96f.-----
121. Orns v. HIgginS, 180 F.2d :>31, :>~2 (2d Or.) ecrl. dt!lIiC'd 3<10 U S 

810 (1950). ' I' • 

122. Sunderland, !mpro'i)I!/IIcllf of Appel/ale Proadllrl!, 26 Iowa L. Rev. 
3 (19-10). And sec Pound, Appellate Procedure in Civil Cases 380·81 (19-11)' 
Calamandrei, Procedure and Democracy 42·44 (1956). ' 
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complexity and its procedural needs. _-\nd e .... en where the question 
is what finding of fact should be made on the basis of documentary 
e\·idence, the trial judge has the ad\'alltage of having made the initial 
sifting of the entire record and oi hayirig put it into logical sequence, 
while the appellate cOllrt has lawyers beiore it picking out hits and 
pieces of the record to attack or defe:1d a particular finding. 

There is no' way to know for sure ,,,nether trial courts or appel
late courts are more often right. But in the absence of a clear show
ing that broadened appellate review leaas to better justice, a,showing 
which I think has not been made and probably cannot be made, the 
cost of increa;;ed appellate review, in tenns of time and expense to 
the parties, in terms of lessened confidence in the trial judge. and in 
terms of positi\;e injustice to those who cannot appeal. seems to me 
clearly exorbitant. 

I do not wish to speak critically of the appellate courts which 
have recently announced broader powers of appellate review. Only 
the most insensitive observer could iail to sympathize with their 
problem. \Vhen a judge upholds the cO:1stitutionality of a statute he 
believes unwise, he has at least all the tradition of def'.!rence to a 
coordinate and pop111arly responsib~e branch of go\,crnme,nt to sus
tain him in his self-restraint. But there is no such tradition to bolster 
self-restraint when he is passing on the work of his constitutional 
inferiors within the judiciary. It must be hard, indeed, for a judge 
to approve a judgment below he considers to 'be unjust when he 
knows that he 'has the power to set it aside and ach'ieve justice as he 
sees it. Our hope must be that in tlm::e hard moments the judge will 
remember Justice Jackson's C21:LlOn that "we are not final because 
we are infallible, but we are" iniallib;e only because we are final,"123 
and that, remembering, he may beiie\'e that the best way to do jus
tice in the long run is to contine to'a minimum appellate tampering 
with the work of the trial cocr:s. 

123. Brown Y. Allen. 3+J. C.S. 443, :-:D (1953) (concurring opinion). 
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THE POWER OF DIST~ICT JUDGES AND THE 

RESPONSIBILITY OF COURTS OF APPEALS 

Paul D. Carrington* 
-

FOR some years, the most prestigious commentator on federal prac-
tice, Chal'les A. Wright, has been.!xpressing concern about the 

apparent evolution of the relation between trial and appellate courts, 
particularly in the federal judicial system>., 'With his <;listinguished 
colleague, Leon Green, he has deplored the fact that "the appellate 
courts have drawn unto themselves practically all the.: power of the 
judicial system:\ Although sympathetic with the desires of appellate 
judges to achieve right results in cases coming before them, Professor 
'Vright urges that this desire has too often been permitted to predom
inate, that our appellate judges have too often failed to recognize the 
limits of their own capacities and wisdom. 

Professor ·Wright has conceded that the evaluation he makes is 
difficult, and perhaps dUbious\ It is, therefore, probably unnecessary 
a.nd perhaps gratuitous to join issue with him. Nevertheless, I do not 
share some of Professor "\~right's reactions and there may be some ad
vantage in giving expression to my disagreement. I cannot demonstrate 
that his view is erroneous. The most that can be said is that his 
evaluation rests upon basic assumptions about the costs and values of 
review that are not subject to proof or disproof, that we are hence free 
to reiect it. This is possibly too obvious to bear demonstration, but 

it may be the kind of obvious fact which is too easily and regrettably 
forgotten. Most discourse about judicial institutions, their evolution 
and reform, is conducted at a level at least once removed from the 
basic' assumptions which discussants often erroneously presume to 
share. This results in the frustration of much ICOmmunication and may 
produce unnecessarily intense feelings, Thus, if Professor \Vright and 
I were 'forced to share decisions, we could best succeed by recognizing 
the different points of departure from which each of us begins. Failing 
to do so, we are quite likely to talk past one another in increasingly 
shrill tones. These remarks are ,\Titten in the hope of advancing the 
kind of understanding which will enable appellate court reform, which 
is now needed, to proceed "with dispatch and a minimum of rancor. 

Professor "Wright's concern is directed at somewhat different, but 
related, developments. Primarily, he protes.ts "[tJhe esoteric theories by 
which appellate courts pretend that questions of fact have somehow 
become questions of law, and thus can be decided anew by the appellate 
judges .... "\In particular, he is troubled by appellate regulation of 
the size of verdicts, by appellate regulation of the power to grant new 
trials becal.!--; of judicial disagreement with a verdict, and by appellate 
willingness to re-evaluate undisputed evidence\ Very closely 'related 
is his objection to the practice of reversing judgments rendered on 

*Professor of Law, University of Michigan. Reproduced 
from 3 Ga.L.Rev. 507, 508-513, 517-519, 521, 527-529 
(1969) 0 
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the basis of unchallenged instructions which are later found by the 
appellate court to contain "plain error."6 Finally, he objects to the 
growing use of the "'trit of mandamus to review trial court rulings 
which might at an earlier time have been immunized from review by 
force of the requirement that co~rts of appeals review only "final 
decisions" of distr.ict courts.\ Almost all of these trends, if not all of the 
resulting decisions, can be defended as expressions of a general design 
which subordinates the power of individual officials, such as trial 
judges, to the discipline of the institutional machinery of democratic 
law. 

1. :MANDAMUS Al\iD THE FINAL DECISION REQUIREMENT 

For the federal courts, the final decision requirement is expressed 
in the basic statutory provision pertaining to the. jurisdiction of the 
courts of appeals.'& The principle has antique origins, however.' The 
reasons which prompted its development are now somewhat murky 
and may have been largely conceptual.~ But it can be explained as a 
device for preventing the disruption of the work of trial courts, and 
the delay and expense inflicted on unwilling litigants if cases are 
bo,-?nced around between trial and appellate courts. The "work of the 
appellate court in formulating principles and assuring minimal com
pliance with legal standards will often be best senred by awaiting the 
full development of the facts in controversy. The vitality of the 
finality principle may also be partly' explained as an expression of the 
interest of appellate judges in avoiding the pain of making decisions 
which may later be demonstrated to be unnecessary. 

The final decisions requirement was not a universal characteristic 
of historic English practice; it was not recognized by the Chancellor as 
a feature of review in equity.X Perhaps, again, the historic basis for 
this distinction was conceptual. But the difference might be thought 
justified by the nature of the power exercised by the master or judge 
sitting in equity: the more personal aspect of the equitable mandate 
ami the greater compass of the equitable power might be deemed to 
require freer access to review. Open interlocutory review was one'fea
ture of the equity practice which tended to make it so prolix that it was 
necessary to make radical reform.No In any event the equity practice 
has heen partly preserved in the federal judicial code, which authorizes 
appeals from orders granting or denying injunctions, and certain other 
orders which are characteristically equitable~ These statutory excep
tions to the final decision requirement might have been liberally 
construed to consume most of the rule,No but such a development has 
not occurred.1f;.. 

In applying this principle there is an inevitable necessity to de
fine the kinds' of trial court rulings which may be regarded as suit-

I Wright, Thr. Otl~rloaded Fiflh Circuit: A Crisis in Judicial Administration, 42 TEXAS 

L. REV. 9·!9, 967 (1964). 
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ably final:X Thus, the Federal Ruies of Civil Procedure, for example, 
were required to reconcile the principle to needs created by the practice 
of composite litigation, so favored by the Rules.KIn permitting and 
encouraging multiplication of claims and parties, the Rules created a 
situation in which the final decision requirement could be applied with 
dilatory effect. Some claims may be terminated, or some parties ex
cluded, prior to trial; if appeals from such terminal orders cannot be 
heard until after trial,~great ,,'aste and delay may result. Accordingly, 
Rule 54(b) provides for "entry of a final judgment as to one or more 
but fewer than all of the claims or parties ... ", but "only upon an 
express determination that there is no just reason for delay .... " 

The final decision requir~ment has been more recently compromised 
with respect to the problem of the substantive uncertainty which makes 
it difficult for a trial court to proceed to trial with confidence in its 
understanding of the controlling law. If the substantive law controlling 
the rights of the parties is so uncertain that there is a good chance 
that a long trial will later be set at nought because of an error in the 
instructions, or because of some other error resulting from a substan
tive misconception, efficient administration requires that there be an 
attempt to provide an authoritative basis 'for the trial by means of an 
interlocutory appeal. Accordingly, in 1958, the code was amended to 
authorize appeals from orders involving "a controlling question of 
law as to which there is [a] substantial ... difference of opinion ... 
[where] an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance 
the ultimate termination of the litigation .... "l:b- Such an appeal is 
authorized, however, only where the district judge certifies and the 
court of appeals permits. This device for the double exercise of discre
tion is said to be justified by the need for the trial judge to gauge the 
genuineness of the uncertainty and the extent of the resulting delay, 
and by the need for the appellate court to assess the likelihood of error 
and tlle availability of its time to resolve the doubt~ The total number 
of appeals pursued under this statute has remained small.21 

These exceptions or qualifications of the final,decision requirement 
have not exhausted the competing pressures on the rule. There remains 
a variety of rulings made by trial judges which are not reviewable a.t 
the terminal stage of the proceeding because they become moot, or be
cause they are so tangential to the merits of the cause that they can 
har~ly be regarded as prejud~cial enough to justify re\'ersal even though 
the impact on the litigants may have been considerable. "Where im
portant rights are threatened by possible error in such rulings, there 
is a grmdng reluctance to permit the final decision requirement to 
stand in the way of review~ One judge-made principle which can be 

---- .. ---------------

21 In 196~,~O __ 3lPl)lications for interlocutory appeal were considered and 41 were 

allowed. 1967 DIR. AD~nN. OFFiCE U.s. COURTS ANN. REP. 191 [hereinafter cited as 1967 
ANN. RF.P.]. 
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said to have respectable lineage is the "collateral order" doctrine, most 
clearly expressed in Cohen v. Beneficial Industrial Loan Corp.23 The 
Supreme COurt there held that the court of appeals might entertain 
an appeal from a denial of a motion to require the plaintiff to post 
security for costs as required by a state statute. It was explained that 
the order did not "make any step toward final disposition of the merits 
of the case and [would] not be merged in final judgment."~ '''hen 
that time came, it would be too late to review the order because it 
would be moot; hence it was "too independent of the cause itself to 
require that appellate consideration be deferred' until the 'whole case 
is adjudicated:~ This principle has seen limited application,~ but its 
progeny may have a larger role to play in the future. 

Against this background emerges the development of increased use 
of extraordinary 'writs which is deplored by Professor Wright. As with 
the other exceptions and qualifications, the frequency of use of 
extraordinary writs to challenge the actions of trial judges is not grcat.27 

Tradition has it that these writs are available only to confine the district 
judge, or any official, to his proper jurisdiction, or to require him to 
perform his clear, "ministerial" duty~ For example, a clearly appro-

priate use of extraordinary relief is the prohibition of an erroneous re
moval of a state criminal prosecution to a federal court.~Because an 
acquittal is nonreviewable, the state can obtain review only by the 
extraordinary means of an original proceeding in the court of appeals. 
The use of mandamus and prohibition has been gradually extended 
to other situations not involving jurisdictional excesses, but other 
kinds of abuses~ 

The particular case which inspired Professor 'Wright's reaction 
was La Buy v. Howes Leather Co~ The Supreme Court there affirmed 
a mandamus directing the district judge to hear a case himself rather 
than refer it to a master. In accordance 'with a routine fairly com
mon in his district, the judge proposed to refer the case on his own 
motion because the trial would be long and his docket was congested. 
The Court termed this practice "little less than an abdication of 
the judicial function,"l!9... req uiring the exercise of supervisory con
lrol by the courts of appeals. 

23 337 u.s. 5·11 (1949). See generally Vnderwood, Appeals in the Federal Practice from 
Collateral Orders, 36 VA. L. REV. ill! (1950). 

27 There were 158 original proceedings in all o~ tile courts of appeals in 1957. 1967 
ANN. REP. 186. 
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In my view, the decision is correct. It would be difficult, and per
haps impossible to demonstrate after trial that either party had been 
prejudiced by the use of the master to receive the evidcJice, in the 
sense that the outcome or the case would be aff~Gted by it. But the 
Constitution guarantees life tenure judges in federal courts; this 
guarantee is not adequately fulfilled by delegation of judicial duties 
to part-time officials appointed for special purposes. Moreover, the 
fee of the master may be taxed against the losing part)'. Special mas
ters have a useful role to play in the federal practice, but it should be 
a very limited one,~ and the parties have a substantial interest in 
insisting that this is so.. Therefore, it seems to me to be a useful 
a.ssurance, not only to litigants but also to trial judges, that the 
appellate courts are willing to exercise some supervisory responsibility 
in such matters .. The fact that the court of appeals is open to review 
an abuse of discretion in the appointment of a special master assures 
the litigants that the order of reference stands not as tIle personal fiat 

of the district judge, but also as an expression of institutional policy 
'Wh~cb. is expected to withstand at least minimal inspection by a group 
of Judges who are more detached ITom the immediat.e, dispute and 
who are collectively responsible for institutional integTity.34 More
over, the availability of mandamus or prohibition in such cases asmres 
fthe trial judge that his relation with his constituent litigants is built 
on something more firm than his own personal force; the moral in
tegTity of the federal judicial enterprise stands behind his rulings. 
Only a venal or unduly timid judge should fear or regret review, in
sofar as the esteem of his office is concerned. For those reasons, we 
may approve not only the holding in La Buy.v. Howes Leather Co., 
but also a later holding in the Fifth Circuit which invoked the power 
?f the ex~:aordi.nary ,writ to prevent a reference which was "palpably 
Improper desI;)lte the absence of any general pattern of improper ref
ere.nces in the district court under Teview.3~ 

U For fuller development of this idea in a somewhat different setting, sec L. JAFn, 
JUDICIAL CONTROL OF ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 320·27 (1965). 

35 In re Watkins. 271 :F.2d 771 (5th Cir. 1959). 
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There is always the threat of opening the floodgates, and it has 
been voiced in connection with this developmenLG2 This is a serious 
matter in light of the present state of the dockets of the courts of 
appeals,"".but there is no evidence. that any of the spurt in the num
ber of' federal appeals filed in recent years is attributable to lower 
standards of ripenesS' for appeal. There is a more particular threat, 
perhaps, to individual litigants who may be harmed oy delay resul~
inet from appeals from orders which are "practically final," but thIS 
is ~ threat that results from any exercise of appellate jurisdiction and 
must be borne if important rulings are to be supported by the author
ity of the whole process rather than by the a.uthority of a si?gle 
judge. Delay is not a universal consequence of 1l1~er1ocutory. reVIew; 
often the appeal can be disposed of before the tnal calendar makes 
its turn. And the motive of delay can often be taken into account on 
the issue of a requested stay of trial court proceedings. 

Finally, there is the insistence of Professor \Vright that this devel
opment undermines the prestige of the ~istrict judge. For ~.e, as I 
have suggested, this consideration cuts qUlte the other way; ms ame
nability to review makes the trial judge more respectable and not less. 
There should be access to the court of appeals to gain timelY' and 
effective review of any ruling which is of vital importance to a lit
.igant; review of consequential rulings should be prevented only when 
there exists a specific urgency for dispatch which overrides the 
general need to institutionalize the responsibility for important de
cisions. 

II. ApPEALS AND THE FACT FINDI:-IG PROCESS 

It is complained that the courts of appeals are not only intruding 
more quickly into the work of the trial courts, but also that the scope 
of review is penetrating more deeply into the process of making partic
ular decisions. The soundness of the general principl~ that fact find
ing should be done in the court of first instance can hardly be dis
puted. It has generally been assumed that the appellate process is 
deemed to be adequately fulfilled if the reviewing court can be satis:. 
fied that the decision is consistent with a valid and applicable general 
principle of law which can be said to serve as the major pre~is: to 
the syllogism itwoked to form that decision. The general prmclple 
or major premise reHects, of course, the varied mix of val~e judg
ments about conflicting social policjes and procedural practices and 
is the objective of the deliberative and creative aspect of review.e.l 
The reviewing court can perform this role of appraising the legal 
premise without concern for the accuracy of ~he trial court's ~is
cernment of the particular circumstances to wInch the general prm
ciple is applied. The precise accuracy of the fact-finding may be of 
the utmost concern to the litigants, but it is of little general concern 
to others than the parties if an isolated mistake occurs in the judicial 

62 Iirank, Requiem for Ihe Final Judgment Rule, 45 TEXAS L. REv. 292, 319·20 (1966); 
Wright. SIlpra note 4, at 748. 
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re·creation of events in dispute. Since the economics of the process 
require that the reviewing court not get as close to the evidence as 
the trial forum, the reviewing court is poorly equipped to know wben 
such an isolated mistake has, in fact, been made. It can only assure 
that an adequate, valid premise is invoked to sustain the decision. 

The distinction between the narrow questiL'fl 'Of fact and the broad 
question of law is, however, much less crisp than this verbalization 
:night indicate. Like all useful principles of substance or procedure, 
It must be fitted to the situations in which it is employed. To para
phrase a doubting remark of Jabez Fox,65 findings of fact may be de
fined as the class of decisions 'we choose to leave to the trier of fact 
subject only to limited review, while conclusions of law are the .class 
of decisions which revie'wers chose to make for themselves without 
deference to the judgment of the trial forum. This skepticism about 
the circularity of the distinction is borne out by many cases involving 
review of administrative decisions.66 The distinction there is espe
cially obscure because the administrative agency has its own role in 
formulating general federal policy and is therefore entitled to some 
deference with respect to its conclusions of law.67 Some courts, un
willing to recognize this function of the agency, but nevertheless 
wiIHng to uphold administrative activity, have been attracted to a 
subterfuge of characterizing agency decisions as fact-finding even 
though they seem to express substantive value judgments rather than 
perceptions of individual cin:umstance. This muddled use of ter
minology is unnecessary, and is falling into disuse.' There is an 
analytical difference between the two types of decisions: the line of 
distinction represents the point at which reasoned judgment fails to 
supply an answer to the dispute~ \Vhen the reviewer's skills of 
fonnulation and application of substantive policy have been expended 
without producing a solution, there is no alternative 'but to rely on 
instinct, and the instinct of the trier of fact serves as 'well or better 
than any~ 

Even the purest findings of fact, however, cannot be entirely im
munized from review. Otherwise, the process of decision beinet 'what it 
• 1 ~ 
IS, t Ie general principles and the policies they reflect could be quickly 
subverted by hostile findings. By taking a discolored view of the facts 
i.n every case in which a principle is invoked, the trier of fact could 
frustrate its application. The reviewing court must, therefore, exam
ine the r~(ord closely enough to assure that the law is not being 
flouted."'" Furthermore, some marginal check on the "unfairness and 
u~skill~ulness':'b..of the j,udge i~. conducting the trial ought to be sup
plIed, 1Il the mterest of the lItIgants, and in the public interest in 
providing them with reasonable satisfaction in the process. 

64 I'rofessor Wright seems at limes to regard this as the only legitimate role of ap
pellate courts. E.g., 'Wright, supra note 3, at 751. 

n Fox, Law and Fact, 12 HARV. L. REv. 545, 551 (1899). states: 
That part of the case which is left to the jury is fact, as it seems to me, because it is 
!eft to the jury; and that part which is decided by the judge is law because he chooses 
to decide it, and to decide it in' such a way tllat it shall be used as a precedent for 
future cases. 

Compare L. GREEN, supra note 2, at 2i9 and Wright, supra note 3, at 770. 
86 4 K. DAVIS, AD~ma5T1lATIVE LAw TREATISE §§ 30.03·.08 (1958). 
61 See L. JAFFE. supra note 34, 546·92. 
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Because of the nat.ure of the pl'inciples involved, it is very difficult 
to perceive any trends in their use. Examples prove nothing about 
trends and. a series of evaluations of disputable examples would re
veal little more than the biases of the evaluator. Nevertheless, as a 
regular reader of the Federal Reporter, I am prepared to share the 
sense of Professor "'\Vricrht's observation that the sl)here of fact-find-• 0 

ing is shrinking gradually over quite a long historic curve. 
I suspect that findings need not be so erroneous, as once may have 

been necessary to merit condemnation as "clearly erroneous". And a5i 

an observer of federal judicial statistics, I am prepared to concede that 
this development may have contributed somewhat to the burgeoning 
of the dockets of the courts of appeals, although this, too, is non
demonslrable~ But even if some congestion is the result, I would 
find the evolution benign. 

CONCLUSION 

I view the various trends adverted to as aspects of a single develop
ment of a tighter institutional framework to bind or channel the 
power of trial judges. This development may be regarded as benign 
or not, according to one's assumption about the trial judge as an in
dividual. If the basis for one's opinion is an assumption that the trial 
judge is wise and good, that he is likely to rise above the melee and 
l'ender a detached and impersonal decision which will accurately reflect 
the public welfare in the manner that a fully informed public would 
desire, then the aggressive intrusions of appellate courts can be re
garded as usurpations. If the basis for opinion is a contrary assump
tion that tri.:tl judges are equipped with an abundance of human fail
ings, that they are likely to become emotionally involved in their 
work, and to lack the time, energy,. or support to make sound re
flective judgments about' the application of public policy in disputed 
situations, then appellate activism can be regarded as benign growth. 
This does not assume that circuit judges are wiser than district 
judges; that I very much doubt. But three heads are better, than one, 
and the tempo of the work of appellate courts allows for reflection 
and instruction that is not available to trial judges. 

Of course, it is an oversimplification to portray Professor W'right 

as an adherent of Plato, "or myself as an adherent of Aristotle. One 
need not choose between trusting individual judges or distrusting 
them; one can take a position at any point on a 'long spectrum. And 
the valuation is complicated by other factors, especially the cost and 
delay of appellate litig-dtion, whose consequences may be appraised 
variously.10~ But this very basic value judgment cannot be eliminated' 

10( Thus. Professor Wright asserts the relevance of Chief Justice Ellsworth's dictum that 
"a man [should] not be pcnnitted to try his case two or three times over:' Wright, supra 
note 4, at 748; Wright, supra note 3, at 751. All would agree with the dictum; at some 
point, it surely becomes relevant to the process of converting trial court decisioDf. into 
wues to be resolved at the appellate level; but I perceive that point to be yet some dis
tance away. 
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from tl:e mix of factors that are to be taken into account in drawing 
the penmeter of the proper appellate role. 

T?ese observations are not made merely for the purpose of sup
portmg the assertion that we have riot learned very much that is 
about . d' . l' . . new 

. JU ICla· mstitutions in recent millennia, however .true that 
assertIOn may be. The conclusion can also be tendered that the prob
l~m of defining the proper role of appellate courts wilt not soon 
YIeld to. the techniques of modern science. Detter data accumulation 
and retrIeval methods do ease the task of assessing the cost and delay of 
a~~eals. But. we are yet quite a long way from being able to test em
pIrIcally any of the competing assumptions that may be made about the 
need for great~r institutionalization of decisions at trial. Perhaps the 
best we can do IS to measure the public acceptability ,of the existing role 
of appellate courts, or of any proposed changes, but such measure
ments tend to reflect only a compound ignorance: if none of us has 
a. sound scientific ~asis for his own assumptions, a survey that com
l~lles t~ese assumptIons can be no more scientific than its informa
tIOnal mput: 'While the acceptability of judicial practice is a relevant 
mea~ure ?: Its s~ccess, it cannot serve as a sufficient explanation to 
t~c mqumng. ml.n?, ~or ~s ~ terminus of concern for those respon
SIble for the JudICial mstltUtlons and practices of a rapidly-changing 
society. 

1£ it is correct to assert that science is not ready with a quick answer 
~o the basic issue that divides Professor 'Vright's view from my own, 
It may also be useful to suggest the wisdom of avoidino- too strong an 
at.ta~hment to one's own assumptio~s. Here, I share Pr;fessor 'Wright's 
wl11mgn:ss to. conc~~de the ?ifficulty of maintaining any assertion. 
After millenma of InconcluslVe debate, none of us is entitled to be 

a zealot. On .the oth.er hand, decisions must be made; courts must 
carry on; their praqtIces will evolve and will be chano-ed t ro · t' 
t t' I . b . . 0 1 mIme 
o Imc .. , nevlta l.y,. dleclSlons and practices must rest on so'me shaky 

assumptI?ns. I?eclSlom will surely be better and practice:s will be 
sounder 1£ theIr creators are mindful of the frail underpi.nning. 
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